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Gromyko Asks Disarmament Parley

Proposal First
Declaration of
New Leadership

New Viet Talks May Lead
To Bombing of Red Routes

SAIGON, South Viet Nara
(AP) — U.S. Ambassador Maxwell D. Taylor and South Vietnamese Premier Tran Van
Huong today opened planning
talks expected to lead to bombing of Viet Cong supply lines in
Xaos.
Taylor returned to Saigon
Sunday from Washington amid
Increasing speculation that the

U.S.-Vietnamese planning sessions.
"I think as time goes on the
results of the decisions will become apparent," one official
said .
Taylor on his return said new
measures by both the United
States and the South VietnamOfficials said no announce- ese would be discussed. He rements were expected from the fused to say what they were.

war against the Communists
would be broadened. It was believed that President Johnson
had ruled out attacks against
North Viet Nam, but the Red
supply routes through southern
Laos were considered likely targets.

Mother Kills 3 Children,
Hangs Herself in St. Paul

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
* As an outcome of my visit, "
(AP)— Soviet Foreign Minister
Taylor said, "the President has
A n d r e i A. Gromyko today
instructed me to consult urgentcalled for a world summit conly with the government of Preference on disarmament.
mier Tran Van Huong as to the
measures to be taken to imThe Soviet proposal was mad*
prove the situation here in all
before the TJ.N. General Assemits aspects. "
bly in the first major policy de*
The ambassador said Johnson
claration of the new Soviet leadhad "reaffirmed the basic U.S.
ership.
policy of providing all possible
useful assistance to the South
Gromyko also submitted a
Viet Nam people and the Huong
detailed memorandum on disargovernment in their struggle to
mament, outlining measures to
defeat the externally supported
be considered at the proposed
insurgency
and
aggression
conference.
'
being conducted against them.
The Soviet foreign minister
Thousands of police were
strung out along Taylor 's route
declared that the present interfrom the airport into town.
national situation was ripe for
There had been rumors that
3CE-TORN LIMBS . . . The damage to
gathered on power lines and tree limbs and
progress on such measures as a
Buddhists planned a demonstrathese trees on a residential street in Schetugged -wires to the ground, leaving a total
complete ban on nuclear weaption against the Huong governnectady, N.Y., is typical of the destruction
of 75,000 homes and businesses without elecons, the liquidation of foreign
ment. None materialized.
wrought by the weekend 's combination raintricity. (AP Photofax )
bases and the reduction of miliThe South Vietnamese forces
sleet-snow storm in New York state. Ice
tary budgets.
scored a major victory against
U.S. Delegate Adlai E. Stethe Viet Cong in a fierce nine
venson listened intently as Grohour battle Saturday on the Ca
myko spoke in quiet, conciliaMau Peninsula , at the southern
tory words.
tip of South Viet Nam. The government said 115 Communists
The Soviet delegate specifiwere killed in the encounter at
cally endorsed Red China's
Tan Lac village, about 150 miles
Proposal for a meeting of the
southwest of Saigon.
eads of state of all countries
to consider a ban on all nuclear
South Vietnamese officials
weapons. He also backed the
said their side suffered 86 casuWASHINGTON (AP)-Prime organizing a nuclear weapons recommendation of the nonaalties, but the battle was regarded as a psychological boost SCHENECTADY, N.Y. (AP) Minister Harold Wilson was to I force within the North Atlantic ligted nations at Cairo for a
present to President Johnson to- Treaty Organization.
world disarmament conference.
for the government's war effort,
—
Cold
and
hardship
continued
day new British proposals for i U.S. and British officials were He said:
which had been sagging badly.
hopeful for early agreement on "The Soviet government lg
Six U.S. airmen were wound- today for thousands, of families
to participate in furUh
the rough outlines of a comed in the attack as U.S. helicop- in an ice-crippled eastern por!prepared
er
discussions
in any . forum
mand
and
control
system,
ters raked the Communist bat- tion of New York. Power crews
and
at
any
level,
including tits
which
would
then
be
negotiated
[
talion with rockets and light sought to restore heat and light
with West Germany* and othwr highest one, of the problemot
bombers dropped 500-pound
general and complete disarmainterested Allies.
bombs. Communist fire dam- for nearly 40,000 customers.
The
sun
glistened
this
mornThe Johnson-Wilson confer- nent, of banning and destroyaged 14 helicopters.
ing on a winter wonderland
ence will continue through Tues- ing nuclear weapons, and of
measures for the curtailment
created by ice-laden trees and
day.
of the arms drive."
power lines.
Temperatures
The President will then meet
ranged down to 10 below zero in
with Soviet Foreign Minister
the wake of one of the state 's
Andrei Gromyko on Wednesday.
worst storms.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS That meeting will afford JohnThe bitter cold added the
son an opportunity to stress to
threat of frozen water pipes for Four rural West DePere teen- the new government in Moscow
stricken residents, most of agers — a boy and three girls- his view that the projected
whom were in an area bounded were killed Sunday night when NATO nuclear force — opposed
generally by Albany on the a car left the road and wrap- by the Soviet Union — will not
lead to the spreading of nuclear
south. Glens Palls on the north ped itself around a tree.
and Amsterdam-Gloversville on Their deaths , plus five other weapons.
ST. PAUL (AP) - Today the west.
fatalities in separate weekend
marked the start of the second Three deaths were attributed accidents, and one resulting Wilson arrived from London
Sunday night. Obviously conyear in Stillwater Prison for T.
WASHINGTON (AP) - Th*
from an Oct. 1 crash, added 10
Eugene Thompson, St. Paul to the weekend onslaught of names to the state 's record- scious ot the danger that other Supreme Court struck down tosleet
and
freezing
rain.
snow,
Allies
might
think
Johnson
and
attorney convicted of first
Many schools closed Friday breaking highway toll for 1964, he were "ganging up" to decide day a Florida law making it a
degree murder in the slaying of
remained
closed today. Others now rapidly approaching the 1,- the nuclear organization issue , crime for a Negro man and
his wife a year and nine months
he told newsmen "we don't ex- white woman, or a white man
served
as
emergency centers 000 mark.
ago.
and Negro woman, habitually to
pect to finalize anything."
for
those
driven
from
their
The slaying, one of the more
The total fatalities for the
occupy the same room at night.
homes
Churches,
fire
houses
.
bizarre in Minnesota murder
year reached 986—156 ahead of The head of the British LaboT Justice Byron R. White, for a
and
other
public
places
also
annals, also sent two other men
government which took powei unanimous court, said the Florilast year.
were opened for emergency use,
behind bars for life terms.
Killed in the Brown County in mid-October described the da law represented "an exercise
The murder occurred March and cooking facilities were pro- accident Sunday night were:
conference as "the beginning c«f of the state police power which
6, 1963. Mrs. Carol Thompson, vided .
LaVerne J anz, 17, daughter of a fruitful cooperation, the be- trenches upon the constitutionthe mother of four, was beaten
The Weather Bureau said to- John Janz; Larry Schmitz, 18, ginning of a series of discus- ally protected freedom from
and stabbed. She died, the state night and Tuesday would be a son of Henry Schmitz; Kathleen sions which we hope will lead to invidious official discrimination
charged, pecause Thompson bit warmer, amid scattered deRuyter, 17, daughter of Mr. the strengthening of the al- based on race."
wanted to collect a huge Insur- snow>
and Mrs. Herbert deRuyter , and liance."
A Florida law prohibiting
ance windfall.
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, her cousin, Susan deRuyter, 18,
marriages between Negroes and
In prison, Thompson earns 55 touring evacuation centers in daughter of Er. and Mrs. Donwhites was attacked in the same
cents a day as a laborer. He the Schenectady area Sunday ald deRuvter,
case, hut White said the court
operates a machine that winds night , declared, "We've had ice All of the families live in ruwas not expressing any views
twine into balls. In his spare storms before,
none has ral West DePere, but the Janz
about that law in today's opintime he directs a 15-member ever fceen as bad but
as this. "
and Schmitz homes are in Outaion . The court dealt solely with
choir.
gamie County and tho DeRuythe statute dealing with persons
C. Paul Jones , a Minneapolis
ters in Brown County.
of different races using the
attorney handling Thompson's
same room at night .
appeals , says he likely will file
The Brown County sheriff's
Explaining the court's ruling.
the appeal with the Minnesota
office said the 1950 Chevrolet ,
White
said that , because the
Supreme Court after the first ol
apparently driven by Schmitz ,
section as to persons using the
the year. Thompson has lost a
was traveling east on Brown
same room applies only to a
bid for a new trial in district
County Highway S when it went CAIRO (AP) - The Soviet white person and a Negro who
court,
off the road on a straightaway. Union reportedly has agreed to commit the specified acts —
Also sentenced In the slaving
The car careened into a ditch, help finance the growing arms living together — and because
were Norman Mastrian , onetime
came out of it and slammed into
no couple other than the one
boxer labeled the middleman, BAGLEY , Minn. (AP)-State a tree. The car was ripped al- airlift to the Congolese rebels.
made up of a white and a Negro
and Dick W. C. Anderson, a
L. J. Lee says he is dis- most In half by the impact and An East Europoan Communist is subject to conviction upon
Rep.
adsalesman
who
diplomat
said
tho
Soviets
sometimes
proof of tho elements compristurbed by the fact young men
mitted carrying out a death plot. from Minnesota are being the engine was shoved on top agreed last weekend to replen- ing the offense It proscribes
of Schmitz
,
ish
stocks
of
the
Soviet-made
"we hold (the section) invalid
recruited for federal job corps
weapons which Algeria and tho as a denial of the equal proteccamps outside tho state and
United Arab Republic are ship- tion of tho laws gunrnnteed
suggested the state needs such
by
Hangover
ping to Chrislopho Goenye 's the 14th Amendment. "
camps.
forces. The Russians also reA hangove r, we 're told , Is portedly will pay part of the
Lee wrote to Secretory of the
Interior Stewart lltlahl about tho mourning after the night airlift costs.
Cou rt Will Rule
tho matter. Ho said n couple before . . . Laziest guy we
Communist China has sup- On Estes Plea
of possible sites for such camps know is one who has insomEarth nia and has his wife count ported the rebels through its
town when an accountant had in Ihe state arc the While
shoe)) for him . , . Tho embassy in Burundi , east of the WASHINGTON (AP) - Tha
and
Itasca
Reservation
India
n
come in to make a routine
prices s o m e mechanics Congo, but when the rebels were Supremo Court decided today
State Park arcn.
check of Hood's books.
charge to txuie an engine , driven north toward the Sudan- to rule on whether live televiLee
is
a
member
of
the
state
Howell nnd Texas Rangers
you 'd think tlicy wore grad- ese border , the supply lines be- sion coverage of the trial of
Democratic
Farmer
Labor
arrested her on n Fort Worth Central Committee .
uated from Jiiilli nnl , . , A came difficult to maintain. The Billlo Sol Estes on a charge of
street over the weekend. They
¦
college foodwill star was of- Chinese are reported try ing to swindling violated his rights
recovered oighteen $lfl() bills ,
fered $25 ,000 to piny pro improvo (heir supply, and the under the U.S. Constitution.
the car and fur stole.
Goodfellows Fund
ball , but his wife tinned it Soviets apparently are trying to Estes, the Texan whose f|Sunday night , C-ermaine wns
down — no trading ntismps.
counter this.
nmncial bubble burst with
Previously listed ... $829.15
In a jail cell aftev six weeks of
heavy losses by lending compaWitnesses
have
seen
SovietShe
was
Ainnndn
Anrrstad
...
5.00
extravagant living.
huilt Antonov transports of nies , appealer! to tho hi gh tri5.0(1
Fnt-d nod Agnes
charged with forgery.
Egyptian und Algerian registry bunal from his conviction by a
All«n S. Morgan
5.JI0
"She did this after all of us
ferrying weapons to the Congo stiito court Jury in Tyler , Tex.
10.00
had tried to befriend her ," A. C. T,
(For more laughs see Karl t hrough Khartoum and Juba , in Ho was sentenced to eight years
mused Hood. "She was a dnrn
Sudan.
Total to Du in
$851. 15
Wilson/on Page 4),
Imprisonment.
good secretary. "

Ice Storm
Hits New
York Area

Jeffrey, 7

Timothy. 4

Burch May Not
Stem GOP Attack

By JACK JHSLL
WASHINGTON (AP) - Republican governors have started
¦a tire within their party that
•could make it difficult for National Chairman Dean Burch to
•command the broad-base support he needs to hold his job.
Althoughlhey stopped short in
a declaration at Denver, Colo. ,
Saturday of calling collectively
for Burch's resignation, there
appeared to be majority belief
among the 18 who attended that
after Burch canvasses the situation thoroughly he may decide

Max Conrad
Flying Across
South Atlantic

SAN JUAN , P.R. (AP) -Max
Conrad, the 62-year-old flying
granddad from Winona , Minn.,
was winging across the Atlantic
on his 142nd crossing in a
light plane today, due to touch
down at Dakar, in West Africa.
Conrad left San Juan Sunday
on the 3,200-mile trip, hoping to
land in 23 hours. He planned to
fly from Dakar to Capetown,
South Africa.

to step out.
This was based in part on reports given the governors In
closed session that as many as
70 of the 138-member Republican National Committee may
favor replacement of Burch.
Burch's own canvass of his
strength within the committee
was said to have been somewhat disappointing to him.
Sen. Thruston B. Morton of
Kentucky, former head of the
committee, made the point on a
television broadcast Sunday —
ABC "Issues and Answers" —
that the chairman has to have
broad support within the committee. He added he didn't know
anybody "who would want to
stay in that position that didn't
have support of his own committee. "
Morion , who had announced
his backing of Burch, said it is
up to the members of the National Committee and no one
else to determine whether
Burch should be replaced.
He added : "He must have
broad support in the National
Committee itself , he must have
broad support among the Republican governors, the Republican mayors, Republican leaders, state chairmen, vice chairmen, Young Republicans and
all."
Although the governors avoided naming Burch in a declaration setting out their ideas about
revising the party leadership, it
seemed clear a majority were
not offering the chairman the
kind of "broad support" Morton
sold was necessary.

From there. Conrad planned
to shoot for a world-record light
plane flight by gunning for an
8,500-mlle nonstop Jaunt from
Capetown to Now Orleans.
That would break hla 1959 nonstop distance mark. He flew 6,- [ Couldn't
5)11 mllea from Casablanca to
El Paso . Tex. in 57 hours , 27
minutes.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday, Warmer Tuesday. Low tonight 12-18, high Tuesday 30-35,
LOCAL WKATIIKR
Official observations for the 24
hours ending ut 12 m. Sunday:
Maximum. 25; minimum, O;
noon , 20; preclpltatioru none.
Official observations for the 24
hours ending at 12 m, today :
Maximum, 28; minimum, 20;
noon, 26; precipitation, none.

Susan, 2
ST. PAUL (AP)-A 29-yearold woman described as a "good
mother" in a "happy family"
stranded her three children and
then took her
own life by
hanging in the
family's h o m e
Sunday.
G e r a l d E.
Neubauer, 31, a
welder
for
Northern States
P o w e r Co.,
found the bodies w h e n he
returned f r o m
Mrs. Neubauer work about 4:15
p.m.
The victims were Mrs. Irene
Neubauer; Jeffrey, 7; Timothy,
4 , and Susan, 2.
"They were a normal , happy
couple getting along fine,"
neighbors said, "She was
always good with the children."
Police said no note was left .
The children were found in two
bedrooms, the mother in the
basement. Police said the
youngsters had marks on ' their
necks, but that they might have
been smothered with pillows.
Relatives said Mrs. Neubauer
had received some pills from a
doctor about a year ago for
"nerves'* but otherwise had
seemed in good health.
Autopsies were scheduled on
the four victims.

CHRISTMAS SEKLS fight IB and
oilier RESPIRATORY DISEASES

Wait for Raise

Wilson Offers

NATO Plan
4 Teen-agers
Killed as Car
LeavesHighway

Thompson
Starts Second
Prison Year

Job Corp s
Comps in
State Asked

Florida Law
Held WW
By High Court

Russians Will
Fly Arms to
Congo Rebels

Good Secretary Absconds

Hut Ciermalnn was In _ hurry
Deputy Sheriff Gene Howell
said. Two days after she went to
work for Hood , shu started writing checks nnd signing her employer's name , Howell said.
She bought an automobile
with a check for $2,49fl , a fur
stole with nnothcr check for $1 ,080 and paid $1 ,700 for a watch,
Howell «»id. She ev«n paid off
an old debt to an Illinois savings
and loan firm with another
1*11iftfi ''
check (or $1 ,395 , he added.
"That Ml be fine." Hood quoted
Last week , Grrmalne left
her as saying with a smile.

MIDLAND , Tex. (AP) When independent oilman H.C,
Hood needed a secretary in Ocs
tober, an employment agency
sent him attractive , red-haired
32-year-o} d Germalne Springer.
Oermalne asked $500 monthly
salary. Hut said Hood, "I didn 't
have enouRh work to justify that
kind of pay. I told her I would
start her at $.150 and .if ^things
worked out after a couple ol
months I would give her »

Shop Tonigh t-Winona Stores Open Until 9 p.m.

Big N.Y. Store
Has Shopping Day
For the Disabled

Arabs , Negroes
Battle in Sudan

KHARTOUM , Sudan, (AP ) ~ gro mob. An hour later thouArabs and Negroes battled sands of Arabs armed with
through the night in Khartoum, sticks invaded the Negro quarand fighting continued today. ter adjoining the airport. Bloody
An estimated 10 persons were clashes were reported through
reported killed, and scores wer e the night.
injured, including an American The demonstration started at
couple.
Khartoum Airport when a
The racial warfare broke out crowd of about 5 .000 Negroes
when - thousands of Negroes assembled to greet Interior
from South Sudan massed at the Minister Clement Mboro. MboKhartoum Airport to protest ro, a Negro, had been touring
domination by the East African South Sudan, where Negro
nation 's Arab majority. Then tribes are rebelling against the
they invaded the city, smashing ! Arabs of the northern Sudan
Automobiles and attacking Eu- who dominate the government
ropeans and Americans as well and the army.
as Arabs.
] At fi rst held in check by the
organizers , the crowd chanted
Europaras
the
Apparentl y
, slogans calling for the separaand Americans were mistaken ;
in the dark for Arabs. "Thl9 is tion of the southern provinces
the rest of the country.
not against you," a leader of the ji from
Then the mob broke through the
mob told an English family and thin cordon
of organizers and
two Americans at the airport.
stormed the airport building,
¦
The rioters smashed windows smashing doors and glass.
at Communist China 's embassy. The crowd had grown to about
Iron shutters were lowered : 10,000 as it spilled into an adjao>ver the windows of the U.S. j cent residential section.
Embassy, and a Marine guard
was on the alert.
Helmeted police and troops :Pep in County Names
with bayonets dispersed the Ne- Two to Committee
Advertisement
On Vocational School
More Comfort Wearing DURAND , Wis, ( Special) Walter Hartman , Pepin, and
Donald Summers, Durand , repHer*) la > pleasant way to overcome resent the Pepin County Board
loo»« pl»t» dlicomfort. FASTEETH,
*n lmptove<l powder, ieprinkied on on a five-county committee
upper and lover plates holds them ! studying the feasibility of open•Inner so that they feel more comfortable. No (rummy, gooey, pa»ty ing a vocational school. The
t*»ta or feeling. If a alkaline (noa- school would be for Polk , St.
•cld). Eoes not eour. Checks "plate
odor breath" . Get, FASTEETH-toda- I Croix, Dunn and Pierce coun¦
r. rtnie mnm^T, "verywhera.
; :ies in addition to Pepin.

FALSE TEETH

A GIFT SUGGESTION ™ FAMILY

RECORDER
• compactness
• power
» fidelity

CompUt* with Microphone,
2 R«»l* (on* with tape) and Cords
Tht most magnificent ,compoct and lightweight tape recorder
I 10 watts audio output is four times greater than
available. ll
lorg«r ,less portable recorders—with enough power to accommodate LARGE ouditoriom speaker systems. In addition to
these outstanding features lilted below , it includes: exclusive
high speed rewind lever... tvro-level recording indicator... precision index counter ond a ho st of other outstanding advanta ges.

NEW YORK (AP) - Alexander 's department store threw
open its doors and cleared the
aisles on a Christmas shopping
day for 400 disabled oldsters

M

H aHB

Hn/wunaidu
his offiet at 76 East 4th .Street will be OPEN. 10 a.m. te
.p.m. Monday, thru Pridays, DECEMBER Iuntil DECBMI for the purposa of paying on accounts and slgnlno ,
B-R I
authorization to transfer your records to any doctor of yOur
choice. These records will be of great value to the doctor
you designate. All records not transferred by December
20th, 1964, will be destroyed.

La Crosse Man Winona Co. ADA
Recovers Watch Renames Hobbs
Lost in 1949

Curtis retraced his footsteps
and spent several hours searching for Ihe watch but finally
had to give up.
Recently, a watch was found
in the North Carolina forest.
Two employes of the laboratoryforest recalled the story of the
lost watch. They got in touch
with Brabson , a construction
firm employe, and his description of the missing timepiece
matched the one that had been
found.
The watch had been exposed
to 15 years of temperatures
ranging from sub-zero to over
90 degrees, from alternate dry
and wet weather where the precipitation averages 80 inchs per
year. Would the watch run? It
sure did. A tew turns on the
stem and it was back in service, Curtis said.

State Employes
Union Wants
Hospitalization

ST. PAUL (AP) — The state
employes' union says it will concentrate its legislative lobbying
~\
on trying to win a hospitalteaftJ/xlOtf'xlV/J*—weighs only 20 lbs.
Measures
•
^
Tape
^
^*V
^ • 10 Watt* Puih-Pull A udlo Output
tion insurance program.
<-_4g_l ¦
spe»di—3.75
.
7.5
I.p.
^i^^wa
A spokesman for State Em«nd
*
iloyes Council 1 of the State,
Ton " Hi9 h Fide,it!'
' Control
\ L^-r^^J" * "Bal8nced-Keyboard
County and Munici pal Employes
yZ^ • Simplified
\&?
Union Local 614 said the state
is the only large employer in
WINONA'S HOME OF BRAND NAME RECORDERS
Minnesota not carrying such insurance.
Council 1 met in St. Paul Saturday. It re-elected officers , including Berdine Erickson of Rochester , president .
Taking a hand in the dispute
over work done by mental hospital patients , the union said
_ _^ -_gl ^_ _
B^i^nBMHa_ess-Mn*_-M>-HM__MM«ess-R-i
^i^^
| n

Dr. R. H. Wilson

WINONA COUNTY ADA . . , Officers and delegate* of
the Winona County unit of the American Dairy Association,
shown with Charles Peterson , regional representative , left ,
are Clarence Mundt , producer delegate; Cullen Pierce, alternate delegate; Malcolm Hobbs, chairman; E. W . Gaedy,
secretary-treasurer; Al Rivers, delegate ; Eugene Kalmes,
vice chairman, and Alvin Nisbit , alternate delegate.

LA CROSSE, Wis. (*—Willie
C u r t i s , associate hydrologist
with the Coulee Experiment
Forest near La Crosse, is feeling better now about an item he
borrowed and lost 15 years ago.
In June, 1949, while checking
rain and stream gauges in a forest manned by the Coweeta ,
N. C. Hydrologic Laboratory ,
Curtis lost a pocket watch he
had borrowed from his brotherin-law , Robert L. Brabson of
Franklin, N.C.

H^MMlHMiM^Hi^
^
^
^
^ B

LEWISTON , Minn. - Malcolm Hobbs, Winona Rt. 3, was
re-elected chairman of the " Winona County unit of the American Dairy Association. Eugene
Kalmes , Rollingstone, was appointed vice chairman.
Ewald Gaedy, Houston, was
re-elected secretary - treasurer .
Clarence. Mundt , St . Charles ,
was elected proder delegate and
Al Rivers, Rollingstone, was
nominated delegate. Alternate
delegates are Cullen Pierce, Utica . and Al Nisbit. St. Charles .
The group heard _ discussion
ol the Minnesota Dairy Industries committee from Charles
Peterson, regional representa- j
tive. Two major projects of the j
Winon a County unit are the an- j
nual dairy banquet and the
dairy princess contest.
!
The regional meeting will be \
Thursday at Rochester.
j

I have on hand quite a few Hems of equipment that any
doctor might be Interested in at greatly reduced prices.
They may be seen at my office at tha same hours.

R. H. Wilson , MD.
'

patients should be paid at the
regular employe rate for any
work b e y o n d "therapeutic
value. "
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"BURNETT" BY BARWICK

Nylon, 15'xl4'8". Honey Beige.
Reg. $194.40. SALE PRICE .
i

n_

¦

I

I

.

-

II

£A
<t l
VU
^JL

"ROCK POINT" BY MONARCH

Acrilan. 12' Wide. Beige Tweed.
Reg. $11.95 Sq. Yd. SALE PRICE

£"9 AP

. . a ^i aVD

C10C
$1-W

"BRAVA" BY BARWICK

Ny lon. 12' Wide. Brown Tweed.
CC i
l
C
Sq. Yd. 9D-43
Reg. $8.95. SALE PRICE .
II
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. "METEOR" BY TREND

Nylon. 12x10'6" . Sandalwood.
Reg. $125.30. SALE PRICE

CQ7 AA
l U
•pDf U

"GRAND MANNER" BY DOWNS

COAA
4>_CUU

All Wool. 15x14'5 " . Antique Beige.
Reg. $311.17. SALE PRICE

"COLOR KEYS" BY DOWNS

C7A
^/ U

Nylon. 19x5 6" . Tweed Mix.
Reg. $104.43. SALE PRICE

ttt.__Jii

12'. 6 Colon.

C7C AA

4>13-UU

CC >IC

Reg. $6.95. SALE PRICE . . . Sq. Yd. J>3_'t3

"TAHOE" IMPORTED

All Wool. 15' Wide. Beige 2-Tone.
a + A AA
Reg. $8.95. SALE PRICE . . . . Sq. Yd. 3>Hr_«J«J

"CORONA" IMPORTED

All Wool. 127 Rote, Beige, Green.
f f M QA
Reg. $6.95. SALE PRICE . . . . Sq. Yd. 3>4i3ZJ

"DAY ANNA" BY MONARCH

Acrilan. 15x107" . Earth Beige.
Reg. $197.10. SAtE PRICE

C
I CC

$133

"ORBIT" BY TREND

Nylon. 12' Wide. Brown Tweed.
a +A fkffk
Reg. $6.95. SALE PRICE
Sq. Yd. 4>H_ZKJ

"AKRA-TUFT" BY E'CON

Acry lic. 12' Wide. Sandalwood.
(£ [¦ A F
Rig. $6.95. SALE PRICE . . . . Sq. Yd. $3*43

FOAM BACK CARPET

AA
Nylon. 12' Wide. 7 Colors.
£^
BIO VALUEl LONG WEAR. . . . Sq.Yd. $3e33
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"OPERA HOUSE" BY DOWNS

Aerilan. 12*xl9'6". Olive Cr.en.
Reg. $286.00. SALE PRICE

COAH
?-LUU

"SADDLE RIVER" BY HIGHTST0WN

"COLOR KEYS" BY DOWNS

Nylon. 12x137" . Beige Tweed.
R^g. $162.00. SALE PRICE

"HIT TYME" BY DOWNS

12)< 15 - Pirate Gold.
Reg. $199.00. SALE PRICE
NY ,on —i— ir -

- r - i

"CHAMPION" BY NELSON

.

^^

Published to saVelives In cooperationwith The Ad- (WLiy V&*M*
vertisingCouncilandthe National SafetyCouncil. \5*5' ^j ewy

) FROM THE FINEST MILLS LIKE DOWNS, BARWICK, TREND, WORLD, AND OTHERS. (
) HAHD-PICKED FOR QUALITY, COLOR AND EXTRA VALUEl GOME INI SHOP AND (
(
J COMPARE! IT'S TIME TO DUY!

Nylon & Wool.

__.

It' s a fact . The National Safety Council says that if
everyone riding in a car was protected by a buckled
seat belt-over 5 r 000 lives could be saved each year.
And serious inju ries could be reduced by at least
one-third. Take a tip fro m the Safety Council and
buckle up for. safety every tim e you drive.

( FANTASTIC VALUES IN WOOL, NYLON AND ACRILAN j

Nylon. 9'8"xl2'. Beige Tweed.
Reg. $96.10. SALE PRICE

I

BIICKLED
SEAT
BELTS!

W HAT COULD SAVE
5,000 LIVES
YEAR AND REDUCE
SERIOUS INJURIES
BY ONE-THIRD?
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"C0L0RMATE" BY WORLD
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FOR CHRISTMAS af* A DDCT
GIVE HER A FINE UAlX rl- I

Buchmiller Set
For District
Welfare Meeting
BLAIR , Wis. - Archie Buchmiller, former Blair High School
supervising principal , will be a
speaker at a La Crosse District
meeting of health, education and
welfare workers at Maple
Grove Country Club. West Salem, Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Buchmiller, superintendent of
administrative services with the
state Department of Public Instruction, will talk on the new
vocational program for public
high schools.
High school dropouts will be
the general theme. Lond Rodman, secondary school supervisor with the state education
department, will discuss the extent , causes and characteristics
of dropouts. W . J. Reinholdt,
employment counsellor with the
state employment service , La
Crosse, will talk on the employment future.
The program was announced
by Judge Gary B. Schlosstein ,
Alma , chairman of the current
winter series , and Robert J .
Kuechmann of the division for
children and youth , La Crosse
district office of the state Department of Public Welfare ,

and 30 handicapped children
Sunday.
Proceeds from the third annual Sunday open house —
'llch helps the customers who
Sn't walk to their Christmas
shopping without the usual
weekday hustle and bustle —
went to the 12-non-profit hospitals and homes from which the
shoppers came.

All Wool. 12' Wide. Blue-Green.
€ £ QC
Reg. $8.95. SA1E PRICE .... Sq. Yd. ^Qi^eJ

"HERITANCE" BY MONARCH

Acrilan. 12'x23'2" . Mint Green.
Reg. $338.18. SALE PRICE.
¦
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HB0N VOYAGE" BY MONARCH
Acrilan . 12'x24'. Oliv* Bronze.
COAC
Reg. $414.40. SALE PRICE
^am&D

"PANDORA" DY MONARCH
££

Nylon. 12' Wide. Bronze Gold.
Q{
Reg. $9.95. SALE PRICE . .. . Sq. Yd. 3>Oi«93

"KENT" BY BA RWICK

CC AC

- Sandalwood.
' 12' Wide
Reg. $8.95.
SALE PRICE . . . . Sq. Yd. <$9_<JD
NY ,on

"GRANADA" BY MONARCH

^erilan. 12'x13'9" . Cream Beige.
Reg. $204.00. SALE PRICE

CI CC
. . 4)1
3
3

"SEA BREEZE" BY BARWICK

Ny ,on -

12' Wide -

Sandalwood.

Reg. $7.95. SALE PRICE .

CC AC

. Sq. Yd. $3_?fO

"METEOR" BY TREND

Nylon. 12'xl8'9". Aqua.
Reg. $223.75. SALE PRICE

(MEfc
$1
3
0

"FIRST CLASS" BY DOWNS

Nylon. 12' Wide. Sandalwood.
££ A P
Re 9 $8.95. SALE PRICE . . . Sq. Yd.

$0-93

"GLEN AVON" BY BARWICK

Nylon. 12'. Gold ar Oreen.
|_»f" fkS\
Reg. $7.45. SALE PRICE . . . . Sq. Yd. $3 ij 3

"BAY ANNA" BY MONARCH

Acrilan. 14'9" j<21'3" . Earth Beige.
Reg, 5415.00. SALE PRICE

(FIT E*
3
$-Cl

"BAY ANNA" BY MONARCH

Acrilan. 12'xl3'4" . Earth Beige.
Reg. $212.00. SALE PRICE

aT<t M k\

$1411

"HERITANCE" BY MONARCH

Acrilan, 15'x22'«" . Honey Beige.
Reg. $368.20. SALE PRICE
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j CARPETS DIRTY? 11Ot|7ufi «]?^\

I DRY CLEAN THEM PROFESSIONALLY WITH "HOST." ( I_ L M M ¦
m\ A M w \ >X K liX\
V¥ *J
J NO WET CARPET. NO WAITING. USE ROOMS II^mW '
W
w l P V ^T I
\
'

Phone -306
._.

\ AT ONCE. CALL 8-3389 OR STOP IN FOR COM- \ |__i_W_M__ie__WW-_ew_w«_«--e»-—
I PLETE DETAILS.
.
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fI
Acro»t ,
the €Street from Kretge 'i
1
Photi 8-3389
$$ W. 3rd St.
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Winona
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Tow Heads South ;
Navigation Ended

The L. Wade Childress was
wrestling 15 barges, loaded
with grain , down the Mississippi
River today and the navigation
season in Winona is at an apparent end.
River observers were wondering whether the Childress
would escape having the navigation season end for her before clearing the river ice, some
of which is reported at least
as far south as Lock 18 (Burlington , Iowa) .
And there was a report that
Lock 24 ( Louisiana , Mo.) would
close Dec. 20 no matter what.

2 Passengers
Slightly Hurt
In Collision

at
(RumamLak. ihsL <&msrf i^ QhaidmaL
By RUTH ROGERS
Daily News Area Editor

Perhaps the majority of the Daily News readers already have received at least one Christmas
greeting.
All , perhaps , except the elderly in nursing
homes , the lonely who have no relatives , and the
ill , to whom the morning mail , if it brings something for them , may be the biggest thing in their
day.
The annual Christmas card shower for these
people has received approval from many individuals , and this year a greup of Winona churchwomen

has announced it is waiting for the first list of
names.
As a result of this thinking-of-others campaign ,
this holiday season can be brightened a lot for the
following:
Mrs. Martha Jordahl , 101 years old, c/o William Nelson , Blair , Wis.
Mrs. Sarah Peterson , Mrs. Lena Amundson and
Gunder Scott, c/o Carl Johnson , Blair , Wis.
Henry Bochenhauer , Ole Helleque , Mrs. Beata
Solberg, Mrs. Hellek Olson and Halvor Knutson ,
Blair Rest Home , Blair , Wis.
Miss Daisy Immell , Blair , Wis .

A passenger in each car was
slightly hurt when two cars
collided head - on on a blind
curve of Warren Township road
No. 5, 2 miles South of Stockton, Sunday at 3:05 p.m.
Both cars received about
$500 damage to their fronts
-?—•¦randleft fenders.
Sheriff's Deputy Lamar Fort
said that William F. Wicka ,
22, 416 Hamilton St., was driving south on the road when he
apparently tried to cut the
blind curve by driving into the
THE SPEED the Childress
City Council members , hold- ered for the appointment. Council
Presiden t
nortbbund lane. Packed snow
Harold
was making last night and this
ing
their first regular meeting They are Mrs. Mary M asyga, Briesath said today he assumes
surface
treamade
the
road's
morning wouldn 't get her that
A break-in and a theft from
cherous.
far south fast.
a parked car were reported of the month tonight, will scan former alderman at large, and the appointment will be proWicka didn 't see until too over the weekend , Chief James a long list of possible appoint- David L. Johnson , radio an- posed, although no special proShe locked through the Wivision—has been made on th«
ees to various .positions , includ: nouncer.
late the approach of ^_ cat W,_ McCabe said today.
nona Dam at 5:40 p.m. Sunday ;
meeting's agenda. The council
driven north on -the road by
A janitor discovered the pried- ing those for three major city
by 7:30 a.m. today she had
OTHER NAMES mentioned must appoint a replacement
jobs.
tor
16,
Carolyn
J.
Laufenburger,
open
rear
door
of
the
East Side
cleared the Trempealeau .Dam ,
BLIND CURVE, ICY ROAD . . . The car in the fore- Lewiston, who couldn't see Bar , 851 E. Wabasha St., Sunday
Most of the interest is cen- have Included Charles G. the term which expires next
but three hours later she
tered on the problems of filling Brown Jr., Northern States April.
wasn't in sight at the Dresbach. ground was moving south on CSA 33 Sunday when it encount- Wicka either because of a high at 6:24 a.m.
ered a car being driven north at this curve. The high bank bank abutting the road on its Inside the bar , cash boxes of the 1st Ward council position Power Co., sales representa- Mayor R. K. Ellings will subDam , 12 miles downstream.
^
north side.
at left prevented either driver from seeing the other until
a bowling machine
and a ciga- vacated last month by Mrs . tive, William F. Holden , drug- mit the names of appointees
The Childress has been
rette
vending
too
late.
A
passenger
in
each
car
was
slightly
hurt
.
(Shermachine
had been Muriel Ollom 's resignation. gist and form er alderman , and to two city boards for council
The
cars
collided
head-on.
triple-tripping; that is, taking
Gerald Boland , 21, 53 Vine St., rifled , and $7.95 was missing Two avowed candidates have R. Burr Mann , paint store own- ratification . These will be rea few barges at a time and go- iff' s department photo )
placements for William Thura passenger in Wicka 's vehicle, from the cash register, also asked by letter to be consid- er and former alderman.
ing back for more.
ow, who resigned from the
pri
ed
open.
forehead.
cuts
on
the
received
Although another tow was deWinona Housing and RedeHis
glasses
were
broken
by
The
amount
stolen
from the
finitely planning to come to Wivelopment Authority board ,
17,
machines
is
not
the
impact.
Carol
Richman
,
known.
The
denon a before the end of the naviand Hollis Larsen , who resigntective
division
is
complained
of
pain
Lewiston,
investigating.
gation season , it now has turned
ed from the City Planning
Tom
Barth
,
after
the
collision
but
did
not
151
W.
4th
St.,
around. That's the Bull DurCommission.
reported Saturday that a portsee a doctor.
ham , which was to deliver
able
transistor
radio
worth
$69
Sheriff
's
Deputy
Lamar
Fort
three barges of oil products to
IN ADDITION, the council
had been taken from the glove
the Western Oil & Fuel Terminal
probably
will be asked to apA spell of milder weather , just A light freezing drizzl e, too investigated.
compartment of his parked car.
prove a list of 64 election j udCo.
' The theft took place at 4th
the kind for Christmas shopping , sparse to be measured , fell early
A single acciden t marred Sunges, submitted by local party
tt had instructions to unload was predicted for Winona and today but warmer temperatures
and Johnson streets sometime day driving in Winona.
t
chairmen to a committee of
at Fulton, 111., across the river vicinity this week.
ROCHESTER
,
Minn.
—
Sales
prevented walks from becoming
between 12:20 and 1:30 a.m. Sat- Charles W. Rogers Jr ., 19,
from Clinton , Iowa , but it could- Temperatures through Satur- more slippery.
378 Main St., came out second- increased nearly $3 million at j four aldermen. The judg es,
urday, Barth told police.
n 't even get there. There 's an day, said the weatherman , will A year ago today the Winona
best in a contest with a Mil- Rochester Dairy Cooperative \ who will serve at city elections
ice jam in a bend of the river average 5 to 10 degrees above high was 36 and the low 28. Allwaukee Road switch engine during the past year , it was I in February and April, will b»
revealed here Saturday at the j the first to preside over maSunday at 8:15 p.m .
near Lock 14 (Le Claire , daytime normals of 25-31 and time high for Dec. 7 was 57 in
firm's annual meeting.
nighttime lows of 5-15. No im- 1916 and the all-time low -20 in
chine voting. They are being
Iowa).
portant day-to-day temperature 1882.
Sales jumped from $18.9 to; chosen earlier than usual beCITY ACCIDENT BOXSCORE $21.9 million during the past j cause they are required by
ANOTHER TOW—maybe two change is expected after a sharp
Lowest reading in Minnesota
—still were scheduled to come warming up at the beginning of
—To Date— year , nearly 16 percent , stock- 1 law to attend special instructoday was -3 at International
One referendum will be on the
upriver , but now they 're report- the week.
1964
1963 holders were told . This was I tion classes in machine operaFalls.
Rochester
had
a
low of 18 ballot as Goodview voters go to
ed to have turned around. One No precipitation of any conse.,
,
.
.
Deaths
.
1
4 double the increase for the pre- 1 tion and election laws applying
after a Sunday high of 20 and the polls in their municipal elecvious year.
I specifically where machines
of them developed mechanical quence is expected.
Accidents
..
440
374
La Crosse posted figures of 16 tion Tuesday.
Three defaulted divorces were
difficulties.
Injuries
....,
168
116
Increased
exports
of
butter
; are used.
awarded by District Judge Leo
So in Winona Dec. 6 becomes PARTLY CLOUDY tonight and 23 for the same times.
abroad , an increase in out-of- j
Property
In addition , the voters will F. Murphy
and
Tuesday
is
the
immediate
after November
the official closing date for the
damage . $97,386 $74,475 state grade A fluid milk sales,
WISCONSIN had snow and choose one trustee , one connavigation season. Closings in forecast with a low of 12-18 to- freezing drizzle today, but tem- stable and one justice of the hearings , Assistant Clerk of
plus a new record in ice cream j
night
and
a
high
of
30-35
TuesCourt Gertrude Miller said tomix sales, hel ped boost the total [
other years:
peratures
were
peace.
climbing.
day.
Rogers was driving north on sales.
1856.... Nov. 27 1910.. . .Dec. 3 day.
The
referendum
is
on
the
The temperature rose to 25 Light snow and freezing mist
Laird Street , didn't see the The cooperative during the
1857... Nov. 19 1911... Dec. 2S Saturday
resulted in slippery highway question of whether the village's Mrs. Elsie E. Tews , 55, 110%
afternoon and
1858...Dec. 1 1912... Dec. 12 24 on Sunday. It was chilly was stretches throughout Wisconsin liquor store revenue should be W. Wabasha St., won a divorce switch engine approaching from past year churned 10 million
Sunpledged to pay off a $65 ,000 from her husband , Arthur H. the west as he neared the tracks |pounds of butter , made 32 mil1859. .. Dec. 3 1913... Jan. 12 day morning, the official therthis morning.
and got a crumpled left front j
I860.... Nov. 24 1914 ...Dec. 16 mometer registering a low of Snow was falling at mid-morn- bond issue for construction of a Tews, 63, 206 W. 2nd St., after fender when the engine struck ;\! lion pounds of dried milk and
A Utica woman was the undistributed bulk fluid milk to its harmed victim o£ a spectacua hearing Nov. 18.
1861.... Nov. 27 1915 ... Dec. 21 zero but this morning the mini- ing at Milwaukee, Beloit , Madi- new store.
his
car
in
the
crossing.
: retail and wholesale outlets.
larly wild ride today at 3:15
1862....Dec. 1 1916....Dec. 16 mum reading was 23. At noon to- son, Lone Rock , Green Bay, 'If the voters approve , bonds Mrs. Valerie D. Grenier , 23,
Ray Kulasiewicz, 467 Junction 'j. A total of $248,324 was refund- a.m. on CSA 33, 2 miles south
will
be
sold
—
probably
Dec.
22
1863....Nov. 27 1917... Dec. 9 day it had risen to 26.
1014% E. Wabasha St., was j St.- was the engineer of switch ii e d to shareholders, employes
Wausau , Clintonville, Stevens
1864... Dec. 4 1918... Jan. 3
Point, Janesville , Oshkosh and — and construction should start |divorced from her husband, |engine No. 920. More than $100 and participating creamery lot Altura.
' Thomas , 25, 917 E. 4th St., aft- damage was done to Roger's' operators. This was almost an
A car driven by Mrs. He1865 ...Dec. 4 1919 ...Dec. 3
the Hurley-Ironwood area. Light early next month .
Peterson
drifted off the road
1866 . . Dec. 9 1928... Dec. 24
increase
from
last
freezing drizzle was coming There are no contests for vil- er a hearing the same day.
$100,000
|
car
none
to
the
train
.
j
,
to the left while moving south
1867....Dec. 7 1921... Dec. 22
down at Eau Claire, Wausau , lage office on the regular bal- I A hearing Nov . 19 resulted in ; Patrolmen William A. King. '-. year 's refunds.
1868 ...Dec. 8 1922.. .Dec. 13
Stevens Point and Manitowoc. lot in this election. None of the a divorce being granted Kath- ; and Glenn M. ' Morgan investi- ! Vernon Rueker, cooperative on CSA 33. The Peterson car
...Jan.
1
...Dec.
18
1923
Temperatures early t o d a y incumbents — Trustee Harris , leen A. Vannatter , 24, Canton , i gated.
1869
j secretary , said the number of traveled 100 feet in the left
patrons dropped by 3'A percent lane, 75 feet in the left ditch,
were well above the minimums Anderson , Constable Willis Nor- I Minn., from Hubert L. Vannat1870. .. Dec. 25 1924.... Dec. 14
ton and Justice of the Peace
during
the year ending Sept. 30, jumped a 6-foot cattle pass and
...Dec.
15
reported
early
Sunday.
Beloit
23
1925
Nov.
1871....
ter , 26, also of Canton.
iJ while milk receipts increased came to rest 40 f eet f urther
had the low of 7 above early to- Floyd Famholtz — filed for re- j
1872.... Nov. 22 1926 ...Dec. 7
election.
All three divorces were grant: by more than 14 percent. Oper- on.
day. Milwaukee reported 11.
1873 ...Nov. 29 1927. . Dec. 7
The
only
names
on
the
ballot
ed
on
grounds
of
cruel
and
inating costs were primarily the
Lone Rock and La Crosse set will be those of Herbert C. KleyMrs. Peterson was unhurt as
1874.... Nov . 30 1928. ...Dec. 23
human treatment. Attorney P.
' same while handling increased
the
state
high
of
24
Sunday.
29
1929...
Dec.
29
her
car stayed on its wheels the
1875 ... Nov..
' The judge let a Winona man's
, operator of the Shangri-La S. Johnson represented the
la
volume
,
he
said
.
whole time , coming to rest
1876....Dec. 1 1930... Dec. 18 wife recommend the sentence Park Falls was the coolest spot Motel , who filed for the. three- plaintiffs in each case, and the
Five
directors
whose
terms
1877. ...Dec. 8 1931. ...Jan. 20 for her husband today — she with 18.
year term as trustee, and Lyle defendants did not defend the
expired were re-elected during facing south. Damage to the
The
Winona
Senior
High
...Dec.
9
13
1932
...Dec.
decided
on
leniency.
Jacobson
, 3925 4th St., who filed actions or engage attorneys.
Saturday afternoon 's meeting. vehicle's fron t end was more
1878
HIGHEST IN the nation SunSchool debate team won four of They included Francis Whit- than $200.
1879. ...Dec. 12 1933 .. Dec. 13 Munici pal Judge John D. Mc- day was Naoles. Fla., with 79, as candidate for constable. The
The Tews couple was mar- six matches at the annual Blue comb, vice president; Rueker ,
Sheriff's Deputy John SchneiI860.... Nov. 20 1934 ... Dec. 12 Gill heard Raymond E. Erick - compared with the low of 13 be- justice of the peace will have to
ried
at Lewiston , Minn., Nov. 20, Earth (Minn. ) High School In- secretary : Orville Kvam , treas- der investigated. There was no
1881....Jan. 2 1935... Dec. 23 son's guilty plea to' simple as- low zero early today at Craig, be elected by write-in.
Polls will be open from 7 a.m. 1929, and had no children. Mrs. vitational Tournament Saturday. urer , and James Caulfied and explanation for the car's leavlR82...D ec. 6 1936... .Nov. 27 sault against his wife , then call- Colo.
¦
Coach Keith Larson entered a Paul Stellpflug, board members. ing the road.
i
until 8 p.m. The polling place is Tews did not ask for alimony,
1883... Dec. 17 1937... .Nov. 29 ed Joan Erickson forward .
but
she
was
awarded
the
coumixed
team of experienced and George Daley, Lewiston , is
the
village
hall.
Dec.
1
1938....
"What is your suggestion as
1884.... Nov. 30
ple's household furnishings.
beginning debaters in the B di- board president ,
1885 ...Dec. 6 1939 ...Dec. 26 to your husband's sentence?"
Rochester Dairy purchases Whitehall Students
The Greniers were married at vision of the tournament.
1886..».Nov. 26 1940....Dec. 1 asked the judge. VWell, I don't
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 21, 1960, On the affirmative were only grade A and manufactured
1887....Nov. 28 1941....Dec. 9 think you should put him in
! To Attend College
and have one child , a 3-year-old. Kathy Twomey and Jeanne Hitt- bulk milk from farmers .
," replied Mrs. Erickson.
1888.... Dec. 28 1942... Dee. 2 prison
¦
Custody of the boy was awarded ner and negative David Vickery FILLMORE COUNTY DFL
Judge McGill asked if a susj 889,...Dec. 20 1943... Dec. _4
Planning Session
to the mother. Mr. Grenier was and Lee Turner.
1890....Dec. 20 1944. ...Dec. 21 pended sentence might be a rePRESTON , Minn. - A DFL
ordered to pay a lump sum in Among the 25 high schools appreciation dinner and social
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special)
1891.... Dec. 25 1945...Dec. 13 straint on any future violence
settlement of alimony, to pro- represented at the tournament evening will be held at the Pres- —A planning day for juniors and
1892 ...Dec. 9 1946. ..Dec. 6 by Erickson towards his wife.
A public hearing on a pro- vide support for the couple 's
1893... Nov . 29 1947....Nov. 29 "I think so , " she said. And
ton Servicemen 's Clubrooms seniors will be held at Whiteh all
was St. Charles , Minn.
posed
school district dissolution
High School Dec. 17 at 1:45 p.m.,
1R94... .NOV. 30 1948 ... Dec. 8 Judge McGill accordingly sus- MELROSE, Wis.M-The body was conducted by the Winona child and to give the household The Winona team will com- Wednesday at 7:30 p.m.
David
Elkins, guidance counsefurnishings
to
Mrs.
Grenier.
of
Ira
White,
60-year-old
farmer
...Dec.
9
pended sentence of a $35 fine or
1895....Dec. 4 1949
pete next in an invitational
lor , said.
of rural Melrose, was found County Board of Commissioners The Vannatters were married tournament this weekend at OPEN HOUSE AT VIOLA
1896., ..NoV. 29 1050... .Nov. 23 12 days in jail on Erickson.
this afternoon.
Representatives of schools of
ELGIN , Minn. — Open house
1897... Dec. 1 1951.. ..Dec. 15 The suspension is conditional Saturday in a creek near his
Beginning t h e i r December at Canton Feb. 20, 1960, and Mankato .
will be held Tuesday fronti 7:30 higher learning will be present
aged
2
and
have
two
children
,
1898....Nov. 28 1952...Nov. 30 on Erickson 's good conduct for farm.
meeting at the courthouse, the
to 9:30 p.m. at the VioIa 'Town (o talk to the students, including
1899 ... Dec. 24 1953.. ..Jan. 21 "at least" the next six months , Jackson County Dist . AUy. commissioners held a hearing 4. Permanent alimony and child
Hall for a business established the University of Wisconsin;
1900... Dec. 25 1954... Jan. 4 the judge said. The couple live Robert Radcliffe said White on a request that Common support were awarded Mrs. Van- World Population
two miles north of Elgin just Eau Claire, Stout and River
apparently
was
killed
Friday
1901....Dec. 14 1955 ...Nov. 28 at 23 Otis St.
School District 2567 in Stockton natter , and the household fur- Near 3,283,
000
000,
off Highway 42. Greetings Rub- Falls state universities ; Luther
while
operating
a
tractor
which
...Dec.
9
17
1956.
Mrs,
Erickson
made
the
com
between
nishings
were
divided
1902.... Dec.
Valley be dissolved. Voters in
ber Stamp Sale & Service is the College ; Winona State College.
] 903.... Dec. 10 1957.... Dec. 11 plaint against her husband Sun was pulling a manure spreader. the closed district have indica- the two.
WASHINGTON (AP) - The name of the new business, start- Secretarial School and School of
He
said
that
when
White
ap..Nov
.
29
16
1958..
disday at 5:41 a.m.
ted a desire to have their
1904....Dec.
population of the world in mid- ed hy Ardell F. Brueske. The Practical Nursing; Eau Claire
proached a tpwrr road to turn trict split bewteen CSD 2558,
19f>4 was an estimated 3,283,000,- concern will handle greeting Vocational; Milwaukee School of
1905... .Inn. 1 1959 ... Nov. 17
the vehicles around , the tractor Stockton , and CSD 2565, Minne000 and it is growing at the rate cards , gifts and gadgets in ad- Engineering, nnd
1906 ...Dec. 18 I960... Dec. 21
Northland
went off the edge of a bridge sota City.
of about 65 million n year . In dition to rubber stamps.
1907
Ian. - 9 1961.. ..Dec. 12
College.
which had no guard rails and
1980 it is expected to hit 4.3 bilPupils from the Stockton Val1908 ... Dec. 9 1.W2 .. Dec. 12
dropped about 12 feet to the ley district now attend schools
lion.
1809... Dec. 10 1963 ...Dec. 14
Regular MMttagi
creek .
The figures were compiled
in Stockton and Minnesota City.
1964... Dec. 6
t^^&Oaam
*.
Ut and 3rd Mondays—8:00
^
^
Othtr
Radcliffe said White was un- An affective date of July 1, 1965,
primarily from United Nations
p.m,
-^^xQl W/ ^i
Social Nights
Sheriff George Fort today re- est imates. They were released
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ported a theft and Bn attempted by Ihe Population Reference
was visiting in Nebraska .
action.
Deposit Forfeited
break-in
in
the
county
late
Inst
Bureau
to
point
out
the
long(.Special)
DURAND , Wis.
INDEPENDENT ORDER OF ODDFELLOWS
On Open Bottle Count Two
week.
range problems posed by the
break-ins Saturday in the
John G. Schmidt, N.G.
Vern Tarson , Rldgeway, told global population increase.
James M. Haskett , 21, 703 Wil- Durand area may hnve been
the
sheriff
Sunday
at
B:30
a.m.
son St., forfeited $.15 In munici- done by the same person or
that someone had attempted to
pal court today on a charge persons , Pepin County Sheriff
break into his garage Saturday
of violating tho state open bottle Victor Seline believes.
Pine
tavern
night. An investigation showed
Lone
Entry
to
the
and
Walnut
streets
law at 4th
that a window in the garage 's
Sunday at 12:26 a,m. The arrest on Highway, 10 about 12 miles
front door had been broken and
east of Durand was made
wns by police.
¦
the door opened.
through a kitchen window. ApKharkov Jail in Russia can proximately $550 m cash was
However , a soft drink cooler
taken , plus an undetermined
house 40,000 prisoners-,
and other items piled near th e
amount of liquor and cigarettes
door made entrance impossible
tn cartons. Thomas Anibns, The post office department Christmas rush here would for the burglar ,
owner and operator , discovered
start today. Stamp sales were Mrs. William Emmons , Minthe break-in Sunday at S a.m . Is predicting that a record vol- up late last week , be said, in- nesota City, reported Sunday
Not far to the east on Pepin ume of mall will be sent durthat half n tank of gas nnd
County H Ihe North Bar was ing this year ' s Christmas rush , dicating that many Winonnns possibly a transistor rad io had
were going to address and
open
the
prying
entered
by
been stolen from their garage
SPECIAL MEETING
,
front door , Ed Weiss, owner C. L. Wood assistant postmas- stamp their cards over the Thursday.
said
today.
ter
here,
weekend.
and operator , told the sheriff
This Is a safe prediction , he
TUES., DEC. 8
She told the sheriff (hat Ihe
He added that persons who
nbont $95 was taken , plus candy
gasoline
was drained from n
explained
,
because
mail
volume
gel
their
Christmas
cauls
find
barn and cigarettes .
8:00 P.M.
The bar Is three miles north has been risi ng at the rate of panels in the mail earl y make car parked in their garage nnd
of Mondovi in the Town of Al- nearly 3 percent a year , and it possible for holiday mi»il lo that the transistor , with its
bany. Weiss discovered his lass this Increase is reflected most he delivered on tim e . I( would leat her oa.se, was missing from
¦
xtr emtly Imperlmtt . . .
clearly around Ihe holiday sen- be Impossible , he said , if every- n work bench in the gnmge .
Sundav morning.
Sheriff Fort said that the loss
All mt mbori uro«fl lo _ll«nd.
Fingerprints hnve been taken son.
one were to do his holiday mailand Investigation is continuing .
More than 1~ million pieces ing Ihe week before Christm as wns discovered Thursday at II
m . bul not reported till Sunof Incoming and outgoing mall
There are 75 emp loyes al the p.
6:25 p.rn, The radio is
day
are expected lo go through the post office here , Wood said. worth»l $30 , he said ,
postal system during Decem- Last year , they handled a total
¦
ber , with about 10 percent of of 2,73:1,600 pieces of mail hy HOO.STKIIS AT PHRSTON
The ProsPHKSTON , Minn.
th*' year 's rwni! moving in a Dec. 24 . If Ihe predicted 3 per8:00 p.m. ih/irp In tht clubhoui*.
period of less than three weeks . cent rate of Increase holds ton Monsters Club will have ils
DON NYS6TH , Grand Knight
Wood said.
true , thoy will deal with more December dinner meeting toI
Wood predicted thai , the than 2.8 million this season,
night at 6:30. al the Victory Cafe-

Police Check
Bar Break-in,
Theft in Car

Mild Temperatures
Predicted for Week

City Council May Act
On Vacancies Tonigh t

Switch Engine
Strikes Car

Goodview Votes
On Liquor Store
Revenue Tuesday

Rochester Dairy
Sales Increase
By $3 Million

Judge Grants
3 Divorces

Woman Driver
Unhurt in Crash

City Judge Asks
Wife to Suggest
Mate's Sentence

Winona Debaters
Win 4 Out of 6

Melrose Farmer
Killed,Tractor
Falls in Creek

School District
Hearing Held
By County Board

Minnesota City
Theft Reported

2 Durand Bars
Burglarized

AS USUAL

Record Postal
Volume Expected
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Writer-Composers
Have a Secret

"
j They 'll Do It Every Time

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK — Robert Goulet was singing his love songs in
Palm Beach when a smitten woman demonstrated her fondness
in an unusual manner . . . she leaped on his back and shoulders ,
and locked her arm s around him.
Lyn Duddy and Jerry Bresler , who "wrote Goulet's act ,"
as they say, hadn 't supplied Bob with any patter for such an
enthusiast.
"How would you like to take a bow with a woman around
your neck? - ' says Duddy.
"That's what Bob did. He awake, so they can say, 'Don't
smiled , took his bow , and those guys write wonderful
walked off with the woman still acts?' " says Duddy.
hanging on. He did just the right TODAY'S BEST L A U G H :
thing."
Soupy Sales figures his brotherGoulet, whose women fans us- in-law is really a golf nut —
ually go no further than throw- the guy just had his golf cart
ing their room keys at him , or equipped with snow tires .
screaming "I want you , " had a WISH I'D SAID THAT: "I
big, successful engagement at didn 't hear my marriage cerethe Plaza Persian Jtoom — and mony too well," admits Ray
Lyn Duddy and Jerry Bresler Rieves of Norfolk, "—my bride
were usually ringsiding be- talked right through it."
cause some people think they 're EAUL'S PEARLS : A man
the Rodgers and Hammerstein never tells his wife a secret —
of the Saloon Circuit and of he just thinks he does.
course they're inclined to agree.
Hermione Gingold was asked
They carry a lot of weight — about the fad of gals wearing
and so do some of their stars, ostrich tail feathers. "Poor
for example, Sophie Tuck- birds ," she said. "Soon they'll
er, Kate Smith and Totie Fields. have to hide more than their
They're also writers and ar- heads in the sand." . . . That's
rangers for Van Johnson, Gor- earl , brother.
don and Sheila MacRae and
Jane Morgan. Goulet's success
helped them leap to national atBy LESLIE J. NASON. Ed. D.
tention, however.
University of Southern Calif.
"SOPHIE TUCKER likes numbers kidding herself — especialShould a child be permitted
ly her weight," they'll tell you.
to leave school when he has
Sophie'll therefore be "the
reached age 16, or any other
first woman astronaut" in her
age?
next act.
Or should the law be changed
"I ought to know something MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A to keep him in school until he
about space — I've taken up an mental health spending program has attained a specified level
awful lot of it in the last 76
might be considered for- of education?
years," she says. "And I've "that
midable"
is among Gov. Karl Our reply is a big "yes" to
flown many, many times — once
's proposals to be placed the second question. We feel
Rolvaag
in a plane."
before the legislature.
that age alone is an unsatisDuddy, the writer, and Bres- The governor said Saturday, factory measure of when a
ler the conductor and arranger, "We need vastly expanded child should be released from
have one secret trick. They in- staffs, both at our mental hossist on the heat being turned off pitals and schools for the re- school. Under a competence
—and the air conditioning being tarded. And I mean to push a plan , the education of dropouts
not only would be upgraded,
turned on — 15 minutes before drive for the funds needed
4° but it would give them somethe show.
meet those requirements. "
thing to work toward during
"It keeps people alert and
He said he is still pondering their last months in school.
WINONA DAILY NEWS the budget he will offer the law- Too often , the answer to,
makers, who meet next month , "How are you getting along in
MONDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1964
and gave no indication how big school?" too often is, "I'm
"~
~
VOLUME W, NO. 14
an increase it will be. He said just waiting until I'm 16 to get
Published dally except Saturday and holi- surveys show an additional 833 out."
days by Republican end Herald Publish- workers are needed to meet
ing Company, 601 Franklin St., Winona,
minimum standards in schools REFERRED to by teacher!
Minn.
as "sitters," these childrer
for the retarded.
SUBSCRIPTION: RATES
Rolvaag spoke at a Democrat- have given up trying to mastei
Jingle Copy — 10c Dally, 15c Sunday
ic-Farmer-Labor party women's schoohvork and, as long a;
Delivered by Carrler-P«r week 50 centi
they cause no disturbance ii
i
t weeks $12.75
52 weeks S25.50 conference.
Another speaker was Rep. their classes, are allowed ti
By mall strictly In advance; paper stop- Donald Fraser,
D-Minn., who quietly await the magic da;
td en expiration date.
said that a state sales tax would when they become 16.
In Fillmore, Houston, Olmsted, Winona, be preferable to any drastic
Being 16 does not prepare
Wabasha, Buffalo, Jackson, Pepin and
slash In state services.
Trwnpealeau counties:
boy or girl to make the chang
1 year
$12.00 3 months
13.50
He added he was not advocat- from school life to the worl
U.50 I month
41.33
< month*
ing a levy at retail store levels, world. This is brought ou
All other subscriptions:
but said such a tax would be forcibly in a new booklet
1 year
$15.00 3 months
$4.25
'The Tragic Migration ," b;
? months
$8.00 1 rnonlh
$1.60 preferable to any further boost
Robert D. Strom , associate pro
in
real
estate
taxes.
As
a
state
Send change of address, notices, undelivfesspr at Ohio State University
ered copies, subscription orders and other senator he opposed the sales tax
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O. in any form.
ano\former associate directoi
Box 70, Winona, Minn.
Fraser suggested tax relief of the National Education Asso
Second class postage paid at Winona.
for the elderly and said means ciation 's dropout project.
should be found to eliminate the Strom points out that almost all sectors of the econpersonal property tax.
omy now require extensive
training for work positions. He
Pic kpocke ts Mee t
says, "In New York City,
are 54,000 white-collar
Matinee— 1:11
On Crowded Subway there
21c ¦Me ¦He
jobs unfilled for lack of qualiNit* — 7:00 »:1*
CHICAGO (AP) - Police fied applicants, while 77,000 un15c - 6Sc • S5c
have arrested two men for shov- employed out-of-school youth
ing and swearing at each other are unable to find work. Chion a subway train. Police said cago , where 285,000 persons
the men , both, with records as are on public assistance, over
pickpockets, apparently tried to half of whom cannot read at
pick each other's pockets in the the eighth-grade level. The
monthly relief allocation grantincident Friday.

By Jimmie Hatlo

New Era of
W hen's Time to Freedom at
California U
Leave School?

NASON ON EDUCATION

Mental Health
Budget May Be
Considered High

ftTTil

BERKELEY , Calif. (AP) —

i ed these people is in excess of Morning classes were recessed
J 16 million dollars. "
at the University of California

S T R O M ADVOCATES that
more attention be given to the
.individual learner and that the
growth of an individual be
measured in relation to his previous position rather than by
comparison with others. He
suggests that one out of every
five children in the United
States is a slow learner , and
that individual achievement
should be based on personal
rather than group progress.
Strom is in agreement with
me in recommending more attention to pre-school preparedness for reading and continued
attention to developing a student's ability to read and
write throughout the time he
is in school. As long as a child
has not sufficiently mastered
the art of reading and' writing,
his major activity in school
should be in those fields regardless of the grade level or age
he has attained.
Perhaps if permission to
leave school were dependent
upon his acquiring these abilities we would have fewer "sitters" in the last years of a
student's voluntary schooling.
THE REQUIREMENT that a
child learn to read and write
at reasonable levels of proficiency is very little to ask in
return for all of the money the
taxpayers have spent on his education.
Such a regulation would force
pupils , parents and school people to face up to the problem ,
squarely and realistically.
¦
There are 11,000,000 commercial vehicles in the U.S.

today so students and facultycould hear a plan of department
chairmen for a "new era of
freedom under law " on the
campus, in turmoil over student
political-action demands.
Ahead of that was scheduled
the mass arraignment of 814
demonstrators arrested • in the
breakup of a sit-in at the university's administration building
early last Thursday. Of these,
590 are students , 89 are teaching
assistants and others connected
with the university and 135 have
no connection with the university.

Ringo May
Lose Home

Pentagon Team
Will Stay On

WASHINGTON fAP) - The
Defense Department team ol
top civilian leaders, headed by
Secretary of Defense Robert S.
McNamara, is expected to remain ¦ intact at least until mid1965.
McNamara reportedly huu
discussed with key members of
his team his wish that they stay
on and see the Pentagon's programs through the Congress
next session. They were said to
have agreed.
This is taken to mean that McNamara himself intends to remain in office at least that long.
Associates said they had been
unable to detect any signs that
McNamara is thinking of stepp ing out. He is nearing the end
of his fourth year as secretary
of defense, still well short of the
record of 56 months set by
Charles E. Wilson in the Eisenhower administration.
The only member of McNamara 's top group to resign recently was Thomas D. Morris,
assistant secretary of defense
for installations and logistics.
He will be succeeded by Paul
Ignatius , who is being promoted
from undersecretary of the
Army.
A change in the military high
command will come in early
February when Gen. Curtis E.
LeMay retires as Air Force
chief of staff.
Gen . J ohn P. McConnell, who
has been the Air Force 's second
in command since midsummer,

MAZED FRUIT GIFS

$1-25 to $4J5

CHEESE GIFTV
Unusual cheese in lovely holiday packages.
$

ARCADIA BOOKKEEPING
. ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) An aduJt bookkeeping class will
begin after the first of the year
if enough persons are interested. The class would meet for
approximately 12 two-hour sessions. Interested persons are
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It has the council's unanimous
e><y CA
approval and the concurrence of Box of *
University
President
Clark Asst'd. Pratervtt . JCaJV
Kerr , the council said in a press Box of 12
M AP
statement which gave no hint of Asst'd. Jellies
$JaJ3
its contents .
"All parties to this agreement," the council said , "are
extremely optimistic that it will
unite the great body of the university, strengthen faculty-stu|ood»
j\
dent relations and inaugurate a C
new era of freedom under law."
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[ Annual Discount \
I Event Tuesday ;
Night-5 to 9 p.m.!l
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GIFTED JAMS 'H JELLIES
X
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Smuckftr 's delicious holiday
preserve and jelly gift boxes.

to call the Arcadia High School
office or Mrs. John Killlan ,
commercial instructor , before
Dec. 31.
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Fancy California c a n d i t d
fruits, figs, dates attractively
gift packaged.

Regardless of these events,
student leaders of the move for
increased freedom to recruit
volunters and solicit funds anywhere on campus for off-campus politico-social causes announced they would set up picket lines today in an attempt to
force a shutdown of the university.
The peace proposal was
worked out in four days on conferences by the university's
Council of Department Chairmen, consisting on 73 chairmen
and 12 deans.

is likely to succeed LeMay.
Adm. David L. McDonald will
finish a two-year 'term as chief
of naval operations in June. He
probably will be given a second
term.
Otherwise, Gen. Earle G.
Wheeler is only I few months
into his term as chairman of the
Joint Ciiiefs of Staff. The same
goes for Gen. Harold K. Johnson, Army chief of staff. Gen.
Wallace M. Greene, Marine
Corps commandant, still has
three more years to go In a
four-year term. •

LONDON fAP ) - Ringo
Starr, the Beatle drummer who
lost his ionBils last week, may
also lose his home.
His neighbors have petitioned
his landlord to move him out of
his $125-a-week apartment in
Westminster. His teen-age law
are driving them crazy .
"Ringo's tonsil operation ha_
given us our first peace for
months," said Lathom Gedge, a
neighbor.
"Teen-age girls scream and
shriek all day long," said his
wife. "They get hysterical, fight
and kick each other and chase)
every car that arrives in case
Ringo is inside."
"It's a drag," said Ringo, due
out of University College Hospital on Thursday.

THIS IS THE SPECIAL EVENT j
YOU'VE WAITED FOR!
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What kind of a tiger do you want under your hood?
<Have you priced a tiger lately?)

I

If you're handy wi th a whip and chair , you could no for the 360.hp 6TO. It bites. But then , even the 335- hp GTO bites. So It nil depends
on how much you th ink
you can chew. If you want a slightly more clvlllj ed packao* (but with All the growl nnd lots of the musclo of the GTO), try the LeMans.
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su or Hither of two V-fis. They nil have magnificent Interior appoi ntments that mnke you lee I you ' re Innqulshinn In luxury. Like bucket
so .its, And full enrnotinn
Ynt they cost less than some very tamo cats thai O o nround tryinn to pass the mselves off as tigers but who can't even mnnarjo tho
'
orowl. How do wo dolt?
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Dozen Students
Injured in Fall

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
dozen high school students were
injured , four seriously enough
so they required hospitalization,
when they fell about 10 feet
through a heat exhaust grill at
the University of Minnesota today.
The boys, hockey players, had
been waiting for the opening of
Williams Arena , where they
were going to use the rink.
Apparently they got onto a
heat exhaust grill in an attempt
to stay warm , and the four by
13-foot grill collapsed. The
youths dropped to the graveled
bottom of the pit.
The grill covers a vent where
heat is exhausted from the
arena to keep ice from thawing.

WABASHA COUNTY DHIA . . . These Wabasha County
dairy farmers were among county DHIA leaders during 1964.
They were honored at the first county DHIA banquet at
Plainview. Left to right Earl Majerus , Mazeppa; Mrs. Milton
Schwantz, Plainview; John Schuth , Wabasha , and Fritz
Springer, Zumbro Falls. (Mrs. Timm photo )

Navy let With
Two Men Missinq

Wabasha Co. DHIA
Cites Unit Leaders

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— The top Wabasha County
dairy farmers received merit
awards at the first banquet of
the county Dairy Herd Improvement Association here last
week.
The top farmers in each, of
the live testing units received
awards for the highest butterfat and for the greatest herd
increase.

HIGHEST HERDS In each of
the five units: Fritz Springer,
Zumbro Falls, 506 pounds of
butterfat, North Unit: W. C.
Drysdale, Wabasha , 488, Unit
4; Dunn Houghton, Plainview,
584.8, South Unit; Paul and
James Goihl , Lake City , 561.7,
Central Unit , and Arthur
Schultz Sr . and Jr., Plainview ,
470, Unit 5.
Herds with the greatest increase in the past year: Fritz
Springer , Zumbro Falls, 48
pounds , North Unit; Schuth
Brothers, Wabasha , 42, Unit 4;
Mrs. Milton Schwantz and
Earl Majerus, Mazeppa , 86.5,
Central Unit.
The Wabasha County DHIA
was first organized in the Kellogg-Weaver area with only 26

Ettrick-P'reston
Farmers Union
Plan for Parry

members, Matt Metz, Wabasha
County agent, said.
Metz said there were 20 farmers in the association when the
depression hit in 1932. The association dissolved until 1937
when 27 farmers joined.
There were 20 herds on test
in 1939 with 424 cows averaging
7,000 pounds of milk and 283
pounds of butterfat. Cost of
feed per cow was listed at
$37.80. In 1954 there were 75
herds on test with cows averaging 9,000 pounds of milk and
361 pounds of butterfat . Cost of
feed per cow was $113.
Metz said in 1964 there are
118 herds on test with 3,900
cows averaging 11,474 pounds
of milk. Cost of feed per cow
is $152, he said.

NORFOLK , Va. (AP ) — The
Coast Guard continued a search
today for a Navy jet fighter interceptor plane with two men
aboard that was presumed to
have gone down in the Atlantic.
The F4B Phantom II jet was
believed to have crashed about
35 miles off Virginia Beach on a
routine training flight Saturday.
The crewmen were identified
as L.t. (j.g. ) Robert L. Carter ,
25, the pilot , a native of Aj itioch ,
Calif. , and Lt. Cj.g. > James L.
McDonald , 27, radio interceptor
officer of Grantsville, W.Va.

GUEST SPEAKER R a l p h
Wayne, dairy extension specialist from the University of Minnesota , said progress caji be
made only through keeping records systematically of what
each cow produces . He encouraged dairymen to use records
and testings to make more
profi t and to find out which
cows are not good producers .
Paul Drenckhahn is association president.

BLAIR , Wis . - The recently
combined Ettrick-Preston Farmers Union local will hold its
Christmas party at 8 p.m.
Thursday at Preston Town Hall
here. Gifts will be exchanged
and the women are to bring baked goods for the lunch. Arthur
Solberg is president.

Buffalo County
Farm Census
To End Saturday
ALMA, Wis. - Mrs. Dean Helwig, Mondovi , Wis., supervisor
of the 1964 Agricultural Farm
Census, announced that the
fartai census will be completed
by Saturday in Buffalo County.
Enumerators who have been
calling on farmers in the county are Mrs. Edith Weisenbe«k for Maxville and Nelson ;
Mrs. Patricia Owen for Canton
and Modena; Duane Segerstrom, Naples and Mondovi ,
Marshall wirsand for Gilmanton and Dover; Mrs. Lita Schollmeier for Montana and Glencoe ; Elmer Gotz , Milton , Cross
and Buffalo ; Mrs. Florence
Staak for Waumandee and
Belvidere; and Gene Jonas for
Alma and Lincoln.
Mrs. Helwig requested a 1 1
farmers to wait until after Sat
urday before calling her if they
have been missed.

Special Posta l
Hours Arranged
At Independence
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. {Special)—Postmaster R. A. Hotchkiss, Independence, announced
that as a special service to
Christmas mailers there will be j
window service the two coming :
Saturday afternoons , Dec. 12 and
19, until 5.

ALL THIS, SO THEY SAY

j

All I Can Say Is:
f
A
And I'm Crazy for Coins.

227 West Second St.
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Two to make read y after the bath and all art
lor Cliristmafl g i-ving—a bottlf of Blue Grasn
Flower Mist awl a box of Blur Grass Dusting
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HEARING CENTER

Winona Hotel— Winona, Minnesota
Tuesday, December 8th. Hours: h30 - 5:00 p.m.
or write
SONOTONE OF ROCHESTER
ZUMBRO HOTEL -LOBBY ENTRANCE
ROCHESTER , MINNESOTA
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MADISON , Wis. - A Public
Service Commission hearing will
be held at its offices at Madison Tuesday at 1:30 p.m! on the
application of St. Croix Valley Natural Gas Co., Inc., for authority to provide gas service in
the city of Durand and Town of
Waterville, Pepin County ; the
villages of Elmwood , Present!,
Ellsworth, Plum City and Spring
Valley, Pierce County , and villages of Baldwin and Hammond ,
St. Croix County.
¦
Barbed wire was invented in
1874.
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ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) The Ettrick Business Men's Club
of which Francis Patten is president , has invited Santa Claus to
come to Ettrick Saturday. He
will be at community hall at
1:30 p.m. All children from Ettrick and the surrounding area
are invited to come and meet
him. He will distribute candy
and nuts.
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1 1 Heardthe Bells

Post office ooxholders also
may 'pick up mail in the boxes I
next Sunday and Dec. 20. The i
•P a m a J a l a JTON
lobby will be open although I
there will be no window service. $1.00 Discount, 3 Tons or More
He suggests getting mail to j
the post office before 4 p.m. I
daily to insure dispatch the !
same day. Mail is receiv-ed in j
the morning and will be dis- j
patched if in the post office j
"Clean to Handle . . .
before 5 p.m. Dec. 9 to 23.
Clean to Burn"
Hotchkiss suggests m ailing !
I
early for Christmas delivery,

Shastri Returns
To New Delhi
NEW DELHI, India (AP)
Prime Minister Lal Bahadur
Shastri of India returned to New
Delhi today after a three-day
state visit to Britain and said he
was "completely satisfied" with
his talks.
¦

and using the ZIP codes which
means faster handling and helps
clerks identify receiving post offices when addresses are hard
to read.
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Headaches Ahead
For Legislators
THE FEDERAL Court decision last
week holding the 1959 Minnesota Reapportionment Act unconstitutional not only will
have an important impact on the makeup of
the Minnesota Legislature but forebodes no
good for the rural areas of our state,
In the first place , the Twin Cities metropolitan area, with its fantastic growth
in population during the last decade , stands
to get much more representatio n than in
the past , and in the second place , the DFL
party stands to gain because the vote in
the Twin Cities area is predominately labor.
Under the present system of organizing
the legislature in Conservative and Liberal blocs, Liberals are almost unanimously
DFLers controlled by labor and the big unions whereas the Republican party
supports the Conservative bloc although a
few Conservatives maintain they are independents.
IF A POPULATION basis is followed ,
as ruled by the U.S. Supreme Court, the
average Senate district in Minnesota
ahould contain about 50,000 residents. However the chairman of the Senate tax committee, Sen. Donald 0. Wright of Minneapolis, has only 24,500 residents in his
district. The 3rd District has 30,500 residents and is at present represented by Sen.
Robert Dunlap of Plainview and Rochester, chairman of the Senate education committee. The district includes Wabasha
County and part of Olmsted County.
Population of Winona County in 1960
(2nd District), represented by Sen. Roger
A. Laufenburger, was 40,937 and of the
1st District, Fillmore and Houston counties, represented by Sen. Lew W. Larson
of Mabel, was 40,356.
The nine smallest Senate districts in the
state include six which are represented by
committee chairmen.
THE DECISION by three federal judges
Is based on the 14th Amendment to the U.S.
Constitution which the Supreme Court has
interpreted as requiring substantially equal
legislative representation in all states,
even though some state constitutions say
one chamber is to be apportioned on area
as is the United States Senate. (Little
Rhode Island, for example, has two senators just as does Big Texas.)
In Minnesota, however, the state constitution directs that both houses shall be
apportioned on the basis of population. The
1959 act did this but the plaintiffs in the
present case — Twin Citians . naturally —
contend the 1959 act provided unequal iepresentatioVfor the present population.
THE INJUSTICES of redisricting were
never brought out more clearly than in
the case of able Congressman Walter
Judd of Minneapolis — one of the most
competent congressman ever to appear on
the Washington scene. After his district
was reapportioned under the 1959 act , the
great man was defeated by Rep. Donald
Fraser, former law partner - of Orville
Freeman and long a big wheel in the DFL
partyy
This is likely to happen again in the
state legislature — and Liberals see big
gains from the metropolitan areas. Already they are launching a fight for
party designation which they see as an
important factor in getting control of the
state Senate , held by the Conservatives
for as long as anybody can remember.
WHAT THE FEDERAL Court decision
means is that the 1965 legislature , with
plenty of other problems, will have to
work out a new redistricting plan. Looks
like a lot of work ahead — and plenty of
night sessions if our lawmakers are to
complete their work Within the allotted 120
days.

Frontenac Park
Developments Praised
FRONTENAC STATE Park Association
has good news for Red Wing, Lake City,
and this whole area in the announcement
on park progress.
A road will be built to the top of Point
No Point bluff next year, and the state wi ll
pet going on picnic shelter construction. By
Ihe summer of 1066, at least , we shou ld be
enjoy ing some sp lendid picnic outings on
t ins high summit right in the elbow of scenvi st
a
ic Lake Pepin. What a ina ^nificoiij
hi drink in while munching our hamburgers and picnic sandwiches!
And the park is expandin g westward ,
too Assoc iation directors have acquired 21 'A
additional bluff-top acres, including the fabled altar rock which the Indians called lnyanteopa. This is a sight wel l worth seeing
il you ' re willing to hike across the top ol the
bluff and exp lore among tho trees that cover the bluff side down to the water. Hut unless you want to spend a long time exp loring , bolter get awfully good directions first
or lake along an old Frontenac hand for a
guide '
THESE PARK developments — plus
prospects for a major Mount Frontenac ski
hold
area on the other side of U.S. 61
promise that Florence township will liecome a busy recreation center in years not
too far off And this points up the need ,
in turn , for foresighted steps to preserve
the charm and character ol the Old Frontenac community -~ a unique gem out of
Minnesota history. This is best accomplished by advance zoning. It point* again to the
need for (Joodhue. County to embark upon
an intellig ent program of planning the
county 's future . - - Hod Wing Republican
K n cle.
When > oil gwrrvr lo right or left, you tirai
a Voice behind yon whispering. "Thin l» th«
way, walk hrr«." 4a_l«li 30.21.

TO DAY IN WORLD AFFAIRS

U.N. Won t Face
Real U.N. Issue

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON - The world isn't getting
the truth about the real reason why Russia
is recusing to pay assessments in the United
Nations. Neither the United States nor any other western government has ventured to define
the basic issue.> There ie, in fact , an ironic
consistency in the Soviet's refusal to make payments on its debt of several million dollars to
the United Nations. For the amounts owed by
Russia were spent by the U.N. in an attempt
to defeat the objectives of Moscow's expenditures of probably a billion dollars a year in
carrying on revolutionary movements on nearly every continent.
The dispute over the payment of U.N. "dues"
is a technical one. The Soviet Union has been
keeping up with its regular dues but refuses to
pay certain special "assessments" which have
been levied in connection with the expenses incurred by the United Nations in trying to maintain peace in the Congo, the Middle East and
other areas.
THE SOVIET Union contends that it did not
vote for such projects and Is not obligated under the charter of the U.N. to pay for them. An
"advisory" opinion obtained from the International Court of Justice declared that "assessments" for U.N. forces should be considered
as obligatory dues. While this tends to uphold
the concept that all assessments must be paid
if a member is to be permitted to continue to
vote in the general assembly, the fact remains
that there is no specific obligation on this point
set forth in the charter of the organi.ation itself.
N ot only is the Moscow government involv
ed, but the other Communist-bloc countries
have been coerced by the Soviet regime into a
refusal to pay any "assessments" levied by
the TJ.N . in connection with its peace-keeping
oper ations.
P roposals have been advanced recently that
the Security Council of the U.N. should have a
voice in approving or disapproving the special
assessments, but even in 1950, when this same
council called upon the various member nations
to send troops into Korea to repeal an invasion,
the Soviet Union took it upon itself to furnish
arms and ammunition to the Red Chinese to
carry on their invasion of Korea. No action was
ever taken by the United Nations to expel the
Soviet Union from the Security Council because
of this act of treason to the organization.
THE SITUATION remains unchanged today.
The Soviets still are engaged in a worldwide
revolutionary movement which constitutes treason against the United Nations itself. The Communists are furnishing arms and supplies and
stationing their agents in various countries in
Latin America and Asia, as well as in Africa ,
all with the avowed purpose of stirring up trouble and overthrowing constituted governments.
The United Nations for several years now has
remained silent on this violation of its charter. Even the United States has not denounced
such activity in explicit terms. Nor has it called upon the United Nations to obtain respect by
the Soviet Union for the principles of the U.N.
charter, which abounds in phrases about maintaining peace and respecting the sovereignty of
member nations.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1954

K. L. Gunderson, of St. Clair & Gunderson,
Inc., was elected chairman of the Association
of Commerce Merchants' Bureau succeeding
L. E. Palm.
Roy T. Patneaude , vice president of the
Marigold Dairies, Inc. and manager of the
firm's plant here, was named to the board of
directors of the Winona Industrial Development
Association.

Twenty-Five Yea rs Ago . . . 1939

Louis F. Shira, area NYA supervisor, offer
ed the services of NYA workers to the city in
a p roject to construct stone "city gateways ' 1 at
the West and East ends of the city , a project
pro-posed several months ago by Mayor Simon.
The advanced physical education demonstration, "The Radiation of Peace," was presented
at meetings of the Madison and WashingtonKosciusko schools' Parent-Teacher Association
groups by the Leaders Club of the YMCA under the direction of Howard L. Daniels.

Tifty Years Ago . . . 1914

Landscape artists have completely transformed the immediate surroundings of St.
Ma ry 's ' College on Terrace Heights.
Miss Cornielia Wright and Miss Flora Lees
of Winona have been selected to membership
in literary societies at Carleton College , which
they are attending.
Miss Agnes Steinbauer , after having visited
in -Milestone , Calif., for several months, has returned to her home here.

Seventy-Five Years A go . .. 1889

A thorough discussion was held at the council
meeting and it was decided to purchase a horse
and buggy for the fire chief and establish three
stations with three paid men at each.
The Burlington transfer boat , the William OaImr ne, has gone into winter quarters at tha
La ird Norton dock .
W. H. Yale returned from a tri p to Washington and other points in the East.

One Hundred Years Ago... 1864

The weather has assumed a very wintry na|ie«-l . the mercury having defended close to
the vicinity of zero .
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'GOOD TO SEE YOU, HAROLD . . . MMM . . .
NOW UP A LITTLE HIGHER, PLEASE!'

ROBERT C. RUARK

OEO Bars Youths
With Police Marks
NEW YORK - It would teem likely that the Office of
Economic Opportunity — htaveni, what a wonderful name
for history's files — has already blotted its copybook by
excluding youths with police records or homosexual tendencies.
What's good enough to be drafted ought to be good
enough for Lyndon's version of the CCC. It would seem to
me that young people with a fall behind them are most
needful of steady work and the hope of rehabilitation.
To Your Good Health
The chances are very good
'
'
will
"bads
that the basic
prune themselves out by
simply not going to this new
flutter at outdoor sanitaria.
A good, steady-working
marijuana hustler doesn't
want to plant pine trees —
not when he can grow a supply of more remunerative
weed in a window box.
Dear Dr. M o l n e r :
What is meant by "ureTHERE IS mention here
of "homosexual tendencies"
thral colic"? I underas a candistand it is associated
date for exwith kidney stone atclusion from
tacks. Are such stones
the h a r dcaused by an overacid
times club.
condition? Is there a
This Is realmedication to prevent
ly a laugh .
formation of k i d n e y
If you can't
stones? - MRS. E. V.
f e n d them
out of the
You may mean ureteral
foreign
rather than urethral.
service, the
There is a ureter from
secret serveach kidney, running Into
Ruark
ice, and the
the bladder. The urethra
White*, House, who is going
In turn leads FROM tha
to be quallfed to define a
bladder.
"tendency "? Unless, of
3f a stone for gravel , or
course, one of the youths
sometimes a blood clot )
shows up at the office weartries to force a passage
ing one of mummy's hats .
through a ureter, the result
If anyone wants to get
is ureteral colic, often a
down to cases , a simpler
particularly savage type of
solution to keeping the mapain.
verick
youth
employed
It can happen in the urewould be to sentence them
thra, too, but not as often.
to a stretch on the C's. It's
There are various kinds
done all the time in regard
of kidney stones, differing
to the military — the culin chemical constitution.
prit is given a choice of
joining the Army or going
Some form in an acid ento jail.
vironment, others need alkaline conditions.
I note that job aid has
been given the lofty farewell
The best ways to prevent
by the majority of draft
stene formation are : (1)
rejects. Draft boards sent
clear up any infection which
letters to 234,000 draft remay exist in the urinary
jects, offering job-placetract; (2) drink ample wament aid. About 42,000
ter to keep the urine dishowed up for interviews.
lu te.
Thirteen thousand were referred to jobs, and less than
Dear Dr. Molner: My
7,000 were hired.
daughter has had three
moles on the lower part
THERE IS a hoary old
of her neck ever since
axiom about leading the
she was 5 years old. I
horse to water with no guartook her to the doctor
antee that he'll be thirsty
and he said not to worry
when he gets there. All this
about them. She is 42
end-of-poverty program of
years old now and the
our President's nimble immoles are a little largagination sounds real pret>
er. Could this be serty. But as long as laziness
ious? - MiRS. C. W.
is chronic, crime profitable,
and relief checks easy , a
At age 5, the answer was
hell of a lot of people are
correct.
But now it is 37
going to shun toil of any
years later. And — this is
description.
the important thing — the
I never personally enrollmoles
are changing si2e.
ed in any civilian conservaTJiese
should
be examined
tion camps in the hungry
by a doctor without delay.
'Thirties, but I lived close
by and knew a flock of the
inmates. They were no
loan fund. People that wantadornment to the commued to work found something
nity, nor did they accomthat didn't have a governplish anything realistic in
ment stamp on it. I expect
an effort to imbue junior
I was as good a boy bootwith a love for the great
legger as you'd be apt to see
outdoors when what he realon a college campus, but I
ly wanted was a poolroom
still managed to make it to
and a pint of booze.
the math class on time.
You did your stretch in
the C's only as an admisA GREAT many people
sion that you were a bum
did not become Commuand the old man wouldn 't
nists . A great many people
tolerate you around the
did not beoome criminals .
house any longer. To be
Or perverts , Or members
slamped as an alumnus of
of the alphabetical agencies.
the C's was a stigma that
Or menaces to national
took a power of down-living.
n avigation. Or members of
relief rolls.
I;t SUPPOSE that In fairBut they did it on their
ness ,there were sorpe lackown time. I do not believe
wits that couldn't make a
that the government will
living outside a rustic barever
be able to organize a
who
were rearacks , ^tnd
social service that will atsonably adjusted to sowbelly
tract anything much better
and collard-greens in juxtathan bums looking for a
position with hoot owls and
handout, with no thought of
a shortage of easy women.
learning to read or standing
But even these clodpates
on their own hind legs.
waited for that Saturday
In the South we had a
night in the village with conphrase to describe • shoddy
siderably more eagerness
agriculture among the clay
than they devoted to soil
eaters. It was: "Sldehill culconservation .
tivation , " That also applies
Human engineering has
to the mind and the willingalways left me slightly less
ness to work .
than wildly exuberant . I
tun 't remember anything of
real worth that came out of
PLAIN A TREATED
FDR' s projects except an
excess of paperwork and' a
profundity of clerical employment . There were art
projects and theatrical projFor Sllppary Walka
ects and God knows what
or Au-fo Ballatt
other kind of projects., including that "youth" operation. All thev produced
was aging youths, unsalable
HUB»Q STOR I
artists , and lousy playVA IHARDWAR 1
wrights.
57«
.
I 4th St. Phona 4007
Cynicism afflicts me when
I remember from the desperate 'Thirties that moat
people who wanted to go to
college went to college, even
START YOUR DAY
j
If It took them 10 years to
pay off the interest on the
with
<
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THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

GetElected to Congress
And See the World

By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Here is
the roll call of more congressmen who have been
junketing abroad at the taxpayer's expense.
The venerable Mike Kirwan, Youngstown, Ohio,
Democrat , aged 78, and a
champion junketeer, is keeping up his record. He hat
been on an inspection trip
to the South Sea Islands,
particularly Samoa, one of
the most delightful island
paradises of all .
While the snow has been
falling on Youngstown and
the steelworkers are worried a b o u t automation
throwing them out of jobs,
Mike has been inspecting
public works in the South
Seas.
Most of the buildings in
Samoa are built with thatch
roofs, and it's difficult to ascertain exactly what Mike
will inspect. Possibly he'll
look over the fish situation
in his capacity as a fish
expert. He put across a $10
million fish aquarium for
the District of Columbia
when its residents would
much rather have had money to improve their schools.
Ttep. Charles R. Jonas,
the North Carolina Republican, is covering the same
South Sea islands on a separate junket, expenses also
defrayer by the taxpayers.
Why Jonas, a Republican,
and Kirwan, a Democrat,
couldn't team up together is
not known.

ANOTHER interesting trip
is being enjoyed by Reps.
Otto Passman D-La., and
John R h o d e s , R-Ariz.
Though they belong to opposite political parties, they
were able to get together
for the delightful duty of
checking on foreign aid in
such interesting areas as
Beirut , Lebanon; various
cities in India; Bangkok , the
fascinating capital of Thailand; Hong Kong, the shopping metropolis of the
world ; and Tokyo, the largest city in the world.
Passman prides himself
on cutting the foreign aid
budget. Last spring he bemoaned the fact that his
colleagues wouldn't go along
with him on any further
cuts , They argued that
President Johnson had cut
enough . On this trip Otto
is trying to figure out more
cuts .
But in Hong Kong he will
stop in to see his favorite
jeweler to buy more watches. Otto has the largest collection of watches of any
member of Congress — alOPINION WISE

most as many as he has
suits of clothes and considerably more than he has
Cadillacs. Otto confides that
he always keeps two Cadillacs,
Another group from the
House Appropriations Committee is touring Latin America to check on the operation of the U.S. Information
Agency and various State
Department activities.
This group is headed by
Jamie L. Whitten of Mississippi, the man who as chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Agriculture one year ago delayed the agricultural appropriations for six months
while he argued with Sen.
Dick Russell of Georgia
over the location of a peanut laboratory.

RUSSELL wanted It in
Georgia; Whitten wanted it
in Mississippi. They compromised by placing a
southeastern research laboratory in Georgia and a
cotton weed control laboratory in Whitten's district in
Mississippi.
Included in Whitten's junket to Latin American are
Robert Michel . III., Elford
Cederberg, Mich., and Glenard Lipscomb, Calif ., all Republicans, and John Slack,
Democrat of West Virginia .
Another appropriat i o n s
committee mernber, Rep.
John J. Flynt Jr., D-Ga.,
is on a pleasant junket to
the Far East including Japan, Korea, Formosa, Hong
Kong, and Manila. He will
get back just before Christmas — Dec. 22 — presumably with a nice collection
of Christmas presents.
Note : Congratulations to
Rep, George Malion of Texas, new chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee , for ruling out foreign junkets for lame duck
congressmen. He has said
that since they can't participate in more legislation ,
they don't need to travel
abroad. However , he has
not ruled out junkets for reelected congressmen such
as those listed above.
OFFICIALS of the American Medicnl Association
may not know It , but one
of Hie factors which got
President Johnson's back
up was a series of health
ads in the Texas newspaKen just a couple of days
eforc the election.
One ad appearing in the
Dallas Morning News on
Nov, 1 featured this headline; "Health Is Alwavs Big
Topic- in National Politics. ''
It then proceeded to quote

various medical authorities
and previous press reports
regarding Johnson's 1955
heart attack , casting doubt
about his ability to survive
four years in office . The
medical quotes gave the appearance of being prepared
by members of the medical
profession, even though the
ad was signed by "The Goldwater for President Committee."
The advertisement concluded with this appeal: "If
you vote for Lyndon Johnson, you could be voting to
make Hubert Humphrey
president .
"Never before has the extreme left had its man so
close to the presidency.
"Vote for Barry Goldwater.
President Johnson has
long been for Medicare. But
since the appearance of this
and other similar ads, he is
determined to put medical
care for the elderly at the
top of his legislative program.
Note : Despite various ads
of this kind, Johnson carried Texas by a whopping
698,173 margin.
SYNDICATE s a l e s m e n
peddling the Barry Goldwater, column to newspapers should steer clear of
the Syracuse Herald-Journal , edited by staunch Republican Casey Jones.
Jones, in a recent editorial , captioned "Throw the
Burn Out,',' advised his fellow Republicans as follows:
"Sen . Goldwater has always been in the department store business. If in his
capacity as a store executive he had advocated the
stocking of goods that did
not sell and directed the
writing of advertising that
did not attract . . . His directors would not ask him
to continue in a position of
leadership. Someone would
Ket up in a directors' meet ing, pound the table, and
demand that the company
'throw the bum out '
"Barry Goldwate r, " concluded Editor Jones , "has
led the party to that state , "
STATE THEATER
ABINGDON . Va. iff) - Virginia 's officiall y designated
state theater , the Barter , is
getting new winter quarters
at Norfolk.
Since being established 30
years ago, the organization
has had a summer home
here and toured during the
winter . Under the new setup,
the company will function ut
Norfolk froin October to
April nnd discontinue travel.
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Redistricfing
Job Legislators
Will Not Enjoy

Foryour Holidays

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The 1965 Minnesota Legislature apparently will not approach the task of reapportioning legislative districts with
much enthusiasm.
Forty-two of the 82 legislators
who replied to questions in an
Associated Press survey said
they regard the 1953 apportionment act as still adequate and
in compliance with the constitution and the U.S. Supreme Court
ruling. They had replied before
last week's ruling that this alignment is nDt constitutional.

Beverage shopping?

A few months ago the U.S.
Supreme Court ruled that seats
In both houses of legislatures in
all states must be apportioned
on a population basis.
Twenty - six legislators said
they believed district lines
should be redrawn on the basis
of 1960 population and 10 said
the Supreme Court left the legislature no choice but to reapportion. Some others said the legislature should wait a couple of
,
years.
The 1959 reapportionment,
first since 1913, was based on
1950 population.

Pleasant experience!
See Sugar Loaf out the window!
Beautiful Hiawatha Valley!

Last week's ruling came in a
suit in U.S. District Court in
Minneapolis aimed at forcing
the Legislature to reapportion to
correct inequities plaintiffs say
have developed since 1950.
A number of legislators expressed the hope a way could be
found to use an area factor in
one house. One said he believed
the 1959 apportionment could be
made adequately by redistricting just Hennepin and Ramsey
counties.
In another area the Legislature has found troublesome most
legislators said chances are
good that the 1965 Legislature
will update the unemployment
compensation law.

Shop !

Glitter of Glass!
Gifts you are sure will not be returned!

Disagreements between the
Conservative Senate and the
libera] House blocked action for
several sessions. In 1963, with
both in conservative hands, a
bill to liberalize benefits and increase employer contributions to
the compensation fund was
passed.
Gov. Karl Rolvaag vetoed it .
saying its stringent eligibility
provisions would deny benefitto many persons the law is designed to help.
Many of the legislators said
action is urgent because the unemployment compensation fund
has shrunk to $21 million, regarded by many as dangerously
low.

Where?
You know!

Cattle Futures
Market Settled
At Week's End

CHICAGO AP) — The new
futures market for live cattle at
the Chicago Mercantile Exchange seemed settled at week's
end after its first five days of
operation.
Volume hit nearly 5 million
pounds at the opening but had
leveled off well below that figure. Prices also steadied after
some downward adjustment.
Friday 's closing range was
from $2;i.fi5 to $24.40 per 100
pounds
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"We're most optimistic at this
stage ," said Walter Kowalski , a
representative of the exchange .
He predicted that volume will be
modest until the first contract
deliveries are made in April.
"There will be bugs to> be
worked out. We don 't know how
well deliveries will be accepted
There will be some rules and
specifications to amend," Kowalski said.
Reef on the hoof is always in
demand and deliverable, Kowalski said, citing advantages
of the program.
Main benefits or the futures
market lie In the immediate exchange of credit between buyer
and seller , and the assured delivery of beef at a settled price
when It Is needed months hence.
Once executed, the contracts
can be sold on the exchange and
the farmer can eliminate his
delivery obligation by neutralizing it — buying a delivery contract from another farmer. The
purchaser likewise can sell his
right to receive cattle to another
parly.
¦
Every seventh person In the
world lives in India.

THE

Buying a Color TV
on Terms?

It wil l he obsolete before
you net n p„id for , UNi.KSS it 's n . .
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Legionnaires , Auxiliary
Members Usher in Holidays
Legion members and thenwives ushered in the Christmas
season at a holiday dinner dance
at the Legion Memorial Club
Saturday night. A cockta il hour
was held from 6:30 until 7:30
p.m. in a gaily decorated ballroom festooned with gold , silver
and brightly colored mobiles
and Chirstmas stars.
A LARGE Christinas tree with
multi-colored lights was the
focal point of the Christmas
theme and Henry Burton and
his Orchestra played for dancing later, before a white backdrop studded with large red
poinsettias.
Guests were given boutonnieres and corsages of yellow,
pink and red tea roses as party

WABASHA, Minn. - Wabasha
American Legion Auxiliary will
have a Christmas party, when
the members meet at 8 p.m.
Thursday in the Auxiliary
Room, upstair, at the Legion
Club.
Those who attend are reminded to bring canned goods for the
Christmas baskets. The gifts also may be taken to Legion Club
any time from now until the
baskets are packed. Members
also are expected to bring donations of trading stamps or certificates.
There will be an exchange of
50 cent gifts between members.

favors. Mrs. R. V. Hammond ,
as hostess, greeted the members at the door.
The clubs Random Room , in
which the steak dinner was
served at 8 p.m. had as its dominant Christmas decoration a
huge rounded tree illuminated
by soft blue lights. The dinner
tables were centered with miniature Christmas trees and red
velvet reindeer cavorted at their
bases. Mrs. Robert Sexton was
chairman of the decorating
committee.

IN ADDITION to members of
the local post, Legion guests
were present from Houston ,
Stockton and Richfield , Minn.
The Legion Christmas celebration continues Tuesday nigh t
with the annual joint post-auxiliary dinner and meeting. A ham
Missionary Talks
dinner will be served at 6:30
p.m. The Brigadiers will enAt Installation
tertain at 7:30 p.m., meetings
Of Rushford ALCW will follow at 8 and at the conclusion of post and auxiliary
RUSHFORD, Minn . (Special) business, the men and women
— The Rev. Gunner Lislerud , will join in Christmas caroling.
missionary to South Africa , was
guest speaker at the December
meeting of the .American Lu- Miss Eileen Bakken
theran Church Women at Rush- Becomes Bride
of
lord Lutheran Church.
Officers were installed for Robert Severson
the coming year and a ChristETTRICK, Wis. (Special)-A
mas pageant was presented by
wedding at French Creek Lua group of members.
theran Church, Saturday afterTHE REV. yslerud, who is noon united Miss Eileen La
living in St. Paul with his fam- May Bakken , daughter of Mr.
ily while home on a l&-year and Mrs, Joseph Bakken , rural
furlough, talked on his work Ettrick, and Robert Severson ,
in the mission field.
Galesville, Wis., son of Mr. and
"To be called co-workers Mrs. Chester Severson , Milwauwith the Lord Jesus Christ is kee.
wonderful," he told the church
The ceremony was performed
women. "We are here to tell by the Rev. H. A . Lease. Miss
the story of Jesus and His love. Helen Enghagen was organist.
Our job is to be a burning light
The couple was attended bylor others to follow."
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Redsten,
A native of Norway, the Galesville, brother-in-law and
Eev. Lislerud received his sister of the bride, and Gary
masters degree of theology Bakken and J u d y Severson,
Irom St. Paul Lutheran Theolo- brother and sister ol the cougical Seminary. During his ple.
last term in the field he was
president of the joint Lutheran THE BRIDE'S white gown
group which represents six was accented by the red roses
aynods and 600,000 Lutherans. she carried , and the bridesmaids wore identical frocks of
MRS. M. EUGENE Foehring- medium blue.
•r installed the officers: Mrs. A reception was held in the
Kermit Holger, president ; Mrs. church dining
room. Cuests we
Melford Eide, vice president ; registered by
Sharon Greenwold.
Mrs. Palmer Peterson, secretary; Mrs. Styrk Isberg, trea- The wedding cake, made by
Mrs. George Severson, was servsurer; Mrs. Ray Bentdahl , secretary of education.; and Mrs. ed by Darlene and Janice JohnRollie Rollefson, secretary of son . La May Anderson poured
and Delayn e Affeldt and Donna
stewardship.
Mrs. Elvin Humble was nar- Greenwold assisted in serving
rator and Mrs. Marvin Manion , the guests. Mmes. Lauritz Leannouncer, for the pageant bakken and Ole Hovre , Town of
presented by the morning Gale, were in charge in the
circle. Taking part in the dra- kitchen.
ma , "The Message of the Mr. and Mrs. Severson will
Candle," were Mmes. Humble, reside in Galesville "where the
Eno Morken, Bertram Jensen, bridegroom is employed in a
Eva Stevens, Foehringer, Rob- factory.
ert Betz, Ed Nelson and Robert Highum.
Yule Rarty Planned
Mrs. Minar Himlie was
chairman of the hostesses : By Goodview Guild
Mmes. John Hovd e, LuVerne
Goodview Trinity Lutheran
Peterson , Warren Miller , Nor- Church Guild will give a
win Neisheim, Wallace Himlie, Christmas party for members
Stanley Hoiland , Carroll Col- and friends at 6:30 p.m. Tuesbenson and Wilbert Feine.
day at the church. A potluck
supper will be servied.
BLAIR CHURCH PARTY
BLAIR , Wis. (Special) - The Christmas literature for the
blind will be purchased with the
Blair First Lutheran Church will annual gift offering that will be
hold its Christmas meeting made.
Tuesday at 8 p.m. A skit , "The Serving on the program comSpirit of Christmas" by Dorothy mittee are Mrs, Evan Davies
DeBow Lee, will be presented. and Mrs. Jacob Pielmeier , who
There will be a Christmas hymn asked members to "bring a
sing and gift exchange. A pot- covered dish and cookies."
luck lunch will be served . The Hostesses will be Mmes. Da
offering will be used for a needy vid Ponath , Richard Burmeis
cause.
ter and Marvin Niemeyer.

LWV MEETIN G CANCELED
The meeting of the morning
Unit f. League of Women Voters, which was to have been
held Tuesday morning at the
hoAe of Mrs. Milton Goldberg
has been canceled.
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UNDER THE ADVENT WREATH . . .
Festive holiday decorations at the College
of Saint Teresa include this fresh green
Advent wreath in the lobby, beneath which
Mrs . E. J. Boiler, left , president of AAUW,

chats with Sister M. Lorraine and two
of the guests at the AAUW Christmas luncheon. The guests are, from left , Misses Cynthia
and Zenaida Resurrecion, CST students from
the Philippine Islands. (Daily News photo )

Holiday Season Opening for
AAUW Features Vocal Music
As St. Nick 's Day signaled
the arrival of the Christmas
season for Winon a children this
weekend, the annual luncheon
at the College of Saint Teresa
opened the season for American
Association of Universtiy Women memfcers and guests.
The hospitality at the luncheon Saturday included the lunch
served by students and a musical program. Sister M. Lorraine welcomed the guests.
APPEARING in native Filipino dresses, Cynthia and Zenaida Resurrection, CST students from the Philippines,
sang native songs accompanied
on the ukulele.

The Triple Trio sang "Come
Let Us Sing a Joyfu l Song,"
"See the Shepherds Dancing,"
"It Soon Will Be Evening " and
"Deck the Halls."
Members of the Triple Trio
are the Misses Barbara Gardewine, Cartersville, Iowa ; Rosanne Molinari , Winona; LaRita Callahan , Elizabeth Twomey,
Pat Poskozim and Nancy Deeley, Chicago; Mary Clare Albrecht, Winona; Jane Longmeier , Independence , Wis., and
Mary Nilles, Rollingstone. Their
director is Sister M. Marie.
Jan. 16 the AAUW will meet
at Community Memorial Hospital , Mrs. E. J. Boiler , president,
announced.

i

Students Expected
To Follow Rules
At Dakota Dance
DAKOTA, Minn. (Special) Officers of the Parent-Teacher
Club announce the second Sock
Hop for the Dakota School will
be Friday from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
Dancing is for students in
grades six through age 19.
Lhndy Shannon will spin disks."
At the November gathering
of youths from a large radius,
some students proved difficult
in that they refused to obey
rules and regulations for the
dances. At Friday's dance, all
rules and regulations will be
strictly enforced.
Four couples who will chaperon are Mssrs. and Mmes. Roland Papenfuss, Harvey Allen,
Walter Bartz and Ralph Grant.

MINNESOTA CITY , Minn. St. Paul' s Parish Council of
Catholic Women will hold the
annual Christmas party in the
parish hall at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
All members are cordially invited to attend and to bring a 50cent gift. There will be an exchange of gifts, Christmas music, and refreshments which will
be served by St . Francis Guild .
A new slate of officers for the
coming year will be presented
by the nominating committee:
Mmes. Ellen Berry , Edwin
Maus , William O'Reilly, William Saehlor and Miss Marilyn
King.
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This quilted mattress and matching box spring set offers you £ A W B^ atW^^
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Minnesota City
CCW Will Meet
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ST. CHARLES, Minn. - A
joint get-together of the Hugh
Watson American Legion Post
and Auxiliary will be held Dec.
13, at 2:30 p.m. Dishes for a
potluck supper at 6:30 p.m. are
requested. There will be games
and entertainment all afternoon ,
for all the family. Members
of the Pos t and Auxiliary are
asked to bring 50 cent gift
items for therapy prizes : playing cards, toiletries, stationery,
etc. Children are to bring 25
cent exchange gifts.
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LAKE CITY, Minn. ( Special)
—The Christmas party of the
Ladies Aid of St. John's Lutheran Church was attended by
about 60 women Thursday afternoon in the church social rooms.
Alter group singing of Christmas hymns and carols, the Rev.
T. H. Albrecht read the Christmas story. The program included a Bible quiz and Bible verse
matching game, in charge of
Mmes. Gerald Dzwonnkowski,
Walter Nelson a n d Leland
Lortscher.
During a brief business session, it was voted to repeat in
1965 the calendar project , which
during the last two years has
brought in more than $200. The
members planned to wrap packages for shut-ins before Christmas.
Hostesses in charge of the
potluck lunch were Mmes. Iver
Eggenberger, Vincent H e i s e ,
Henry Hinck and Ed Corleus
and Miss Anna Heise.

LADY BUGS YULE PARTY
The Military Order of Lady
Bugs will meet at 8 p.m. Tuesday at the home of Mrs . John There will be an exchange of
KozlowBki, 254 Orrin St., for a gilts and secret pals will be reChristmas meeting and party. membered.
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St. Charles Post ,
Auxilia ry to Meet
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To Excha nge Gifts Aid Holds Party
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Road Mishaps 'SOMETHING TO LIVE BY '
Art of Decision
Take Lives
Needs Developing
Of 3 in State
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Traffic -accidents Sunday night
ind today took th» lives of three
persons In Minnesota, raising
:he state's highway fatality toll
:o 773 lor the year , up 19 from
•.his date a year ago.
A young woman was killed
larly today on Highway 23, two
mile* east of St, Cloud, when
TWO cats collided on an icy
itretch of road, Four others
were injured in the accident
which involved four cars.

The name of the victim was
not immediately available. The
Injured were taken to a St. Cloud
hospital.
Bruce Edward Lindquist, 17,
Evansville, Minn., was killed
Sunday night when the car in
which he was riding left a township road near Battle Lake,
struck a boulder and then
caught fire.
Gary D. Lindquist, 17, of
Melby, a cousin, pulled Bruce
from the flaming car but he
died at the scene. Gary was
hospitalized at Alexandria.
Bruce's father died in a truck
crash three years ago.
Mrs. Pauline Tveter , 79 , Minneapolis, died in a Minneapolis
hospital Sunday night of injuries suffered when struck by a
car as she crossed a street Friday.
Two youths died earlier Sunday in a car crash near Hibbing. The-y were Fred Stone, Jr.,
19, of Wright, Minn., and Barry
Lee Parantala, 20, of Floodwood,
Minn.
SCHOOL PROGRAMS
WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special )
— Christmas programs have
been planned by the outlying
elementary schools In the Whitehall District. Maurice Ewing,
.elementary supervisor, announces the Pigeon Falls party,
Dec. 14; Coral City, Dec. 15;
Pleasantvllle and Northfield,
Dec. 16, and York, Dec. 18. All
programs will begin at 8 p.m.
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By BILL MERRILL
"Don't just stand there — do
something!" There's a familiar
phrase used aa a joke, but of ten
hat teeth in it. The question is,
do you have the ability to decide what to do? That's, the
problem.
The art of decision needs developing, that more people can
make up their mind as to whqt
to do under pressure. Indecision can put the skids to success In life about as fast as any
one thing. If you
number among
those that can't
make up their
minds a b o u t
any major problem, you need to
take inventory
to see why you
are so unsure
about things.
A young salesman with conMerrill
siderable experience in the field of sales, approached the manager of a
large wholesale house. The first
thing after the normal greeting,
etc., the salesman handed the
manager a carefully prepared
proposition all typed out o-n the
letterhead of the salesman's
firm. The cost of the project
was quite steep, and the salesman expected a turndown. Prepared, he reached in his pocket
and pulled out a second , but
modified deal. This time, the
manager had «ause to gave it
more consideration. Watching
his timing, the salesman
reached into his pocket and
came up with a third sheet of
paper, which simply said,
"Don't just stand there — do
something." This brought a
chuckle, eased the situation, and
the men were able to engage in
the skills of business. For all
that the third piece of paper
was written for a laugh, it did
rather pointedly suggest to
make a decision now. The manager hardly needed the nudge,
as he was a man of decision,
but how about you, friend? Do
you find it hard to make up your
mind?
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116-1 18 East 3rd St.

Bill Merrill's "Something
to Live By" may be heard
daily over KWNO at 6:50
a.m.

Hundreds of
Jobs Open for
Skilled People

Winona

scientist at the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory says of Mariner 4's
smooth cruise toward Mars:
"If everything goes well , this
is the way it will be for a long
time to come — hopefully, until
July. "
That's the month when the
spacecraft is scheduled to pass
withui 4,400 miles of Mars , Its
television cameras ready to
take the closest pictures yet of
the reddish planet.
When scientists last calculated its progress — that was at 6
p.m., Sunday — the Mariner
was 1,506,000 miles from earth
and was moving 7,000 miles per
hour.
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Jfff uri ' n .ffqshion JOifts

Th* Ultimata in Christmas Giving

BOOK NOOK
159 East Third Str*«t
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THINK ABOUT this business
of making up your mind. It can
give you a whole new perspective in life. Indecision is a device of thought that can bring
mental torment, damaging the
zest for life. So, don't stand
there. Weigh out your problem
to learn advantages and disadvantages of an issue, and thendo something.

ROMANTICGOW N

HUNT IN OUR

ROBES

Wonderfully wearable cotton , cotton
quilt ed or corduroy robes for winter
moroings ! All in pretty prints and
solids. Sizes S-M-L.

$395
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Hundreds of job openings are available in this area for people with
marketable skills, a private
employment agency official said
Saturday.
Mrs. Helen Deardorff , Minneapolis, retiring president of tbe
Minnesota Employment Agency
association said "we have tbe
orders—all we need is skilled
people" to fill positions for
chemists, technical people, accountants and secretaries.

"We must motivate many of
the job seekers and sell them
on making an in-vestment of
their time in training on a new
type of opportunity. "
The association elected 0. J.
Heinitz , Wayzata , as its new
president. He is a native of
Mountain Lake, Minn.

OPEM MONDAY, WEDNESDAY * FRIDAY UNTIL • P.M.

f

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of Defense Robert S. McNamara says he hopes to keep
the defense budget next year to
slightly below $50 billion.
After checking over budget
figures for two hours at the
White House with President
Johnson on Saturday, McNamara said recent economies in
the Defense Department will
permit a substantial cut in new
spending authority requested
for the fiscal year which begins
next July 1.
He said the most recent estimate of spending for the present
year is $49.8 billion and the new
budget should be close to that.

NYLON
SHORTY PAJAMAS
and gowns are perfect gifts for
the women in your life ! Prettily
lace trimmed in a rainbow of
colors. Choose for h«r in sizes
small, medium or large.

Mrs. Deardorff, who spoke at
the association's annual one-day
convention, said fears thai automation is a likely cause of unemployment are needless.
"The real picture is that automation has produced jobs at an
unprecedented rate," she said,
citing the computer industry as
an example.
She acknowledged, however,
that automation does produce
new challenges for the counseling profession. Skills become
obsolete in the f ast-changing
economy.

Juit thi Thing fir a Musical
Christmas

\

CERTAINLY WE do not wan.
to Imply that snap decisions are
good. Jumping to conclusions
can be as bad as not coming
to a conclusion at all. Make
up your mind, but do It thoughtfully. Here's a formula for making up one's mind that could
serve you well — if you put it
to the task. Write down all the
advantages on one side of a
piece of paper, and all the
disadvantages on the other,
Now compare. If you were honest with yourself in putting down
the advantage and disadvantages, it's likely that one side
will overshadow the other. And
then, don't just stand there.
Do something about it.
Decision making is closely
akin to self assurance. To develop one is to develop the
other. People prefer to deal
with people that are able to
come to a decision. Always deciding to do nothing is not decision-making. It's only another
form of indecision, afraid to
launch out into another direction .

McNamara Hopes Mariner Cruise
To Keep Budget Going Smoothly
Under $50 Billion PASADENA , Calif. (AP ) - A
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ALUMINUM GIFTWARE
The ideal Christmas gift! Choose
from butter dishes, tidbit trays,
trays , pitchers , relish dishes and
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many more. All in gleaming
aluminum or chrome.
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We 've got something
even better than
our warranty *
Our car.
Opel.
Made by GM.
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HOSIERY AND LINGERIE DEPT.
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DECEMBER 7, 1964

Winona Deaths

At Community
Memorial Hospital

Mrs. Mae S. Hughes

visiting hours: Medical and lurglcsl
patients: J to 4 end 7 to B:30 p.m. (No
children under 12.)
Maternity patients: 2 to 3.30 and 7 lo
• ¦30 p.m. (/VrJultl only.)

SUNDA Y

ADMISSIONS
Mark D. Pellowski , 411 Hamilton St.
Dean C. Patterson . Kenosha ,
Wis.
Philip J. Duffy , Winona Rt. 3.
Henry B. Olson, 900 E. Wabasha St.
Lawrence Keen. 1050 E. King
St.
DISCHARGES
David L. Marshall, Winona
State College.
Mrs. Vincent Joswick, 526
Olmstead St.
Mrs. Albert Wenzel and baby,
Winon a Rt. 2.
Donald W. Franklin, E a s t
Burns Valley Rd.
Dale R. Gile, Isanti, Minn.
David P. Wardwell, 520 E.
Broadway.
Mrs. Edward Cada , 423 E.
3rd St.
BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wiczek ,
4574 6th St., Goodview, a daugh„ter.
Mr. and Mrs. David Trocinski,
710% Mankato Ave. , a daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Heller ,
Alma, Wis., a son.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Brink,
867 Grand St., a daughter.

W EATHER

_

Mrs. Mae S. Hughes, 85.1767
W. Broadway, died Sunday at
4:50 p.m. at Community Memorial Hospital. She was admitted
Saturday after a fall in which
her hip was broken and for
which she underwent corrective surgery Sunday.
The former Mae Sophie Graeser, she was bom Jan. 21, 1879,
at Menomonie, Wis . She was
married to John L. Hughes, Menomonie, and had lived in Winona since 1943. Her husband
died April 23, 1962.
Survivors are: Two sons,
John, Winona, and William G.,
Plauified, N.J.; two 'daughters,
Mrs. Maurice (Mary Ellen )
Godsey and Mrs. Irma Abreu,
Winona; nine grandchildren,
and one brother , William Graeser, Woodstock Vallev , Conn.
Funeral services will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Fawcett Funeral Home, Dr. E. Clayton
Burg«ss, C e n t r a l Methodist
Church, officiating. Burial will
be in Woodlawn Cemeterv.
Friends may call Tuesday
from 7 to 9 p.m.
Jonathan D. Erickson

Jonathan David Erickson, 2days, Detroit Lakes, Minn.,
died there Sunday morning. He
was born Friday to Duane
and Annabelle ^Bergsrud Erickson.
Survivors include his parents; one brother, Jeffrey , at
home; one sister, LeAnn, at
home; maternal . grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Bergsrud,
Winona, and paternal grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Arvid
Erickson, Kennedy, Minn.
Graveside services were held
this afternoon in Woodlawn
Cemetery, Dr. L. E. Brynestad, Central Lutheran Church,
officiating. Fawcett Funeral
Home was in charge of local
arrangements.

EXTENDED FORECAST
MINNESOTA — Temperatures
through Saturday averaging 5 to
10 degrees above normal. Normal highs 20-28 north, 25-31
south. Normal lows 1-8 north, 515 south. No important day-today changes after warming
trend at beginning of period. No
precipitation of consequence except .10 to .20 inch melted northeast in occasional light snow
Winona Funerals
about Wednesday and again
near end of week.
Mrs. Harold Gates
OTHER TEMPERATURES
Funeral services for Mrs. HarBy THE ASSOCIATED,, PRESS old Gates, 1402 E. Burns Valley
High Low Pr. Rd., were held this afternoon at
Albany, clear
24 3 .01 First Congregational Church ,
Albuquerque, cloudy 37 26
the Rev. Harold Rekstad officiAtlanta, clear
38 24
ating. Burial was in Woodlawn
Bismarck, clear . . . 28 13
Cemetery.
Boise, clear
42 27
Pallbearers were Lloyd OzBoston , clear
30 27 .10 mun, Roland Stover, Harry McChicago, cloudy .... 23 17 T Millen, Cy Hedlund , Earle "Welty
Cincinnati, cloudy . 30 12
and Wesley Kittle. Honorary
Cleveland., cloudy -. 28 12 .03 pallbearers were Walter A
Denver, clear ...... 36 19
Dopke and John Wheeler.
Des Moines, cloudy . 22 19
Detroit, snow
22 16 T Two-State Funerals
Fairbanks, snow .. -3 -22 .01
Fort Worth, clear -. 45 24
Leopold Thoma
Helena, clear
34 8
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. (SpeHonolulu, clear . . . . 81 71
cial ) — Funeral services for
Indianapolis , cloudy 25 14 .. Leopold Thoma will be at 9:30
Jacksonville, cloudy 55 37 .. a.m. Wednesday at Ss. Peter
Kansas City, cloudy 29 23 .. & Paul Catholic Church here,
Los Angeles, clear . 7 0 47 .. the Rev. Edmund J. Klimek
Louisville, cloudy .. 35 24
officiating. Burial will be in the
Memphis, clear . . . . 38 24
church cemetery.
Miami , cloudy
75 61
Mr. Thoma was born Nov . 15,
Milwaukee, snow .. 20 11 T 1892, in Town of Hale. He -was a
Mpls.-St.R , snow .. 23 22 .06 veteran of World War I.
New Orleans, clear . 49 35
Friends may call at Kern FuNew York , clear .. . 34 20
neral Home here after 4 p.m.
Okla. City, clear ... 44 20
today. Rosaries will be said at
Omaha , cloudy
24 13
8 p.m. today and at^ p.m. TuesPhiladelphia , clear . 39 20
day .
Phoenix , clear . . . . . 66 40
Ptlnd , Me., cloudy . 26 14 .16
Rapid City, clear . 3 7 16
Municipal Court
St. Louis, cloudy . . . 24 22
WINONA
Salt Lk. City , clear . 38 19
San Fran., rain . . . . 58 54 .01 Forfeitnres:
Seattle , rain
45 34 .08 Curtis C. Strittmater , 25, who
Washington , clear . 44 24
gave his address as Chicago,
Winnipeg, snow . . . 21 17 T $25 on a charge of speeding 80
( T—Trace)
m.p.h. in a 55 zone on U.S.
AIRPORT WEATHER
61-14 at Homer , Minn., Saturday
(North Central Observations) at 8:30 p.m. The arrest was
Max. temp. 27 at noon tod ay, made by Nathaniel H . Miller of
min. temp. 24 at 8 a.m. tod ay, the Minnesota Highway Patrol.
overcast at 1,200 feet , visibility
Curtis C. Strittmater , 25, who
4 miles with light snow, wind
is calm, barometer 30.00 and gave his address as West Salem , Wis., $10 on a charge of
steady, humidity 79 percent.
running a red light at 3rd and
Lafayette streets Saturday at
8:55 p.m. Patrolman Richard D.
Braithwaite made the arrest .
Frank K. Prosser , 18, 316 Center St., $10 on a charge of running a red light at Broadway
and Huff Street Sunday at 12:56
a.m.
Dismissal: Charles W. Rogers
Jr., 19, 378 Main St ., a charge of
no .valiu driver ' s license in possession Sunday at 0:25 p.m. at
Laird nnd Front streets.

Save
up to

WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Sunday
5:40 p.m. — Childress, 15
%mgmmBmmmmbarges , down
Tndny
through the State Farm
Flow — 10,400 cubic feet per
second nt 8 a.m . today.
"CAR FINANCE PLAN"
¦
• tore 's how you may save
About 7 percent of U.S. chilwhen you buy your next
dren are lelthanded.
car through the State Farm
"C.ir Finance Plan. " You
suivo on financing with tho
low-cost auto loa n I'll help
you arranRe through a cooperating bank. And you'll
fiot economical State Farm
Mutual automobile Insurance. For com- r
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James A. Sfeen
Dies at Osseo

TOILET TANK BALL
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Seven Out of Ten
Believe U.S. Social
Problems Worse

Green Bay
Store Robbed

at BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE

BORZYSKOWSKI
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Leaf's launderers & Cleaners

• Men's Suits or Sport
Trousers . . , , ,

•

Slacks

•

Ties
.... ....
Dry

•

Shirts
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NOW YOU CIN ENJOY ITS ONLY VISIBLY
BETTER PfCIURES...AT NEW LOW BUDGETPRICES
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Many Feel Crime Increasing

W
Positive
27
Negative
8
Not sure
Federal law enforcement
M
Positive
27
Negative
•
Not sura
¦

OSSEO, Wis. (Special) Two-State Deaths
James A. Steen, 56, Trempealeau County" highway commisMrs. Henry Herold
"FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe> sioner the last two years, died
cial ) — Mrs. Henry Herold, 77, at 4 p.m. Saturday at Osseo
died Sunday at 6 p.m. at Com- Area Hospital of a heart atmunity Memorial Hospital, Wi- tack . He had become ill at his
non a, where she had been a pa- home earlier Saturday afternoon.
tien t four weeks.
GREEN BAY, Wis. («-Thres
The former Minnie Hunger, He was born April 22, 1908,
By
LOUIS
HARRIS
in
Town
of
Hale,
Trempealeau
in
the
she was born Jan. 9, 1887,
armed men held up the MontMore than seven out of every 10 Americans are aware that
Town of Cross, Buffalo County, Couny, to Sever and Bertha
gomery Ward store in the downto Felix and Minnie Fricke Hun- Steen. He married Alice Stieg crime in their home area has been on the increase in the past
town area early today and esyear .
ger. She was a lifelong resident May 20, 1933.
Most people see this growing criminal activity as a symptom
caped with an undetermined
of this area. She was married
A
LIFELONG
resident
or
this
of
deep
social
and
economic
probto Henry Herold Nov. 12, 1912.
amount of loot.
lems besetting American society
The couple farmed in the Town area, Mr. Steen moved here
¦
In the 1960s rather than as a
of Cross until four years ago Nov. 1 from Town of Hale.
Sweedish factory
average
The
simple breakdown of law enwhen they moved to Town of He was gradearns $1.21 an hour.
worker
uated from Osforcement in their communities.
Milton.
seo High School
Underlying the current crime
She was a member of St. a n d attended
wave,
in the opinion of most
John's United Church of Christ the University
Americans, are such unsolved
and its Women's Guild.
problems as disturbed and restSurvivors are: Her husband ; of Wi s consin
less teen-agers, unemployment,
one son, Andrew P. Herold , ru- one year. He
racial tension, broken homes, the
worked
in
a
;
three
daughral Fountain City
population increase and a feeling
ters , Mrs. Bernard (Hermina) d r u g store in
-that moral standards are genWhitehall,
then
Ralph
Winona;
Mrs.
Boland,
erally lax.
Kathryn ) R u s s e l l , Glendora , returned to his
In addition, there is a widespread belief that criminals are
Calif., and Mrs. Leonard (Fran- home farm.
¦
not kept In prison long enough. By and large, a majority of the
c,
ces) Lettner , Fountain City ; 23 He was . a ,«
Mr ' Steen
—
public expresses confidence in] grandchildren , and three sisters, member of the
$3.95 to $25.95
Table Lamps
,
local
state
and
federal
law
enCaswell
school
board
12
years,
is
handled
among
teen-agers
FounMrs. Emma Halbrugger,
forcement
efforts,
although
and in the type of punishment
tain City ; Mrs. Sophia Biasing, was chairman of the Town of
$5.95 to $49.95
Pole Lamps
Alma, and Mrs. Lydia Plank, Hale board 18 years and was more than one in three are which is meted out to them.
$3.95 to $31.95
Plate Glass Mirrors
Cochrane. Five brothers and a member of the Trempealeau critical of their own commu- There is « strong feeling in
County Board the same length nity's police forced
the public mind that juvenile
four sisters have died.
A cross-section of the public crime could be sharply reduced
$6.95
Magazine Racks
Funeral services will be Wed- of time. He was chairman of
was asked :
if proper programs and counnesday at 2 p.m. at St. John 's the county board one year.
$6.95
Hassocks
Church, the Rev. George H. He was a past member of
"In the past year , do yon seling services were provided
Schowalter officiating. B u r i a l the board of Tri-State Breed- feel the crime rate in your by the schools, parents and
$H.95
Desk Lamps .
will be in Fountain City Public ers Cooperative and was on neighborhood has been increas- community leaders. This feeling
was
indicated
by
many
of
Cemetery. Pallbearers will be: the Trempealeau County Fair ing, decreasing or has it re$5.95 to $15.00
Boudoir Lamps, pr.
Lester Plank , Vincent Kammuel- Board.
mained about the same as it those who talked of disturbed
teen-agers or mentioned the
$43.00
Lane Cedar Chests
ler, Melvin Lorch, Dale and He was a director of the Os- was before?"
Gerald Boland and Thomas seo Area Hospital board at the CRIME RATE IN OWN AREA lack of education and broken
S29.95
Samsonite Bridge Set
Lettner.
Tota l Nation homes as major factors in the
time of his death.
Friends may call at Colby Fu- In addition , he was active in
Percent increase in crime.
$24.95
TV Swivel Chairs
On the punitive sides, howneral Home, Fountain C i t y , church and community affairs. Increasing
73
¦*
,
ever some Americans think
Tuesday afternoon and evening, He had been trustee and trea- Decreasing
1
$69.95
Recliners
that teen-agers or all criminals
Wednesday until 11 a.m., then at surer of Elk Creek Lutheran Stayed same
21
are
mollycoddled.
The
13
perthe church.
5
Lazboy Reclina-Rockers $99.95 to $219.95
Church, and was a deacon at Not sure
cent who said that criminals I
Despite
the
attention
that
has
He
also
the
time
of
his
death.
Frank Delton
Step and Cocktail Tables $4.95 to $59.95
directed toward crime in are released from jai l too soon
or
that
the
law
favors
criminals
ARCADIA, Wis. ( Special) — had been active in 4-H work. been
the big cities of the country,
Platform Swivel Rockers $49.95 to $99.95
Frank Delton, 76, Eau Claire, a Survivors are: His wife ; one the public is convinced that were joined by some who indison,
David,
on
the
home
farm
cated they think the restlessness
3
died
at
former resident here,
the
increase
fairly
on
crime
is
$89.95
Sofa Beds
a.m. Saturday at an Amery, in Hale; three daughters, Mrs. uniformly in the suburbs, small of teen-agers could sometimes
(Charlotte)
Francis
Stamm,
be
curbed
by
sterner
handling
where
he
had
Wis., hospital,
towns and countryside as well.
$149.95
2-Pc. Living Room Suites
been a patient several months. Mondovi , and Nancy and Kar- Of those who live in rural areas, of juvenile offenders .
Funeral services will be con- en, at home ; one brother , Har- 69 percent think crime in their Many people mentioned to
3-Pc. Bedroom Suites
$149.95
ducted at 3 p.m. Tuesday at a old, Portland, Ore., and three sections is increasing, as do 71 our interviewers the lack of
steady
work,
broken
homes
and
5-Pc. Dinette Suites ... $59.95 to $244.95
Methodist church in Eau Claire, sisters, Mrs. Melvin (Martha) percent of those who live in racial tensions as major factors
with Masonic services at 8:30 Skogstad, Eleva , and Mrs. small towns, 75 percent of those in crime. On these counts they
p.m. at Smith Funeral Home, Jane Marie Zielsrj orf and Mrs. in suburbs and 77 percent of indicated that they believe soluNorris (Audrey) Nelson, both those in big cities.
Eau Claire.
will not come quickly beof Eau Claire.
When volunteering an expla- tions
cause these problems require
increase
in
the
sharp
Adam Void
nation of
FURNITURE STORE
FUNERAL SERVICES will crime , people most often cited considerable thought and planELEVA , Wis. - Adam Void,
ning at all levels — from the
be
at
2
p.m.
Wednesday
at
Elk
restlessness
among
Where
Yov
Always Buy Quality Fwnihira For v Lewi
the
sense
of
65, died Sunday morning at the Creek Lutheran Church,
the teen-agers which, they believe, neighborhood to the federal gov302
Mankato
Ave.
Open Evenings, Except Saturday
Osseo Area Hospital, where he
Rev. Donald Myhres officiating. finds expression in acts of vio- ernment.
was a patient three days.
The
clear
Implication
of
all
Burial will be in Hale Ceme- lence. This public concern with
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the comments made by the public is that control of crime is
no longer considered strictly a
matter of catching and punishing criminals, but requires a
total effort on the part of many
individuals and many agencies
of government.
While a majority of the public
now expresses confidence in law
enforcement agencies , sizable
minorities feel they are doing
an inadequate job.
The cross-section was asked:
"Wonld you rate the jo b being done by law enforcement
officials (on the local level,
state level , federal level ) positively or negatively?"
RATING OF LAW
ENFORCEMENT
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Local law enforcement
M
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Negative
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Not sure
State law enforcement

Here Is TVs most wanted features . .. «t new low price*.
Exclusive Sytvanla Halovision, the TV with surround lighting
that makes the picture look bigger, brighter, better...easier
to watch. 23" Bonded Picture Tube*-VHF/UHF ALL 82
Channel Reception—Out Front FM Sound—Beautifully styled
find available with matching Roll About Base for added
mobility. It's TV's BEST B U Y . . . and it's your opportunity to
own the one TV with the visibly better picture. Come in and
tee for yourself... TV's most beautiful picture . . . and most
outstanding valuel
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DEAR ABBY :

Plane Crash
He Plays Cards
Kills
Four
Wh ile She Works
In Arkansas

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY : While a senior at the university last year,
I fell in love with another senior. We werts married in July
and I agreed to take a job on campus to help put my husband
through gruduate school. I became suspicious when I never
saw him studying and he appeared so nonchalant about
finals that I checked up on him. I found out that while I wag
working like a horse all day he was playing bridge. Then
I discovered that he wasn't even registered In the university!
He says he loves me and if I give him
another chance he'll enroll next term and
make it up to me, and give up bridge
entirely until he's finished with school.
What do you make of this and what
should I do?
STUNNED

The U.S. Dept. of Defense
spends over $50 billion a year.
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The beautiful Galaxie II
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The all-new, exciting Galaxie II offers Changeable Type, new
jeweled escapement Smith-Corona natural-Ire action , ct.shioned carriage-return lever , line indicator and full-size office
keyboard. This deluxe portable features a removable platen
in colors to match the typewriter. It has a rugged, all-steel
frame and coane, in a travel-proot steel carrying case.
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ED BUCKS CAMERA SHOP
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DEAR ABBY: What is a girl supposed to do when a boy 's
friends are so loyal to him they won't ask the girl he is
going out with for a date? Here in Morrero, La., when a girl
goes out with a boy twice in a row everybody considers
them going steady. I have tried to spread it around that we
are not going steady and I am eligible, but it doesn't do
any good. What is a girl supposed to do: Sit home every
weekend? Please put this in your column. I know many girls
ELIGIBLE BUT NOT ASKED
with the same problem.
DEAR ELIGIBLE: Traditionally, the man does the
asking, so unless you want to be known as a predatory
female, sit home and wait to be asked. It's a man's
world, honey.
Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 697O0, Los Angeles,
Calif, For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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A NEW tOWBR-PRICRD MODEL -THE
0r AUTOMATIC 101

THI PASTiST MANUAL PORTABLE IN THE WORLD
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DEAR ABBY: I don't agree with your advice that a nursing mother should get out of sight and nurse her baby
in private. Ninety percent of the people don't even notice
a mother nursing her baby, and those who do are only admiring the mother for the wonderful thing she is doing.
So I say that when a baby is hungry, feed him, no matter
where you are.
I am the mother of two and I nursed both my children
wherever I happened to be and thought nothing of it. That
Is what God gave women breasts for — not to hold their
dresses out.
MRS . M. G. G. BRECKENRIDGE , TEXAS

MEXICO CITY (AP - Police
wonder what to do with an actor
who borrowed a policeman's
uniform — because he was
cold, he said—and was found

and said he was making his final approach on instruments.
When the plane failed to land,
search parties went out and
combed the rugged Ozark Mountain terrain throughout the
night, Tha wreckage was spotted by an airplane Saturday
morning.
Tha only, survivor was identified by authorities as Mrs. Kenneth Gladden ( age unknown).
She waa found outside the
wreckage beneath a sleeping
bag.
¦
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ABBY
DEAR ABBY : My husband and I have
been very happily married for many year*. I am his second
wife. His first wife died and left him wljta three small children. She had been gone a year when I met htm. All the
children are married now.
A few days ago his daughter's husband showed me a
picture of a little girl and Bald she had been fathered by
my husband while he was in the service in another country
about 20 years ago. (He spent four years there. ) I was
shecked. This son-in-law -is planning to oonfront my husband
with this in the presence of the entire family when we get
together for the holidays. My husband had a heart attack
last year and I'm afraid he might suffer a setback. He is
CONCERNED
now 62 years old. What should I do?
DEAR CONCERNED: First, tell your husband of the
sadistic son-in-law's threat and assure him that , true
cr false, it means nothing to you. Second, both of you
tell the son-in-law that until and unless he surrenders
the picture and drops the blackmail , there will be
NO father at family gatherings where the son-in-law is
present.

Actor Borrows
Cop's Unif orm

<

LISBON, Portugal (AP) Ten Portuguese soldiers were
killed in action In Portuguese
Guinea Nov. 32-38, tha army
information services reported in
a communique issued at Bisaau.

FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— Four persons were killed and
another was injured when their
single-engine airplane craahed
while attempting to land at the
Municipal Airport here.
The Federal Aviation Agency
said the plane, a Cessna 208,
was enroute from Modesto,
Calif., to Fayetteville. It waa
scheduled to arrive at Fayetteville Friday night.
It was last heard from , the
FAA said, when the pilot . Merle
Heffner of Modesto, radioed for
landing instructions at 7:5* p.m.

DEAR STUNNED: Let's just say
your husband finessed your Jack ! Give
him another chance. But save your
heart and lead with a club If he cheats
again.

*

Ten Portuguese
Soldiers Killed
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YEARS OF FUN . . . BUILDING AND
REBUILDING WITH ERECTOR
Generations of boys have enjoyed the world's greatest steel
construction sets by A. C. Gilbert - and today they're more
fun than ever !

R. D. CONE CO.
66 East Stcand Street

Phoni 2304
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SWEAT

I
Wake up to a new kind of cold-weather underwear! Tailored
*? men's In-and-out living Outdoors Duofold keeps you warmdry. Indoors you stay dry and comfortable. It s all in the
patented 2-layer construction . Soft, absorbent, itch-free cotton
skinside picks up sweat, whisks it through insulating air
space via millions of tiny wicks , evaporates it through outside
i ayer of virgin \vool-Nyl6n-cotton. No chill! Sized foT you in
five warmths, in Unions, Shirts and Longies. $5.50 shirt, $5.50
drawers.
N0
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ST. CLAIRS, INC.

15 East Third Street

Phont 7098
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ists in a new housing develop*
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His credentials showed he was
an acrobat , clown, tight-rope
walker , ventriloquist, magician ,
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Come look them over! Come try them out!
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They 're in our showroom now—ready for you to see and drive. So come
on in and get the full story on the beautifu l new Chevrolels for '65.
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It's a longer, Tower, wider, roomier.
quieter, handsomer, swankier kind
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St/a a racier looking, quicker ateer3na. flatter cornorirw , roomier ridint"
Ymd of Corvair for '6f. . With a
longer, wider new Body by FiabAr.

And up to 180 hp available in tnej
new foriae. Where do you nnd out
about thin firsthand? Just folio*
the enthusiasts—to our showroom.

Moreto scr. mom to try in the cars more p eople hry
Chaose a new Chevrolet , Chevelle, Cheuy H, Corvair or Corvette mw <ti y <>ur dede r\_

105 Johnnon St.
.

QUALITY CHEVROLET COMPANY
Winona
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HOOVER DIAL-A-MATIC

Now a cleaner with upright efficiency and canister power
. . . 30% more efficient on rugs , 2% times more power with
ia] on thc *fck lets ym ,ee"1? te *,,c cx
tools P ower
.y And
,
yon need, . . . now clean easier, more effectivel
. f' iifvcr
before sucl) power wi(h (ools which att .ich eoinemently at
knee height in back of cleaner. "A new time-to-empty signal ''
built right into the Dial-A-M ntic to let you know when Ihe
throw-away bag should be changed.

HARDT'S MUSIC STORE
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Toarl. And even ihat '11 soem newer.
Becauae now Chevrolet 's Jetsmooth ride is smoother than «>ver.
And we 're itching to show it off.
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CHOOSE THE BEST
The pride and satisfaction that youngsters feel while plaving
. . . .
.,
,
,, ,
a fine piano is a rich experience to be drawn upon all their
lives. Because they deserve the besl , see and hear the
Wurlitzer. More than 50 styles and finishes to choose from.
All heirloom quality. Priced fro m $495.00 .
,
J r.
<><
i«. m
114-118
East TLI
Third
StreetA
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THE WORLD'S FIRST BLBCTRIC PORTABLE
Portable lypin fj uoes modern with electricity In the Coronet ,
world's first portnlilr electric lypewriter
Perfect for allaround home , office and school use , the Coronet fives even
less cxpcrliwwl lyplbt a shnrp uniform immob.sions and a fart .
liplit touch. Coronet makes in clear carbons . . . .
repents
dots , riaahrs , spurn, underline. -*- nnd Ihe letter "x" 1O cross
ouit whole lines automatical l y, Hits full-si/. e olfice kwyboai d,
wide raiiKo ot lypo Myles and special npFillcntlon keyhonrds .
Perfnct for every member of the lamll y, an especially Idrnl
Rilt for the college student
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TED MAIER DRUGS

lit Cantor Street
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House of the Week

A Cope Cod Vote for Expansion
H-60 Statistics

By ANDY LA\G
The demand for expandable
homes has caused more and
more architects to turn their
talents to designs that can be
adjusted to fit the needs of
small or large families .
Some exciting plans have resulted from the trend — and
many of them have been presented for the fi rst time in this
House of the Week series. Now
we have here another unusual
but practical expandable home.

Design IWO has a living
room, dining room, kitchen,
family room, two bedrooms
l»r a parents ' suite), a bath ,
a lavatory, a laundry-mud
room, an arcaded front
portico, a rear patio, a side
patio , and a porch on the
first floor.
There are three bedrooms, one bath, an additional bath optional, and a
gallery on ttie second floor.
There are 217,'i square feet
of habitable area if the
second floor is finished immediately, If not. the first
floor provides 1418 square
fe«t of living area, excluding the patios, porches and
two-car garage.
Overall dimensions are
59' 3" by 53' 1.

THE BASIC house is an
economical yet charming fiveroom cottage. Expanded to its
maximum, it becomes a luxurious eight-room home , complete with a lavish parents'
suite (more about that later) , a
family room , two full baths , two
half-baths , a trellised patio and
much more , all wrapped up in
a delightful Cape Cod exterior.
It is. therefore , suitable for
a small or large family , but it
is even more suitable for a
family whose present requirements are limited yet will require more space in the future.
In the clever plan designed by
architect Samuel Paul, the core
of the house is made up of five
rooms with a good traffic pattern . The reception foyer serves
as a spacious and attractive entry to the home. It has a soaring cathedral ceiling which
reaches up over the gallery on

COMBINATION STYLING: The charm
of a Cape Cod and the trim lines of a ranch
are intermingled in this delightful house, a

combination made by the placement of the
expandable second floor area in a large rear
dormer.

Slow Week
For New .^-^ -#&. POLACHEK •
\#7 ELECTRIC
Building
Howard
• 875 W.

-JT

A slow week in new construction was noted at the city engineer's office last week when
only four permits with a total
building cost of $4,075 were issued.
The year 's dollar valuation of
permits, tor construction , repairs and alterations now totals $6,725,469, compared with
$4,771,495 at the same date a
year ago.

9275
• Phone

pjJa£fc» Q

¦
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THE TOTAL includes ' the val- f m\\mmmMf%^'
uation of 53 new houses for t
which permits have been is— Commercial
and
sued this year. This is one more K^^ Ml HBH tt Industrial
than at the end of the first
Residential Service
Ef ^
^£Lm\mamam\\
week in December last year.
Last week 's permits were issued to:
R. E. L. Moshell, 1845 W. 5th
St., $125 for addition of a porch
to a trailer. Contractor is Delo
Bundy.
Beverly Buege, 1632 W. 5th
Wm WILL POLACHEK — Master Electrician
St., $2,500 for repair by Curt
Malmin of fire damage and for
remodeling.
Winona Boxcraft Co., 876 E.
3rd St., $100 for remodeling.
Frank Knopik , 570 W. BroadSHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST
way, $1,350 for dismantling a
garage and construction of a
new garage. Miles Construction
Co., Minneapolis, is the contractor .
¦

i

mm
•>m

the second floor ; there are paneled walls and planters atop
three closets.

ALL THIS before ytui move
into the living room, which has
a massive stone wall and fireplace. This same fireplace wall
extends out to form a barbecue
at the rear patio. The living
and dining rooms are in a
straight line at the back of the
house, creating a 28-foot formal
exp anse.
Tie kitchen , located within
steps of a lavatory and a combined mudroom-Iaundry, has a ;
IF YOU WANT A
full complement of equipment, :
including a double-sink under ;
two windows, an adjacent dishwasher and a breakfast bar.
To the right of the foyer is a
two-bedroom wing. The rear '
bedroom has a fireplace and ;
a sliding door leading to a j
HEATING SYSTEM,
porch . The second floor , in this ;
FLOOR PLANS: Whether you want a luxsetup, would be framed out but '
urious eight-room with a two-car garage, or
left virtually unfinished .
an economical five-room cottage, or someTHE FAMILY desiring a
little more living space could \
build a family room and trelmTZWm\Wkmama-aaaamaaammawnam
I
Mtmf zmTFi aitK 'iaim^liliam ' lised patio at the left side of
the house. As the floor plans
INVESTIGATE OUR
show, this room would be one
step down from the kitchen and
have sliding glass doors leading to the extra patio.
It also would have a cathedra l
ceiling and a large walk-in
storage closet for toys, games,
etc.
When needed, the second floor
GAS FURNACES
could be finished, piecemeal or
all at once. Provision is made
for three bedrooms, a bath, a
lavatory and gen erous closet
WONDERFUL vlfiUl iiilLulJ space. Once this area had been
CIFT CHOICE #9W"rV9lll
FOR LADIES «IJ| ||H]|^H finished , the parents could depn^^JmBea lFff
based on the family's
iJaBLWlflLfliLlL ^i^i^il cide,
needs, whether to leave the two
¦BBBBBBBBBBK
downstairs bedrooms intact or
lfir
"^I^K^E
9 1 BBBBBBBBB>^LBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB
1
convert this area into their own
Winona Plumbing Co.
¦BBBBBBBBBB
K -^> >^O^lBBla^lBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBl
suite.
1126 East Broadway

«¦

PLEASE

guaranteedJk^nX

Building in Winona
1964 dollar volume $6,725,469
Residential
1,460,826
Commercial . . . . 1,911,178
Public ( nontaxable)
3,353,465
New homses
S3
Volume same
date 1963
$4,771,495

QUIET

thing in between , the plans for this house are
flexible enough to permit fulfilling your
family 's needs.

____

Snakes can swallow their victims whole since the upper and
lower jaw can "unhook" to encompass large objects.

PERFECT
COLOR

MATCHING!
COMPLETE

See Us For

COLOR
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Don't be satisfied
with less than Lennox!
We have a Furnace for Any ,
Heating Need . . .

GAS

ELECTRIC
*
OIL
COAL
*
*

*

Not Enough Humidity
In Your Home?
SEE US FOR A

j

Spray Humidifier
• No working parts.
• Attaches to present furnace.

76) East Broadway
Phone 5797

WA LL SATIN
aim Goes on smooth
as satin
mti Dries in less than
an hour

QUALITY SHEET
META L WORKS
HAROLD OFENLOCH

mwii

'am Cleans up with
soa py water
|
l

I

Radernacher's

Moore P«iint Products
59 W. 2nd St.
Phone 6151
We Deliver

Property Transfers
In Winona County
W A R R A N T Y DEED
'
Willuim C Mueller el ux lo Albert J.
Roth el ux S. 48 II. ol l.ol 5, Dlnck I V .
O (' ol W inon.i ,
Annii niij nbeth De[jn«i n lo Joh n Joseph
Deflnnn ot rt ¦ - S 1 1 ol N E 1 . And N' i ot
SEU ol S«. 1; S 1 ; of NE' < ol Sec. II1058; port of WNVi of SW' i of Sec.
b- 1057.
Normnn R. Snyder rl ux to J
R.
Keller et nl Part ol Lot- , u mii 25.
Rolllngston iWlnorm Sniul 8. (j rrtvel Co . lo l-clva'irn
. Whlllcn et ux Lots 9, 12 urict n,

,
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AUTOMATIC
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CONTROLLED
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GARAGE DOOR OPERATOR

^

Step-saving famil y g iftl Touch the button on portable transmitter <£(•
*% A QC
and garage door open*, closes , lights wp garage. Gives night- 3*
|"% «
.
ti me , bad weather protection.
I4*0"T

I PING PONG TADLE
Available With Folding Mgt

TRAIN BOARD I
Sound-proof Insulation Board

KENDELL-0 BRIEN cSSK,
1 15 Franklin St.

"Tubb y " Jacket* , Manager

Our Specialized Services
Alto Include:
• Job and Contrael Weldino

BY REMOVING two partitions, the bedrooms are turned
into a suite 26 feet long with a
Full study plan information on this architect-designed House
dressing area at the front and | of the Week is included in a 50-cent baby blueprint. With it in !
a sitting area at the rear over- nand you can obtain a contractor 's estimate.
j
looking the sliding door to the
You can order also, for $1, a booklet called "YOUR HOME—
porch. The stone wall and fire- How to Build, Buy or Sell It." Included in it are small reproj¦
place which were part of the ductions of 16 of the most popular
House of the Week issues.
original rear bedroom would re- |
Send this coupon to the Daily News or you may purchase
I
main.
Naturally, the large family the plans or the booklet at the information counter at the Daily
would built the entire house at News.
once, including a two-car garage Enclosed li 50 cents for baby blueprints on Design H-fiO
n
and providing up to five bed- Enclosed Is SI for "YOUR HOME" booklet
;
?
rooms if need be. But the ex- NAME
pansion possibilities are enormous. What' s more, the same STREET
set of plans can last through
CITY
all these revisions .
STATE
ALTHOUGH Cap* Cod in «en
Block 5, E. R. Boiler 's 3rd Add. to Pehler- Lot 11, Block 1, and part of
eral style, Design H-60 has a Goodvlew.
Lot 12, Block 1. Riverside Add. to Wipartial ranch-like appearance Elea nor H. Barr et al to Lester G. nona
.
McElmury
et
ux—Lot
1,
Bnchelder
's
Rebecca S. Puhlbiuegge to Normnn
to it because architect Paul has
Add. to St. Charles.
E. Holm--W' ; of SW ' < of Sec. 28; E' i
located the entire second floor Henry J. Lueke n et ux to Thomas A. of SE' i and S. oO acres ot W' j ot SE ' <
McConnell el u x — P a r l of Lois 26 and of Sec. 11. NE' . of NE' . of Sec, 32;
in a spacious renr dormer.
Subd. ot Sec. 20-107-7.
NW. of NW., E' j ot SW ' -t and 5W'/<
The arcaded front portico and 27,Paul
R . Christen et el to C.
« ot Sec, 33-107-10 and part ef
diamond-paned windows add to Corporation-Lots I, 1, 3 nnd 4, A.BlockS. ofN' iNE'
of W i of SE' . of Sec. 29-107.10,
I;
LOM
1,
2,
3,
4,
5,
6,
h
8,
1
mi
10,
Rebecca S. Fuhlbrueoge to Norman
the exterior appeal.

A GIFT WITH A LIFT!
^jrX

STEEL

I How to Build, Buy
i Or Sell Your Home

B

Phono 8-3667

Block 1, and all of Block 3, Westnatc
Subd. In Winona.
Martha Buehs lo Edna L. Seebold ef
Bl -N. 54 ft . of Lot 12, Bloc k 3, Curtis
Add, lo Winona ,
Georoe H. Serwa at ux to Marco A.
Duran et ux-Lot 4, Block 10, Plat ot
Bokom 's Add. lo Winona, -except S'ly
25 II. thereof.
Henry G. Hlrschfleld et ux to Rita
H. Knowllon Lot 9. Block 3, Plumer 's
Add. to Winona.
F lorence Wise lo Norman R. Snyder
et ux -Part of Lois 12 and 25, Rolllnostone.
Sarah R. Nichols fo Everett J. Nichols SWU of SW' l of NW. of SEV. of
Sec. IB 105-I0.
Raymond J. Po;anc et ux to William
J. Blank et ux- E'. i of l.ol 9. Block 2,
E . C. Hamilton 's Add. to Winona
Howard A. Barr el al to Lester G.
McElmury et ux—Lot ), BacheWer 's Add,
to St. Charles.
Rachael Schmlll el mar lo Gerald C.
Clsamkl—Patt
°' l.ol 67r—Minnesota '

c »y-

,

1

Edna L, Seebold lo Martha Buehs -N, 54 ft. of Lot 13, Block 3, Curtis Add.
lo Winona.
Harold "M. Crow et ux to Leon H. Sackrelter et ux -SWU of SE' < of Sec, 16
and W' J of NE' .' of Sec. 21 105 10 .
QUIT CLAIM DEED
William Theodore Pchler et ux to Michael G. Peliler Lot II, Block 1, nnd
Part of Lot 12, Block t, Riverside Add,
lo Winona.
Norman t Helm et ux lo Rtbocca S,
Kiiti lbrueoflr W _• of SW'l of Sec. 2«i
E' < ot SE' 4 and S . 60 acres of WU ol
SF.' < ot Sec 2?i NEU of NE". ol Sec.
33, NW 1 . of NVV 1 ., r: > ; ol 5W ' < and
SW ' . of NE' . of Sec 33 1071 0 and part
ol N' 4 of W'.i of SE' < ol Sec. 2V-107-10 .
Norman F. Heim to Rebecca S . Fuhl
bruooe E- 1 j ot S t i' i , S' , ot E 1 , ot NE'i
ot Sec . .Hi W- .- ol SWV . aind S"i of
W' , of NW' « ot Sec. 33-107-10.
Michael G. Pehler to William Theodore

|
'

j
,

E. Helm~E' . of SEV., SV-i of E'/j of
NE' i of Sec. 32; WVi of SWU and SV>
of W ' j of NW, of Sec. 33-107-10.
Earl R. Boiler Jr. to Edward P. Whitten et ux-Lots 9, 12 and 13, Block 2,
E. R. Boiler ' s 3rd Add. fo Goodvlew.
• Virgil R . Walker et ux to Henry J.
Lueken et al-part of Lola 26 nnd ?7,
Subd. of Sec . 20-107-7.
Henry J , Lueken et ux to Thomei A.
McConnell et ux Part ot Lola 26 and
27, Subd. of Sec. 2O-107-7.
Chlcaoo J, North Western R.R.
fo
St. Charles Bulldlnfj Co. —Part of S E ".
at Sec 19-104-10
LIMITED WARRANTY DEED
Miles Homes, Inc.. to LeRoy I. Gudmundson-Pnrt of SE 1 '. of SE"« of Sec
.16-107-7.
PROBATE DEED
Dora P. Schmllt, decedent, by repr t
sentatlve, to George E. Lelfeld et ux
Lot 9, Block la, Laird's Add. to wl
none.
,».
J
E. Harris, ward, by guardian, to
Ramon C. Crouch et ux- Pari ot Lots I
and 9, Block 110, O.P. of VV/nona

• Boiler Repair Wcrk

WINONA BOILER
& STEEL GO.
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Good, news—this service costs ne '
™°r<5 than ordinary factory-mixed

"Your Valspar Color Carousel Store "

We Deliver

55-57 W. 2nd St.

¦
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Phone 8-1002

I
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for ,..,«*,.
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PHONE 7464

GEO. KARSTEN
Garxral Contractor

We've Got 108 Years of It!

Commercial Residential —
lndu»1rial
Electrical Work.

MAW WLA \S9

*

COMPANY

628 Main Street
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I
I
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Phone 8-1002 Day or Night

BOB FOLLMANN
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Build With >^^
Beauty,
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Concrete

Block

Co.
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p|,0O# l-iw |
l

Phone 3652

ELECTRICAL *^
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Btimr

* „ SINCE 1856
Winona County Abstract Go.

match
Choose from more than 600O paint
colors—automatically
seconds
selection
custom-mixed
in
to
or contrast
your
sample. Provides
and a complete
of the newest, most
popular off-whites
pastels—

Winona Paint & Glass Co.

163-167 West Front Street

REPAIR -e

We 've bean serving Winone County residents
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Phone S965

EXPERIENCE? I

53$ Junction St.
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HEAVY SHEET
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LeMay Receives
Japanese Honor
IRUMA , Japan (AP) - Gen,
Curtis E. 'LeMay, U.S, Air
Force chief of staff , received a
Japanese-decoration today , despite protests by leftists who
said he was responsible for the
World War II atom-bombing of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
LeMay was g iven the First
Order of Merit of the Grand
Cordon of the Rising Sun for his
contribution to the development
of Japan 's postwar air defense
system .

a.Jt.(juir{ef

IsLitolien is f|#
3C2HI9 alone

... euitom designed and
created to give you exactl y
what you want in a kitchen.
Erery detail is expertly
planned according to your
preferences and tastes! Why
not Tisit our showroom
toon?ThereY no obli gation.

the daylilies and lily-of-the-valley. Some ef our wild flowers
such as the trillium , Solomon's
Seal , trout lily and bellwort belon g to he lily family.

REINHARD'S

227 E. 3rd St.

Phona 522*

\WJt.Qarf er
OUtTOM KITCHINI

BUILDINGS BURN . . . Three departments — Houston ,
Hokah and Rushford — kept this blaze in Vathing's Hardware
& Implement, Houston, Minn., from spreading to Harold's

WIRI NG

m

WHEN
NEIGHBORS

i

HOME — COMMERCIAL — INDUSTRIAITIS
I

DENNIS THE MENACE

M.

. ¦ . the conversation quite often gets around to remodel- .
Ing and how promptly and efficiently wiring installations
and alterations for remodeling have been or are being
handled. In such discussions , we always come in for very
favorable mention ! Call us the next time you need a qualified electrician.

EL

TRIC

^c

225 East Third Street

Lets' Get GrmtKf
By A. F, SHIRA

S

Telephone 4578

]

The Lil y Famil y

the growing season
|DURING
most of. the flowers and

jSjS TOGETHE R...

BAUER

TV shop, center, the Legion Club next to it , and the Christmas
decorations extending across the street. (Bud Johnson photo)

the gardener is inclined to take
plants as a matter ol course,
accepting their beauty, as such , without giving much thought to
their relationships. In looking into the various families of plants,
we find that they include many forms and types that bear little
likeness to others in the group with which we may be most
familiar.
For example, let us take a look at the Lily family (Liliaceae). This is a very large
group of various plants and two thousand species. This famflowers comprising more than ily is noted for the large showy
flowers of most of the garden
forms which are not disting^
JT
XJLU
uished as to the calyx or corolHorn*
Building
\
^T
•
la , or may be tubular in form.
&m Yet, it includes some vines and
*€m • Cabinet Work
I
I • Remodeling
woody , or tree-like, plants.
Lilies appear in some of the
oldest
records of man with the
For Complete Personalhed
earliest date going back more
Building Service Contact
than 3,000 years. Lily reproductions are found on pottery
and mosiacs that date back to
1,500 B.C.
BUILDING CONTRACTOR
The genus Liliurn comprises
Phont 8-1059
the
true lilies and includes
304 Lake Street
more than 100 species of which

about 60 are cultivated in the
United States. Then , along with
the species there are grouped
many large beautiful hybrids
that have been developed in recent years.
AS A GROUP , the lilies have
a very much longer season ol
bloom than any of the other
hardy bulbs such , as tulips
which , also, belong to the family. Owing to their tall upright
growing habits they make • 9
distinctive and indispensable
addition to the border , or any
other part of the garden. The
new hybrids are especially fine
and are . also , more resistant to
diseases.
Before passing on to some of
the other members of the family, it is well to note that many
of the spring flowering bulbs
belong to the lily group. These
are such well-known flowers as
the tulip, hyacinth, scilla , grape
hyacinth and others. Some additional members of the family to be seen in many gardens are the various varieties
of Hosta commonly known as
plantain-lilies. Then there are

BRUCE McNALLY

APARTMENT 3-G

NOW, LET us consider some
of the other members of this
great family. One of the outstanding plants is the showy
yucca our commoa garden
form of which is known as
Adam 's-needle. It is a native
of some of the southern states,
but is generally hardy in this
area as we have grown it for
years and have observed it in
other local gardens. The flowering stem may reach a height
of six , or more, feet and isj
crowned with a large branching head of many white pendulous blossoms, each about
two inches across. It is a striking sight when in bloom.
An important member of
the lily family is the uncommon garden plant asparagus
which in our usual thinking
does not remind us much of
the lilies. Other garden plants
that belong to the family include the onion , garlic, leek,
chives and some perennial
herbs. Thus, the lily group not
only includes beauty , but has
many plants that are of great
economic value.

SORe.'
lLt TElLYA WW |to NOT IN 6CO. i
tnONT WANKA GET &X
ASB°*WSHKTSJ*
BIG GEORGE

AS STATED above , the lily
family, also, includes a number of vines, of which the best
known is the Smilax which is
widely used by florists. One
variey may be grown directly
in the greenhouse from seed ,
but other kinds are shipped
north from some of the southern states.
We will review some of the
other plan t families that may
appear to be of interest , from "George, if you can't stand losing, why do you keep
PLAYING solitaire?"
time to time.

By Alsx Kotzky

Coming Sunday, December 20—

Wild and Wacky Wizard of Id
Joins Daily and Sunday News Comics

REX MORGAN,M. D.

NANCY
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By Ernie Buthmilltr
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Johnny Hart and Brant Parker , co-creators of The
Wizard of Id , ponder medieval mirth beneath thirtrenth century fountain at The Cloisters in New
York' s Fort Tryon Park.
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By Dal Curtis

The VV' j r-ntrl 0/ Id , America 's newest humor sensation , joins Winona 's outstanding array of newspaper
com 'cs beginnin R Sunday, December 20.
'1IK' "W 'Z "byis a wi,{1 nm * °>'iginal new brew of
humor
Brant Parker and Johnny Hart , Ihe
young cartoonist who sky-rocketed to comics
stardom with B.C. six years ago.
Teammate Parker Actually "discovered"
newspaper mrnr
" * wnpn P ar k<"' w "s a
toonist nnd Hart a talente d high schoo l boy in
Binghnmton , New York.
'NoW afler fl ('ccat'e 'n tnn rnlf lron , Parker
'
«n«l "art have mixed of
a manic potion ion iiiedithe znniest new cornk s
eval mturiment into one
since K mzu Knl. You 'll SOP , when you meet l/ic
Wnard of Id — Sunday in Thi! Winona Sunday Ntnvs
comics I

MARY WORTH

MARK TRAIL

>KWtDoFl0
Winona Sunday New s
Winona Dail y News

By Saunders and brnif

By Ed Dodd

Redmen in
Third Win;
Eye Knights

'AND VIKINGS TUMBLE GIANTS 30-2 1

Boltin' Billy Brown Runs Wild

MINNEAPOLIS Iff) - The caught 45 passes for 575 yards.
Minnesota Vikings overcame He 's already cracked the Viktheir own erratic play and
the goo of the Yankee Stadium field to crack the New York RAMS LURE SNOW
Giants 30-21 Sunday and insure INTO NFL FOLD
themselves of an above-.500 fin*
ish in their fourth season in the
Jack Snow of NTotre
National Football League.
Dame, the Vikings' No. 1
When it was over, Coach draft choice signed over the
Norm Van Brocklin paid the weekend with the Los Anpro's tribute to his bow-legged geles Rams in a "lateral"
cowboy from Illinois, Bill Brown that succeeded In keeping
"Bill Brown played a sensa- him in tbe NFL and away
tional game for us ," Van Brock- from San Diego of the AFL.
Best guess is that the
lin intoned. There could be no
Vikings will get two playdissenters .
Brown , built like a young erg after the season from
Hereford bull and maybe the LA, or players and a high
hardest fullback in all of foot- draft choice next year.
ball to tackle, bludgeoned the
Giant defense for 103 yards on
18 carries, once burst 48 yards ings' season scoring record with
to set up a field goal and caught 13 touchdowns, eight of them on
a 30-yard touchdown pass from passes.
Frank Tarkenton.
Minnesota has one game left
"He got yardage," Van Brock- —at Chicago next Sunday.
in said , "when an ordinary man
The Vikings , now 7-5-1 and aswould have been stopped."
Since coming into his own as sured of their finest season, still
<. an NFL fullback this season, have a chance at playing in the
Boltin ' Billy has proved he is no Miami runner-up game. But
ordinary man. He now has they must beat the Bears Sunrushed for 769 yards and has day and have help from Los

Angeles in an upset of the Green
Bay Packers.
For a while Sunday, nobody
was sure the Vikings could overcome their own bumbling play.
B rown 's 48-yard run set them
up with a first down on the
Giants 17-yard line. But they
goofed around and wound up
with only Fred Cox' 18-yard
field goals—the first of four
three-point boots by Cox.
Then on the ensuing kickoff ,
Giant rookie Clarence Childs
streaked 100 yards straight up

the middle for a touchdown as
the Vikings obligingly fell to the
outside to open the path.
Tarkenton passed 43 yards to
Hal Bedsole, and the Minnesota
quarterback swung wide on a
rollout to score a touchdown
himself for a yard out to shove
the Vikings in front 17-7.
New York countered with an
11-yard scoring pass irom rookie Gary Wood to Frank Gifford ,
and Cox added a 47-yard field
goal for a 20-14 Viking lead at
halftime.

By ROLLIE VVUSSO W
Daily News Sports Writer
Coach John. Nett's Cotter
Ramblers put themselves back
together today and headed for

Prairie du Chien , Wis., and a
game with Campion High School
tonight.
The Ramblers will meet Camaion in an 8 p.m. game in an at-

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
It was only fitting and proper.
Back in October the Oakland
Raiders , with some last-minute
heroics , delivered what appeared to be a knockout blow to
Boston 's hopes of an Eastern
Division title in the American
Football League.
And now, with some lastminute heroics, the Raiders
h ave knocked the Patriots right
back into the drivers' seat.

Rattles 528 in
Guys and Dolls

25-YARD GAIN .. . Jack Concannon (3)
in his first pro start as Philadelphia Eagles
quarterback , takes off through hole in the
line for a 25-yard gain in second period of
Sunday's Eagles - Dallas Cowboys pro football game in Philadelphia. In background ,

Eagles' center Jim Ringo (54) blocks Cowboys tackle Bob Lilly (74). Concannon carried ball eight times for 99 yards and threw
two touchdown passes as Eagles wen, 24-14.
(AP Photofax)

BALTIMORE STREA K ENDS AT 77 GAMES

St. Louis Yells to Giants
For Help in Eastern Half

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS Should the Browns win SaturIt wasn 't so very long ago that day, Sunday ' s game between
the St. Louis Cardinals were the Philadelphia Eagles and St.
vitall y concerned with what Louis won 't mean a thing. But a
went on in Yankee Stadium in Giant victory could give the
New York and it will be that Cards the crown if St. Louis
way again next Saturday .
gets by the Eagles the following
This time it's the National ', day.
Football League's Eastern Divi- The Giants lost thei r ninth in
sion title going up for grabs and 13 games Sunday, bowing to
the Cardinals will be the foot- Minnesota
.'10-21. In
other
j
ba ll variety instead of baseball. ! games , Detroit ended BaltiThe Cleveland Browns had a j more's 11-game winning streak
chance to wrap up the Eastern ! 31-14 , Pittsburgh topped Wash14-7 ,
Philadelp hia
title Sunday but lost to St. Louis ! ington
downed
Dallas
24-14 , and San
2)1-19 allowing the Cards to ;
creep within a half :game of the , Francisco defeated Los Angeles j
lead. Cleveland visits New York i 20-7. Saturday it was Green Bay
Saturday and the Giants , strug- ii 17, Chicago ll .
SOCCER CHAMPION
)
PROVIDENCE , R.I , (AP - gling through a dismal season [ Charley Johnson keyed the
Navy, a team with a mission , is after three straight Eastern Cardinal triumph , pitching two
the 1064 NCAA soccer champi- crowns, once again are a vital touchdown passes and running
(actor in the Eastern race.
on.
short yardage > for two more
scores as St. Louis stalled
Cleveland' s title drive , Johnson
completed 15 of 22 for IG7 yards.
Lou Gro/.a kept the Hrovfns in
the game , hooting four ' field
goals.
Milt Plum threw three TD

No wond er these people are
enjoying the holidays 1
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They got their kind of lorn
with tj iefr kind of payments
roople 'd money need it »re differen t — especially mt thin
tim« ol the year. \ntl nobody does quit* »s murh a limit
it as Public Finance .
Oct the right kind of Holiday loan (or you .. . tailor mnde
to fit your individual nn-dn—with nenRiblopaymontiiyoi i
can allord. Your good credit op*nn the way for you.
Call an \i» ll you 7\rr<\ money lor the Holklny it-- $'25 to
$600 i/our kind «>f loan with your kind of payments .
You can depend o n . . .

KJ WBl/C FINANCE
) r^^^^

302 Choato Bldg.

\

COR PORATION
•

tempt to get back on the winning trail after suffering a 7653 loss to state champion Benilda Saturday at St. Stan's.
The Ramblers now stand 1-1
on the year.
HIGH TIDE . . . DefenAs soon as the game was his- sive back Larry Wilson (8),
tory, there was little doubt in St. Louis, grabs Cleveland
anyone 's mind that Benilde was
Browns pass in end zone, in
the state champion.
fourth quarter Sunday, makTHE RED KNIGHTS , com- ing play a touchback . Pass,
pleting an outstate tour with the intended for flanking back
Gary Collins (86) , if successvictory over the Ramblers alter
fashioning a 72-55 win over Ro- ful , would have made score
chester Lourdes Friday , showed St. Louis 28, Cleveland 26
early-season class in several de- with time for more scoring.
partments.
Final result was St. Louis
Racing to a 22-7 first quarter
28, Cleveland 19. (AP Photolead which left the fans breath- fax )
less, the visitors streaked to a
44-29 halftime adv antage, then
hung on for the win.
Tbe Ramblers, completely
outclassed in the first period,
played the Red Knights on even
terms for the second and third
periods. Benilde outscored the
Ramblers 17-9 in the final stanza.
Sparked by 5-11 playmaker
guard Jim Felling, Benilde
whipped to a 13-3 advantage
early in the first period. A pair Sunday marked a quiet night
of free throws and a basket by on the bowling scene.
John Nett Jr. gave Cotter its Lois Schacht made the bigseven-point total in the first gest news for the women as she
quarter. Bill Browne had ac- scored 185-390-153—528 in the
counted for the other three Westgate Guys and Dolls cirmarkers.
cuit. That led her team to 807—
COTTER AND Benilde traded 2,186. John Cisewski tipped 196
baskets ui the second stanza as for Fenske-Cisewski and Tony
well as the third. The teams Lubinski .543 for Lubinski-Davis.
scored 22. points each in the In the His 'N Hers League at
second period , and 15 each in Hal-Rod , Ed Kauphusrnan laced
225—566 for Kauphusman-Kauthe third.
phusman as Margo Dubbs' 162
The fourth quarter told the paced Overby-James to 796—
story, however . Trailing 59-44, 2,222. Bev Wolfe socked 445 for
the" Ramblers had an outside McElmury-Wolfe.
cnance of catching up to the HAL - ROD LANES: High
Red Knights , despite their cold School Girls — Susie Burmeistirst period performance.
ter's 171 paced Gutter Dusters
Forward Art Moore dumped to 2,031. Cheryl Biltgen went on
in a long jumper to make the a pin smashing binge for Scramscore 61-44 for Benilde, but then blers with 494. Scramblers
the visitors went into a five- produced 755.
minute scoring slump.
High School Boys — Joe AlDuring this time, Cotter had brecht raked 201—542 f o r
sliced the lead to-61-51 with 3:58 Knights. Pin Smashers tripped
remaining. The Ramblers got 774 and Pin Busters 2,173.
most of their points on free Park-Red Boys — Bruce Bilttfirows and a long jumper by gen 's 176—337 was enough to
Nett. Rog Huling and Mike Lee l?ad Four Go Fours to 1,410, Alflipped in a pair ol free tosses, ley Rats picked up 731.
anq Browne added one.
WESTGATE BOWL : Saturday
Felling was high with 25 Boys — Don Michalowski's 186
points , including 11 field goals, led All-Stars to 732-2,037. Darmostly from long range.
ryl Smelser turned 465 for StrikNett hit 18 for the Ramblers , ers.
while Browne was the other douJunior Girls — Pozanc Truckble-figure man with 12.
ing slid 683—1,331 with Pin
Droppers tying the series figBcnlldi (7«)
Cotttr (33)
19 It m U>
lg it p) tp ure. Patty Romball had 145—277
Savaga
1
O
i
4
Naif
7 4 ) 1*
Huling
0 3 1 2 Moora
S • 1 10 for Strikettes.
Pallowskl 2 « I 4 Polwn
4 1 1 1
Kings and Queens — C &
Allalrt
1 1I S
Falling
11 3 4 JJ
Ks
hit 765—2,159 behind Ann
3 1 1 13 Mahoniy * • 4 I
Brown*
Kulai
0 * 1 0 Thomat
• 0 0 C Case's 168. Verna Otis picked up
1 4
14
Pallet
1 * 1 1 470 for Double O's and
L*a
Ray
Holmay
O 0 0 0 Mikan
1 J 1 I
Pilowikl 2 1 J 4 W«»lbrk
1 « 0 1 Gady 192—540 for Musketeers.
Ktlly
1 9 1 1
Jacks and Queens — Maxine
Totals I
I 17 II 13 Smith
1 4 3 1
Stinocher swept 156—414 and
Totals J) 10 34 74 Cliff Madland 204-525 for 300
»—Jl
COTTER
7 11 t5
Club , but Jokers picked up team
BENILDE
11 11 IJ 17-71
highs with 756—2,145.
Officials: Snenct r, Addlnalon,

Lois Schacht

The San Diego Chargers
wrapped up the Western title,
their second straight and fourth
in the five-year history of the
AFL with a 38-3 romp over New
York in the only other league
game played over the weekend.
Boston 's Babe Parilli passed
for 300 yards and three touchdowns in leading the Pats to
their key victory. A 29-yard
touchdown pass to Art Graham
brok e a 17-17 tie and put Boston
ahead to stay.
San Diego totaled 466 yards on
offfn.se Against Ihe hapless Jets
and scored the first three times
il ROI its hands on the ball. John
Had! completed 15 of 17 passes
fnr 240 yards and two touchdowns.

jfijBPW®***^¦ .^ \

DAVENPORT, Iow a-Blistering the nets on a 42-percent
shooting display, St. Mary's
shoved its win streak to three
and made its overall record 3-1
with a 64-59 victory over St.
Ambrose here Sunday night.
The Redmen now go after
their fourth straight at Terrace
Heights Tuesday. Non-confer-

Ramblers Heading for
Battle With Campion

Raiders Push
Patriots Into
Driver's Seat

The Raiders' Tom Flores did
the job this time, hitting Art
Powell with a three-yard touchdown pass with only four seconds left and boosting Oakland
to a 16-13 victory over Buffalo
Sunday.
Boston had been struggling
desperately to catch up ever
since Mike Mercer kicked a 38yard field goal with five seconds
left in the October clash when
Oakland tied the Patriots 43-43
and appeared to knock them out
of title contention.
They finally overhauled the
Bills by beating Kansas City 3124. That left Buffalo with a 10-2
record and Boston at 10-2-1. The
Patriots are idle this week,
while Buffalo has a game with
Denver. Regardless of the outcome of the Bills' game with
Denver , the Eastern title goes
on the line in the final game of
the regular season, Boston at
Buffalo.

The Giants wiped that oat on
Wood's 42-yard pass to Aaron
Thomas, sending New York in
front 21-20.
That's when the galloping
Brown pulled in Tarkenton 's
pass to score, and the Minnesotans tacked on Cox' 27-yard
fielder for the clincher.
Tarkenton finished with 13
completions in 29 attempts for
244 yards. He had none intercepted. Brown, Tommy Mason,
Paul Flatley and Hal Bedsole
each caught three of them.

Phono 2368

Hawk 'B' Mat
Team Beaten

ALBKRT LEA , Minn. - In
Ihe- preliminary lo the varsity
j match here Friday night , Winoi na High School's "B" wrestling
I learn was beaten 35-11 bv Albert
,
j hea 'H. "
Winona wins came from Pat
I Anderson at 120, Hon Hoover at
| l.T» and Bill Itoth at lfi.r>.

passes as the Lions ended Baltimore 's win streak that started
the second week of the season.
Pittsburgh scored the winning
touchdown midway in the final
period and then halted a lastminute Washington drive for its
victory. Ed Brown's 47 - yard
pass to Gary Ballraan produced
the deciding points.
Rooklf
Jack Concannon
sparked the Eagles' victory
over Dallas , completing 10 of 20
passes including two TDs.
John Brodie threw a pair of
TD passes and an aggressive
San Francisco defense stalled
Los Angeles as the 4flers reversed an early season loss.

J

Gophers Look
To Battle With
Marquette Five

MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - The
Minnesota Gophers have the
best basketball record in the Big
Ten heading into the second
week of the young season , and
Coach John Kundla is worried.
"I look at the Big Ten and I
shudder ," Kundla said Sunday
after his Gophers returned from
a two-victory trip to Iowa over
the weekend , running their record to 3-0.
"There isn 't a weak sister in
the bunch ," Kundla added. "We
haven 't played anybody at all
yet. We won't get a real test
for a couple of weeks yet."
Then Kundla remembered the
Gophers have a game with Marquette in Williams Arena Tuesday ni ght , and backed up a little.

A list of nine leltermen make
up the Winona State College
wrestling team which will inaugurate tho Warriors ' 1964-65
wrestling campaign Saturday
in the La Crosse State invitational .
The Warrior grappiers were
slated to open their season last
¦Saturday in the Stale College of
Iowa tournament , but had to
pull out of the 12-team field
due to insufficient funds available to transport Ihe team to
Cedar Falls.

N.Y.; Merle Sovereign , a 147pounder , who finished second in
the NAIA at that weight , and
second in the conference at ten
pounds heavier; Perry King, a
137-pounder , and Buzz Mattson,
a 147-poundcr who were both
third in the conference at their
respective weights last year.
Also returning are Dan Serabeck , a 157-pound performer;
Larry Wedemeier , 191-pounder
who was third in the NIC a year
ago , and Dale Nelson , who will
go at 167 or 177 pounds.

ander Ramsey.
Mikkelson Is 130 pounds , Wicks
167, and Drange, 177. Also included is John Zwolinski , a
heavyweight from N. Tonawanda , N. Y., who is a transfer
from Canlslus University, and
who also was the national
YMCA champion while in high
school.
Tom Westberg , a transfe r
from Iowa State , and Byron
Bremer ol Lake City at 157 are
also possibilities, Westberg Is
a 130-potindcr.

Till! TWO REMAINING mon
ogram winners are Leo Simon
and Tom Curon , who won letters
two years ago, but sat out last
season. Simon Is a 157-pounder , and Caron is a 177-poundcr.
The only loss from last year 's
squad is Pat Flaherty, who is
now coaching at St. Puul Park.
Gunner
recruited
several
outstanding prospects, Among
them are Don Board , a Impounder from Anoka ; Steve
Rcirci , who was third in the
state of Iowa at 130 last year;
Larry Mikkelson of Harmony,
Ray Wicks of Dccorah, Iowa ,
and Steve Prange from Alex-

"WK DEFINITELY have a
better team than last year ,"
says Gunner. "The only thing
that worries me is that I don 't
know just what the other teams
have.
"The conference is getting better each year , but I think that
Mankato and Moorhead should
he rated as tops , with us a darkhorse. I really do feel that we
should he pretty tough , " snya
dinner, who is starting his third
year.

The Warriors , after next Saturday 's meet , have their first
home meet Jan. 9 against River
Falls.

SUNDAY , the Redmen went
behind 6-0 immediately , then
showed their prowess by reeling off 11 straight points. They
never again would be headed.
With forward Roger Pytlewski blazing in six of nine field
goal attempts , the Redmen
parl ayed the 11-8 lead at 13:52
into a 35-29 halftime edge.
While it was close the rest of
the way, St. Mary 's maintained
its edge.
The Bees did narrow it to
three points at one time before
St. Mary 's whisked ahead by
eight.
WHEN THE CONTEST wa§
history , Pytelwski edged teammate Mike Maloney for game
honors.
Pytlewski finished with 22
points on a 10-for-22 field performance for the night and Maloney had 12. George Hoder
played a supporting role with
12 points.
Jerry Ketelaar topped four
double-figure scorers for St.
Ambrose with 15 points. Lou
Kaiser wound up with 13, Tony
McAndrews 12 and Pat Murray
11. .
TUESDAY NIGHT , St. Norbert will come into the contest
unbeaten and fresh from a 10668 mauling of Northland .
The victory was the Green
Knights' third straight. All 11
St". Norbert players saw action
and each scored at least four
points with John Patterson collecting 23.
Sf. Miry '» (M)
St. Ambroj» <5»)
(9 fi pltp
ffl It ol tp
Pytletki 10 l 4 M Krlpptl
4 » 1 I
Buffo
0 0 0 0 Vanouem 9 0 0 0
Vilalki
1 1 5 4 Kaixr
4 S I IJ
Hider
4 4 1 12 KettUir 7 1 4 15
Miloniy 7 4 1 It McAndn 4 4 I U
Sauttr
1 4 3 4 Murray
4 J 1 11
Youno
• » • •
Tstlli 34 14 It M
Tetalt 33 13 13 If
ST. MARY'S
iS-l*-4*

H
» K-M

ST. AMBROSE

"Marquette will be a belter
test than we've had so far ," he
said. "Drake is going to be a
pretty good ball club, but Marquette may be a little tougher.
They 've got a winning tradition
and spirit , of course. And Marquette has a real outstanding
player in Tom Flynn, He's 6feet-5 and a well-built kid. "
Marquette also has a standout
sophomore in 6-2 Bob Wolf , former Wisconsin all-stater.
The Gophers broke Iowa
State's stingy zone defense in
the second half to belt the Cyclones 63-53 Saturday night at
Ames. Friday night , they whipped Drake 67-60.
' Our defense looked pretty
good for this early in the sea- m\mamaW^^^^^^^^aamm\
son ," Kundla said of the Iowa
trip. "And we found out on this
trip we can play against a zone. BT Guardian
H
We had a little trouble against
the zones at first because Terry
Kunze shifted to forward and Jj Nylon AS LOW AX K
had to adjust. "
9
$J C *
• Brll. CMllivcflai
H
The play of sophomore Paul ¦B
• Midi* kill In (it
¦
]
¦
IJ
w
§m
K
•
i(i:mi,ii«u
Presthus, rebounding of center
Mel Northway and development
of reserves were other pleasant
surprises.
I u. ROYAL W
A
m
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
"Presthus has come aloflg
real well ," Kundla said. "He's
going to be a big help. Northway is looking good rebounding,
V
u
and I think the reserves are a |J AS LOW M j -»- «OVAL l
little better than I expected. '''
The Gophers and Cyclones
were tied 26-2fi at the half , but
Minnesota shot Its way into a 3730 lead earl y in the second half
and it was never tied again.
¦
Northway and Yates tied for t
Safety
scoring honors , each with 14,
800
^mmammaAmm
Blemithod %S$mam\mmm
while Lou Hudson added 12,
\
Narrow
Archie Clark 11 and Kunze
*~5BammmAm\
Whit
eight. Al Koch got 13 for Iowa
*
H^^^H
Low As HBB
1
State.
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Gunner Predicts Better
Finish for State Matmen Ches Lilla Atop

A YKAK AGO the Warriors
I A L B E R T LEA "B" 31, WINONA "B" II had n 3-!» dual-meet slate , but
• »3 OeraW Biklta (AD die. Don Ml, had a late-season
surge tlial
; kalowikl (W) j - t i l»3— Dava R|ark« ( A L )
\ woo on forfeit; III—Tom f= a*ry (AL| resulted in a fourth place show , dac . Lot Bohnm ( W ) »¦]; 110—Pat An.
ing in the Northern intercollegidtnon ( W ) dec . John Tollmen ( A L )
Conference meet nnd a
5 3, \n— Jim Den (AD p. Hog Haiti. ate
Ion ( W l 1:17;
111—Mlka Klalmchrodl ninth-place finish in the NAIA
(AL) dec. Mill. Jalewikl (IV) 4 1/
I la—Ron Hoover ( W ) p. Larry Torge moot at Spearfish , S.D.
ion (AL) ) 34 1 «—Tim rmnorma (AL)
dinner lias seven of the nine
p.
Jim Rodgtn ( W l 5:13/
ll«-Oan
Ma ilman IAD won by lorftll, WJ—Bill leltermen back fro m the same
Roth ( W ) dec Ron Weonlr ( A L ) 10/
squad which had the late seaU» - Oavo Bratlen ( A L ) dec Chuck Luaclt
( W l 110; Hut .—Ncxtger Klufctw (AL) son surge , and hones that they
dac Tom Backer (W) 4 0
ran carry It over in to an entirt*
Football (.'osu'h Woody Hayes season performance this year
stal l ed the 19H4 season with a
Hack are this year 's captain
word of 6(1 victories , 19 defeats Larry Marchionda . a senior
and six lies at Ohio State.
12.1-pounder from Penn Yun ,
I
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ence foe St. Norbert will provide the opposition in the final
tuneup before St. Mary's swings
into MIAC competition Saturday night at Macalester,

BuiVs Pin Classic

Chcs Lilla vaulted into first
place after completion of firstweek action in the two-week
Bub's Bowling Classic at Winona Athletic Club Saturday and
Sunday.
Lilla wrapped games of 11)3 ,
194 , 247 and lfi3 Into a 787 to top
Rochester 's Dan BJork by two
pins. Bjork had games of 175,
215, 218 and 177.
Winona keglcrs hold third and
part of fourth places. Irv Praxel follows Bjork with 784 , Ral ph
Pnlblcki netted 777. Frank Hellman of La Crosse tied Palbicki' s 777.
Tentative low pay Is 745 with
one weekend to go.
Defending c h a m p i o n Villi
Zierke of La Crosse, who won
with 86.1, will bowl Sunday nt
2:45 p.m. Second-p lace l)uWayne Ynntes , who laced IW2 ,
is in California and won 't compete.
BUB'S BOWLING CLASSIC
Winona AthMtlc Club
HIOH FtV«
Chtt Lilla, Winona
,
Don Blorlt. Roihaalar
Irv praml, Winona
Ralph palblcMI , Winona
..
Ralph Mailman, LR Croat* . , ,
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ALL PRICES PLUS TAX AND
SMOOTH TIRE OFF YOUR CAR
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74-Month Guarantee
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FRIDAY NIGH T

Howlers at Westgate came up
with a pair of honor counts to
highlight Friday night action
on the city kegling scene.
In the Braves and Squaws
loop, Gordy Fakler cruised to
the night' s high with 225-175223-«23 for Fakler-Fakler .
Janice Drazkowski ' s 194—497
paced Wegman-Drazkowski to
2 , 227 while Wiczek Duellman
was picking up 791 and Dick
Flatten of Winon a"Tool Co. 230.
In the Lakeside circuit , John
Erickson's 234—612 paced Viking 's to 2,924. Brems Sign Co.
totaled 1,012.
WINONA AC: Major — Irv
Praxel' s 585 paced Peerless
Chain to 2,890. Hal Joswick
picked up 219 for Nelson Tire
¦nd Mississippian hit 1,005.
Nlte Owl — Vera Bell's 166
paced Curley 's Floor Shop to
674-1,901. Ruth Kukowski tipped 453 for Coca-Cola.
HAI.-ROD LANES : Legion —
Erv Schewe 's 236 led Bauer
Elect to 1,026. Dave Miranda
tripped 597 for NSP and Hamms
2,763. Ed Kauphusman speared
544 errorless.
Pin Dusters—Vivian H. Brown
and Lucille Weaver, both tubblng, led Winona Rug Cleaning
to 868 with their 209 and 518 ,
respectively. Steve 's Lounge
clobbered 2,547.
WESTGATE BOWL: Satellite
—Irene Pozanc of Watkowski'g
tripped 189—413 with Shirley
Squires tying the series mark
to- lead Cozy Corner to 2,469.
L-Keys tripped 843.

Preston Matmen
Level Eagles

PRESTON , Minn. - Preston 's wrestling team took a 35II decision over Dover-Eyota
here Friday.

PRESTON 3!, DOVER-EYOTA 11
*J— Svlvasfer Bllrlnjer (D-B) dac. Oary
¦urrasen (P)
7-3/
103—Lyle Lawr«ni
(D E) doc. Doug Harm (P) 3-1/ ill—
Jehn Arnold (P> doc. Tim Bowman (D-E)
4-0; 110— Jim Llttla <F>) dtc. Chuck
Boeian (D E) 7-0; 117—Don Arnold <P)
dac. Torry Wlngort (D E) I-],- ill—
Vlnca Arnold (P) p. Davt Ihrko (D-B)
|4S;
. 13S—Dannli Oornlnk (P) aloe. Rati
Clark (D-B) t-4 i MS-Killh Mayar (D-B)
won on torlaltj iSa— Roai 'oroMan (P)
die. Jirry Lotttlfn (O-E) 4-3; HS-Giry
Chrlifotlrion I P) ate. Dava Nellar (D-B)
SO; US— Darrell Burgaii (P) p. Dernll
JacobsOn ( D E ) 4:31; Hwt. —Bill ManBan (P) won on lorlalt.

Gophers Gain Vital
Spirt With Wolves
B.v THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Minnesota gained a vital split
with defending champion Michigan away from home over the
weekend , while North Dakota
ran into trouble on the road in
the Western Collegiate Hotkey
Association.
the Gophers shelled the Wolverines 10-3 Saturday night after
losing 7-fi Friday to push their
tyCHA record to 3-1.
¦

Pro Football
Standings
NVl ,

E A S T E R N C O NP i RB N CI
PT
W. L, T. Pel.
14!
ClavHand
» 3 1 7M
111
tt. LOUlt
0 3 3 .717
Waahlnnton
6 7 0 .462
3«
371
Philadelphia
a 7 0 .447
111
PltHburoh
3 0 0 .115
¦ 1 »3
111
Dallns
*
»l
Naw York
3 * 1 ,1"
W R1TENN CONPERENCI
111
•altlmort
11 1 0 .146
lit
G R E E N BAY 0 5 0 6IS
314
MINNESOTA 7 3 1 .501
»1
Detroit
« 3 1 , 343
3
1
1
.417
35»
Lo» Anooltl
241
5 0 0 .313
Chicago
lit
San Prancltco 4 « 0 .108
SATURDAY'! RESULT
ORCeN BAY 17, Crtlcaflo J.
SUNDAY'S RBSULT S
It. Louli 1(, Clavaland It.
Phlladilphla 14, Dallai 14.
DclrOll 11, Baltimore 14.
San FranclKo It, Los Angela! 7.
MINNESOTA 30, Haw York 21.
rillihurgli 14, Waihlnglon 7.
NEXT SUNDAY'3 GAMES
Of t e e u B A Y at Lot Angalai .
MINNESOTA al Chicago
Phlladilphla al SI, Loult .
Pltliburgh al Dallai.
San Prancltco at Oitrolf.
Waihlngton al Balllmora.

OP
311
317
340
377
3»»
375
3"
301
311
311
1S3
113
330
106

This Week's
Basketball
TONIG HT

LOCAL SCHOOLS—
Winona stata at Plattivllli siala.
Winona Slata Prattiman it Plattavllli
Fraihman.
Cottar al Prairie du Chien Camolan

Chippewa Falli McDonnell at Llmi
Sacrad Heart,
Holy Trinity it Letviifan.
Indepaeidanca al Arcadia.
One* at Palrchlld.
Elava-Slrum at Pall Craak.
Northfield at LiSueur ,
Hay lie til vi. Medlerd at Univarally •
Mlnntiola.

State Swimmers
Eye Macalester
Meet Tuesday

Macalester College , which
took a runaway first place in
the Titan Relays at Oshkosh,
Wis., Saturday, moves into Winona State's Memorial Hall pool
Tuesday afternoon for a 4 p.m.
dual meet with the Warriors.
Winona State, which finished
fourth in the ten-team meet Saturday, will attempt to avenge
its only loss of one year ago.
The Warrior tankers had a 13-1
record in 1984-65.

MACALESTER was the iurprise of the Titan Relays Saturday, amassing an 80-point total
to walk away with first place.
Loyola of Chicago, last year 's
winner , was a distant second
with 64 points. Host Oshkosh
was third with 32 and Winona
fourth -with 24.
Warrior coach John Martin
was satisfied with his squad's
performance, considering his
team's lack of depth.
"It (the showing) wasn't too
bad co nsidering the shape we
were in," said Martin. "A lot of
our kid s were out of action Just
prior to the meet. Pat Ford was
in the hospital; Mike Anderson
was out for cross-country and
hadn't «ven a week of practice ,
and Terry Hoyston had an ear
Infection. I was satisfied. "
The Warriors competed in all
but two of the events offered in
the meet. The best placing the
tankers took was a third in the
400-yard freestyle relay.
"THE MEET tomorrow will
be good experience for us," said
Martin. "Macalester is the best
in the area , and you only make
good improvement when you
meet good teams.
"Loyola was a little shellshocked, " said Martin , referring
back to Saturday 's meet, "They
had gone in there (Oshkosh) the
year before and copped everything, then when Macalester laid
it to them this year they were
a little stunned ."

Ehmcke-

3 0 14

Collar Froth (15)
ft II al ia
Wicka
1 1 3
1
Sehler
0 8 10
schneldr » 7 3 7
Malar
1 0
0 )
Thomptn a l l )
Oradtn
I 1 3 W
Wlltqm
1 0
4 1
Bleiani
0 1 0
1

Wcniel
4 1 I 10
Hoapanar 1 1 1 3
Priyblafcl 0 0 1 *
Total* 11 13 II 44
COTTI* "B"
COTTER FROSH

¦

Total*

1*
11

10
4

11 11 13 3!

31 17-44
I 10—1!

Michigan lias won or shared
20 Bij? Ten football championships , more than any other
school.
Advertliamant

Al- L

¦
ASTERN DIVISION
»T
W. 1. T. Pel,
1U
10 1 0 .111
Buffalo
311
10 1 1 .1)1
loaton
144
Naw York
i t 1 .433
M
l
341
Houilon
3 10 0
W BSTBRN DIVISION
313
San Dligo
* 1 1 .737
It]
I 7 0 . 417
Kam.i Clly
111
Oakland
4 7 1 1*4
JM
Danvar
1 t 1 ill
SUNDAY'I RESULTS
Boilon 11, K«n«ai dry 14
San Dlags 31, Naw York 3
Oakland 1*. Buffalo 11
NEXT SUNDAY' S OAMBI
Kaniai city at San Dlcgo.
Birffalo al Dnnvir.
Naw York al Houilon.

OP
10*
11)
»*
113
IM
1»I
110
"4

WAioraro! Don't take MW
a chance. Repiaooj
it now at our low,
low price*.
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Cotter "B" Team
Topples Frosh

Cottar "•" (44)
rf rt fl ip
Brauie
a l > 1«
Spelti
1 * 1 1
Hainlan
U IID
Brduylc
3 3 1 a
Twamty 4 1 1 *
Warm
0 0 3 0
Schoeno-r 3 0 3 4
Leal
0 3 3 2

•¦¦

I
! AUmT/ BRAKE STk
•J/ RELINE \M \
- :$|Q88 $1095 $?395 :

OSHKOSH MATE
SWIMMINO HILAYS: fnacaloiter ll
, Chicago-Loyola »4,
Othkoih », Winona (Minn.) 14, wisceniln-MHwaukee 10, Central Michigan U,
Stevenl fftlnl ll, Lawrence Fresh 4, Milwauikie Tach ana kawrenct vanity l.

The Cotter "B" team downed
the Cotter freshmen squad in a
preliminary contest to the Cotter-Beaiilde game Saturday night
at St. Stan 's.
Tim Browne paced the B's"
64-35 win by popping in 14
points. Tom Wenzel and Jim
Heinlen added 10 each.
Bob Greden paced the frosh
with 17 markers .

¦

SAFETY SERVICE flBfi |
HOLIDAY
|

TUESDAY

LOCAL SCHOOLSSI. NorOart at St. Mary 'l, I a m.,
Tirraca Height!.
BI-STATE —
St. Pelir at Omlaiki Luther.
ROOT RIVER—
Spring »rove at Houataal.
Mabel al Petenon.

Canton al Caledonia,
NON CONFERENCE—
Tremp«aleau at Taylor.
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Burros Stop
Trojans 69-67,
Falcons Cop

Badgers Trip
Redmen Again

MADISON , Wis. - St . Mary 's
hockey team suffered a 5-3 defeat at the hands of the University of Wisconsin here Saturdaynight — the same score by
which the Badgers topped the
Eedmen Friday.
The Redmen are now concentrating on their MIAC opener
with St . Thomas on St. Mary ' s
ice Tuesday. St. Mary 's is the
defending conference champion.
The Badgers rolled up a 4-0
lead , then allowed the Redmen

Rushford and Lanesboro, picked as the kingpins in Root River and Maple Leaf circuits but
beaten in loop openers , battled
Saturday night.
It was a close contest all the
way, Lanesboro finally rallying
from seven fourth-place ties to
take a 6^-67 victory.
In other games, Faribault and
6-8 Tom Weaver belted Moundsview 69-48 and Onalaska Luther nipped New Ulm Luther 5958.

to narrow the gap to 4-3 before
they got up a head of steam
once more.

ST. MARY'S trailed 1-0 at the
end of the first period, but got
on the board at 14:23 of the
second stanza when center Andre Beaulieu whipped home a
pass from Jean Cardin. St.
Mary 's lost the services of
Beaulieu two minutes later
when he was disqualified for
disputing a referee 's decision.
Wisconsin held a 4-1 lead at
the end of the period, but late
in the third period. St. Mary 's
came back with two quick
goals within 56 seconds to give
the Badgers a scare before the
2 .(167 partisan fans in the Madison Ice Arena.
Dave Brekken scored at 4:20 ,
then Bob Magnuson tallied at
5:16 .
Wisconsin goals came from
Rick Rahk o, John Russo, Gary
Johnson and two by Jim Petruzates.
Redmen coach Keith Hanzel
thought that his team played a
better game Saturday than Friday, although the score doesn 't
indicate it .

Hot Houston
Tests Growers
Tuesday Night

LANESBORO 69
RUSHFORD 67

Three games in the Root River Conference and a single in
the Bi-State league highlight
Tuesday night cage play in the
area.
Houston , fast falling into the
favorite role in the Root River ,
"WE LEARNED a lot down
is at home against Spring there. " said Hanzel . "They are
Grove. The Hurricanes are 1-0 ; a considerably better team than
in the league, while Spring a year ago . We got beat by a
Grove will be in its first test real good team. "
of the year.
i Hanzel credited goalie Jerry
Peterson , 53-52 winner over Aj chambeau with playing a stelCaledonia Friday, hosts Mabel lar role. "He was real consistin another test. Mabel was clip- ent . He had some great saves
ped by Rushford 78-54 in a Fri- in both games. "
day night game. In the other ! The Redmen mentor will probcontest , Canton travels to Cale- 1 ably make some changes in
preparation for the Tommie tilt
donia.
Rollie Tust' s Hokah St. Peter Tuesday. "Our offense simply
, " said Hanzel. "I
Indians journey to Onalaska Lu- hasn 't clicked
definitely will change lines
ther in the lone Bi-State game.
[ again. I just haven 't found an
Luther is 1-0 in the loop, while offense that works.
St. Peter is 0-1.
"They (St. Thomas , won 't be
Seven non -conference contests
a breather in the schedule,
round out the slate. Trempea- that's for sure."
!
leau is at Taylor, Chippewa
After the game Tuesday , the
Fails McDonnell is at Lima SaRedmen host Macalester in ancred Heart and Holy Trinity is other MIAC battle Saturday.
at Lewiston.
Game time for both tilts is 21
Arcadia hosts Independence, ip . m .
Osseo goes to Fairchild , Eleva- ! St. Mary 's (1)
Wisconsin (5)
W
Petruzates
Strum journeys to Fall Creek Magnuson
Desbiens
W
Ellis
and LeSueur entertains North- Beaulieu
C
Keeley
Mccormick
D
Addison
field in other action .
Paradise

W
Jefferson
2
Washington-*. 2
Central Blue
0

L
0 Central Cold
0 Phelpi
1

W L
0 1:
t 1
|

In Junior High basketball play I
Friday, Jefferson dropped a 5349 decision to Central Blue and
Washington-Kosciusko celebrated its second win , a 29-15 deci- 1
sion over Phelps in Heavyweight
action.
Allen Nordsving totaled 18 for
Jeff and Joe Helgerson 12. Mark
Patterson hit 26 for Central
Blue.
Steve Strelow got 18 for W-K
and Garv Egge 7 for Phelps.
LIGHTWEIGHT
Phelps
Golds,
BlUM

W
2
1
1

L
0 Washlngton K
0 Jellerson
0

W L
0 1
0 1

Central Blues dumped Jefferson 37-32 and Phelps whi pped
Washington-Kosciusko 3G-27 in
Junior High basketball action in
the lightweight division.
1!)
Steve McCow n totaled
points for Central Blue and
Jeff Percy and Charles Hanson
15 and 14 for Jeff.
Scott Hazelton got 21 and Gary
Bauer 10 for Phelps with Zero
Bosleter hitting 14 of W-K ' s 27.
¦
FOOTBALL SCOKKS
Florida 10, Louisiana State a.
Miss Slati 10, Mississippi 17 .
ORANGE BLOSSOM C L A S S I C
Fla AIM t f , Grumbling IS .
ALL SPORTS BOWL
Sul Rosi 21 , East Cent Otcla 11.
MISSILE BOWL
F l Binning f, Fl Eultls 3.

Roslad Devises
Secret Formula
To700 Success

GALESVILLE , Wis. ( Special)
— A borrowed ball and a bandaged finger.
That is the formula to bowling success as far as Galesville 's Carlyn Rostad is concerned.
With a bandage on the thumb
of his bowling hand because of
a blister and using a borrowed
ball , Rostad whisked to a 711
series at Galesville Lanes
Thursday.
Rolling for Eastside Phillips
66 in the International League,
Rostad celebrated his first
year of hgwling at Galesville
by parlaying games of 231, 245
and 235 into the 711 series.
A 180-average bowler , Rostad
and his family moved to Galesville from Spring Grove, Minn.,
last summer. He is employed
by Gale Products Co.
In addition to the league
total , Rostad also was competing in the Cancer Bowl Down
tournament , the score almost
certain to place him in the running for at least part of the
$1,500 state prize.
How does a bowler warm up
for a run at a national honor
count? Rostad did it with a 528
in the Tuesday night American
League at Galesville.

Russo

Archambeau
O
Hall
ST. MARY'S
• 1 1 3
WI SCONSIN
1 J
1-5
Goals: Wisconsin— Petruiates 2, Jotinson, Rahko, Russo; St . Mary's—Beaulieu,
Brekken, Magnuson.
Assists: Wisconsin — Keeley 1, Ellis,
Jolinson, Rahko, Lesiczynski; St. Mary 's
—Cooney, cardin, Desbiens.
Spares: Wisconsin—Busse, Rahko, Johnson, LesicynsVi, Young, French, Riley;
St. Mary 's—Bishop, Brekken, Thibodeau,
Cooney, Cardin, Ulrich .
| Saves: Wisconsin—Hall 16,7 St. Mary's
I — Archambeau 28.

Jeff,W-K Cop
Seconds Wins in
Heavyweight Play
JUNIOR HIGH
HEAVYWEIGHT

D

CARLYN ROSTAD
Galesville 's 700 Bowler

Annex,Watkins,
Standard Oil in
City Loop Wins

Lee Hits 31
But Falcons
Lose on Tip

CITY LEAGUE

W L
Williams Annex 1 0 Bears
Standard Oil
1 0 Lewiston
Walkins
1 • First Nat'l Bk

W L
0 1
a 1
0 1

Men 's City League basketball
play opened Sunday night , and
fi rst round winners included
Williams Annex , Watkins and
Standard Oil .
Williams Annex tripped Lewiston 51-39, Watkins beat the
Bears 52-36, and Standard Oil
thumped First National Bank
64-36.
Denny Landherr flipped in 15
points for the Annex , while
teammate Bob Hazelton adder)
12. Bernie Kennedy counted 14
for Lewiston and Dave Erdmann
12
Hill Holm led a well-balanced
Watkins attack with 12 markers.
Hill Schultz popped in 15 for the
Bc;ii's.
Jim Rockers and Bob (' vert
dominated the offensive and defensive hoards to lead Standard
Oil past First National Bank .
Rockers scored lit and Rich
Brown III for the Oilers . Chuck
Pel it meshed 12 for First National

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
La Crosse began defense of its
Wisconsin State University Conference basketball crown by
edging River Falls 95-91 Saturday night as Ace Stadthaus tipped in a rebound in the final 50
seconds to put the Indians safely out of reach.
Superior downed Stout 70-64 in
the other conference opener.
A full round
games is on tap
beginning with
Crosse Tuesday

of conference
for this week
Stout at La
night .

Ken Lee of River Falls took
scoring honors for Saturday
night with ,' il points , followed
by Dong Potter of La Crosse
with 25 and Gene Summers nnd
Con Yanod7.in.ski of Northern
Michigan with 24 each.

Basketball
Scores
HIGH SCHOOL
Minnesota Non-Conlerence—
Lanesboro 49, Rushford 67.
Onalaska Luther 59, New Ulm Lutheran 58.
Faribault 69, Moundsview 41.
MINNESOTA COLLEGES
DePaul ii, North Dakota 58.
Macalester 66, Eau Claire 55.
Augsburg 10, Augustana (S.D.) 65.
AAinnesota-Duluth 90, S.D. State 47.

N.D . State 72, Concordia 66.

St. Thomas 71, Lores 55.
St. Cloud 19, Lincoln (Mo.) 15.
Mankato 64, State College ol Iowa 42.
Moorhead 79, South Da kota U. 61.
Bemidii 78, Mayville (N.D.) 66.
Bethel 92, Sioux Falls 36.
WISCONSIN COLLEGES
Northern Michigan 91, Oshkosh BI.
St. Olal 60, Ripon 55.
,
Carleton 88, Lawrence 70.
Knox 16, Beloit 83 (OT).
Stevens Point 94, Lakeland 71.
Carthage 74, Illinois State 69.
Augustana 70, Carroll 6 5.
St. Norbert 106, Northland it.
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 67, Eastern Illinois
66.
Louisville 73, Marquette 60.
Northwestern ol Wisconsin 95, Rocklord 79.
La Crosse 95, River Falls 91.
Macalester 68, Eau Claire 55.
Whitewater 71, Milton 50.
Superior 70, Stout 64.
Coe 95, Monmouth 15.
Grinnell 99, Cornell 82.
Millikin 93, Illinois College 90.
COLLEGES
EAST
St. Joseph's 77, Davidson 64.
Penn State (1, Syracuse 59.
St. John 's 60, Temple 50.
Princeton 64, Army 60.
Cornell 91, Colgate 71.
Villanova 93, Xavier (Ohio) 89.
Connecticut U. Yale 47.
SOUTH
Michigan 16, Duke 79.
Vanderbilt 99, Southern Methodist 67,
Auburn 92, Florida Sta te 68.
Georgia Tech 71, Rice 56.
North Carolina 82, South Carolina 71.
Wake Forest U, North Carolina Stale
80.
Texas 94. Mississippi 67.
West Virginia 64, Furman 41.
Virginia 41, Maryland J9.
Baylor 84, Louisiana State 71.
Florida 90, Stetson 57.
Alabama 102, Southern Miss. 73.
Tulane 93, S.W. Tenn. 72.
Clemson 72, Georgia 60.
Richmond 80, George Washington 17.
Citadel 94, Arkansas State 75.
FAR WEST
San Francisco 77, Stanford 50.
Utah State 96, Los Angeles Loyola 49.
Oregon State 67, Washington 61.
California 63, St. Mary 's 44.
Brigham Young 98, Oregon 79.
Utah 95, Butler 66.
Gonzaga 73, Washington State 71.
MIDWEST
St. Louis 79, Illinois 4«>.
UCLA 113, Indiana Stale 74.
Miami (Ohio) 65, Cincinnati 55.
Minnesota 43, Iowa State 53.
Oklahoma State 71, Re^is 30.
Tulsa 98, Seattle 76.
Indiana 74 , Kansas State 70.
Dayton 73, Eastern Kentucky 71,
Missouri I
I , Arkansas 71.
Northwestern M, Kansas 55.
Nebraska 96, Purdue 85.
Michigan State 19, Western Mich. K>
Louisville 73, Marquette 40.
Evansvllle 90, Iowa 83".
Wichita 114, Long Beach State 71.
DePaul 16, North Dakota 58.

Cathedral Wins
Cathedral junio r high scored
a .'55-20 win over Peterson in a
game plaved this weekend.
Cathedral led 16-1 0 at the half.
Joe Richardson had 14 , Torn
Browne seven and Mark Devine
six for Cathedral.
The team is now 1-1 on the
year.

WARRIORS HOME WEDNESDAY

State Meets Platteville Tonight

iii H < . S 1) ., for an engagement
w i t h South Dakota State Sat in d.iy .
Winona High is in action Friday nitf lit til Hoclicster Jolin
Marshall , in a gfiiiu* involvin g
two eonler enee nii liratens; St.
M a n ' s hosts St Norbert Col'
h-H e of West De l'ere . Wis ,
Tuesday
night
at
Terrace
Heights , then treks to Maeales let in its Ml AC opener Saturd a y , ano (" otter is at Wabasha
SI. Felix Friday nitf lit .
A year ago . the Warriors
gave I'latteville a UH» III drubbing at Memorial Hull In thai
"Wl'.' V r . GOT imtbbi K new
contest , Gary
Petersen ami
planned for t hem " he continI
>avc
Mcisnei
accounted
for t>0
ued
"We ' ve refined everyol the 10(1 points

iV inoiiii Sl;ite^ WaiTioi s t rek
to I'latteville Slale I ' Diversity
toni ght in se.ncli of thei r first
victory of the .s eason against
tile Pioneers
(' iirvent h . the Warriors stand
fl- .'t in eompelit ion , al l ag ains t
I ' ui v ersity
Wisconsin
Slate
Conlerem e members.
Coach l)r Kobei l Cinip hell
feels his Warriors are about
I'Pfidy to break tbe icc
"Fiom all indications , "' says
Campbell , "I (eel we ' re all sei
to break loose wit h something

thing we have pretty much , and
1 jus! think we ' re readv '

Tonight ' s n ame kicks off a
heavy week of act ivity for
Campbell' s Mjund. as well as
the rest of the city ' s rage
squads The Warriors are at
home Wednesday ni elli against
Louis, then travel lo Hrnok

fering from an infected blister verne , t hen beatin g Minneapoon Ins foot , and may not make lis West , and mrasl recently ,
the trip
lied Wing in a barn burner Fri-

Camp bell will (ill Meisner ' s
position with Jack Kellcv , a
(i ¦:'. senior , if Ihe Cloqnct ,
Minn n ative canniit play . Also
.starling will be Dave K o.seiiau
al ( enter , 'l oin Stallings al one
forward
and capt ain
Dave
Goede , whom Campbell thinks
is "really looking sharp " al
, Hit* other guard.
I

Also making the trip will be
Keith Asleson , Tim Anderson ,
1 Bill
Werner . Dallas Oiercks
and Dennis Morgan.
Winona High will be attempting to make it three in n row
when it pl ays al Hoc lies! ei FriIM ITUSI.N \\ \S the HlglU s day in a Big Nine br ittle.
l ii |',h man w i l h :i.l , one ol Ihe
I niest ol a year ago , while
Till: HAWKS (luiiined MnlttoMeisiier , then a Iresli/neii. con med i in ii non-league test, tlicn
I riliiilcd :.•',' Petersen will he clipped Mbert l.e» 71-50 Friin the .CnIiii) : lin eup tonight , day mglii in ils Big Nine openbut Me isner ' s coi iilltlon is all er ({oi lii'sler has a 2 I mark ,
"\ " (jiia t ititv . He is still suf- losing lo stale champ Lu-

day night
As a result of the Red Winp
loss. Ihe' Hawks iincl Rockets
hnve fallen into the Big Nine
favorite role , as well as Faribault .
S W I M M I N G ACTION: Winn
na State ' s .swimmers have H
trio ol meets this week , start ing Tuesday when they host
Macalester.
Friday
Stevens
Point is in town , and Saturday
the Warriors travel to Mankata
State for a NIC lest .
Winona High' s swimmers tangle with M ankato tin the Hawk
pool Friday, then travel to F.uu
Claire Nort h Saturday for "A"
and T*."' tests
WBKSTI. IN ii : Couch Dave
Moraccu ' s Winona High grapplers host Rocheslter in a dua l
at the Hawk gym Friday, while
Winona State ' s w restlers wil l
part icipate in the l.a Crosse
State qiiadrang ulfi r Saturday.

Lanesboro and Rushford each
fired four men into double figures as the Burros pulled
away in the closing seconds of
a tight game to win 69-67.
Lanesboro led 16-15, 35-30 and
49-46 at the quarter turns, but
the game was tied seven times
in the final period.
Brian Gardner netted 14 for
the winners, Brian Bell 13, Phil
Erickson 12 and Larry Strom
10.
Dale Olstad took game honors with 18 for Rushford , Ed
Sandsness pushed through 16,
Dennis Ellefson 15 and Rex
Manion 14.
Lanesboro won the prelimin
ary 49-31 .

FARIBAULT 69
MOUNDSVIEW 48

1 P. M. New York
Stock Prices
53> « Int'l Ppr
All'd Ch
Als Chal 20-4 Jns & L
Amcada 85** Kn 'ct
4,1 Lrld
Am Cn
Ara M&F IMa Mp Hon
Am Mt
14Vs Mn MM
AT&T
67% Mn & Out
Am Tb
35
Mn P&L
Ancda
55% Mn Chm
Arch Dn 34"»a Mon Dak
Armc St
65% Mn Wd
Armour
54% Nt Dy
Avco CP 21Va N Am Av
Beth Stl
36% Nr N Gs
Bng Air
68V4 Nor Pac
Brswk .
8
No St Pw
Ctr Tr
4l l/s NW Air
Ch lMSPP 30% Nw Bk
C&NW
60% Penney
Chrysler . 60% Pepsi
Ct Svc
75
Phil Pet
Cm Ed
55
Plsby
Cn Cl
52% Plrd
Cn Can
52
Pr Oil
Cnt Oil
71% RCA
Cntl D
47% Rd Owl
Deere
44% Rp Stl
Douglas 27% Rex Drug
Dow Chm 78% Rey Tob
du Pont 234
Sears Roe
EastKod 13S
Shell Oil
Ford Mot 55% Sinclair
Gen Elec 92% Socony
Gen Fds 82% Sp Rand
Gen Mills 47% St Brnds
Gen Mot 94% St Oil Cal
Gen Tel
36% St Oil Ind
Gillette
28% St Oil NJ
Goodrich 60% Swft & Co
Goodyear 45% Texaco
Goud Bat 37% Texas Ins
Gt No Ry 59% Un Pac
Gryhnd
22% U S Rub
Gulf Oil
60
U S Steel
Hornestk 47
Westg El
IB Mach 417
Wlworth
Int Harv 81% Ys S & T

34'i
70M,
92 lA
433«
129%
m»
23
50%
85%
—
38%
84
53 '4
60%
52
39 \'\
64
47 li
65%
61%
54%
74
179
55%
37 Vs
—
43%
56%
40%
129 li
59%
53%
89%
13«6
81%
71%
42%
89V.
57%
87%
88
43%
63%
52%
4514
29%
44%

Stocks Show
New Gains in
Active Trade

Faribault led all the way in
crushing Moundsview 69-48.
the Falcons, who got 22 points
from 6-8 center Tom Weaver ,
were in command 16-9, 33-21
and 51-37 at the quarter turns.
Paul Dragsten and sophomore
Todd Anderews each had 11 for
the winners and Jim Ohnstad
10. Moundsview , like Faribault
a Winona High opponent , got
N"EW YORK (AP)-The stock
24 from Bob Kranz and 12 from market made a substantial reGreg Lorenson.
bound today with trading active
Moundsview 's "B" t e a m early this afternoon .
won.
B lue chips paced a continued
ONALASKA LUTHER 59 recovery
the selling of
NEW ULM LUTHER 58 early last from
week.
Onalaska Luther rallied . from
High-quality issues rose from
a 47-39 third-period deficit , outscored New Ulm Luther 20-11 fractions to 1 or 2 points. Duin the final quarter and copped Pont made an advance exceeding 4 points, lending a lot of
a 59-58 victory.
Onalaska led 14-10 at the end beei to market averages.
of eight minutes before dipping
Favored issues put on a
behind 30-28 at halftime.
strong performance but the
Don Larson led the winners gen eral picture was one of
with 1? points, Rick Schultz hit fractional changes.
15, Dave Wilder 12 and Ken
The utilities and rails; nudged
Stratman 11. New Ulm , which
won the preliminary 38-37, got higher on balance. The trend
was generall y better among
22 from Gary Schoeneck.
electronics, chemicals, airlines,
electrical equipments, mail order-retails, electronics and nonferrous metals.

Athletic Club ,
Sunbeam Win
BANTAM

W L
W L
Athletic Club
1 0 Red Men Club
0 1
Sunbeam Dread 1 0 Peerless Chain 0 1
Cent. Meth.
0 0

A. mixed pattern prevailed
among steels , tobaccos and motors.
Improved
economic news
over the weekend and a technical recovery from last week's
losses were cited as factors.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was up 6.07 at
877.00.
Prices advanced in moderately active trading on the American Stock Exchange.
Corporate bonds were mixed
in light trading. U.S. government bonds rose slightly, with
trading dull.

Athletic Club and Sunbeam
Bread notched victories in opening rounds of Bantam league
play Saturday.
The Athletic Club shaded Red
Men 's Club 22-19, and Sunbeam
tripped Peerless Chain 29-10.
Ed Kaufman had 14 for the
Athletic Club, and teammate
Rick Schultz added four. Ron
May had seven for Red Men 's,
and Gary Wenzel added eight.
PRODUCE
Karl Kreuzer was high for
NEW YORK (AP ) - ( USDA)Sunbeam with ten , and Dave
Ramcr totaled six. Gregg Scar- Butter offerings adequate; de;
borough netted five for Peer- ma nd fair.
Wholesale prices on bulk carless.
ton s ( fresh ) , creamery, 93 score j
(AA) 63.-63V4 cents; 92 score !
(A ) 63-63'/a.; 90 score (B ) 63-63Vi.
Cheese offerings light; demand good,
Wholesale sales , American
cheese (whole milk.
Single daisies fresh 43^-45^
BI-STATE
cents
; .single daisies aged 50-52;
W L
W L
aged 50-54 ; processed
Onalaska Luth. I 0 Calidonle Lor. 0 1 flats
Wabasha S.F. 1 0 Rollings). H.T. 0 1
American
pasteurized 5 lbs 41Lima Sa. Heail 1 0 Hokak St. Pet. 0 1
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
44: domestic Swiss (blocks )
Lima II, Loretto SI.
grade '"A" 46-52 ; grade "B"
44-nO
; grade "C" 4:t« a—4«» .
DURAND , Wis. - Lima SaWholesale egg offeri ngs gencred Heart got its Bi-State Conample; demand fair.
ference season off successfully eradly
( Wholesale
selling
prices
by defeating Caledonia Loretto
based
on
exchange
and
other
65-52 here Sunday.
)
With Al Weiss hitt ing 23, Dave vol ume sales.
New York spot quota lions folBauer 20 and Herb Pocsehel 14 ,
: Standards
the Redmen never were headed. low: mixed colors
r
Limn led 14-5, 25-23 nnd 4B-28 HI-: 12: checks 2, .-2li.
Whiles: ex Ira tuncy heavy
at Ihe quarter turns.
(47 lbs min ) :)5' -:i7^;
Mike Mulvenna hooped II for weight
(41 lbs average )
fnncy
medium
Loretto which won the prelim
2V •.-2II 1 -; fancy henv*v weight
inarv 44-:iH.
(47 lbs mini :i:i'-r34' s ;" medium
(40 lbs average ) 26-27 '.- y; smalls
(36 lbs avdia^e ) 24-2f> ; pcewees
(31 His avera ge ) 20-21.
Browns : extra fancy heavy
we igh! (47 lbs min i :t7' --:«»;
fancy medium ( 41 lbs average )
:i(l-:il; fancy heavy wa-ight (47
m i n ) :iri « v-:«i'-j ; smalls Oti
lbs
Loe Roberts , Louis .Inppe nnd
Warren Seeling were elecled rul- lbs average) 25' .j ;-:Mii j ) peewees
ing elders for three-year forms (31 lbs average) 20 21.
at the annual elections Sunday
CHICAGO ( A P ) -- (USDA ) evening at Grace Presbyterian Poluloe.s arrivals KM); total U.S.
Church,
shi pments for Friday 4r>lt ; SatMrs. Paul Griesel Jr. and O urday 317; Sunday !l; supplies
E. Olson were elected trustees moxlernte; demand for Russets
for three-year terms.
moderate ; market steady; deMrs. Gordon Fay was elected mand for round reds good , marfinancial secretary ; Mrs Fae ket stronger ; carlo! truck sales :
Griffith , assistant fin ancial sec- Idaho Russet s 11.00; Minnesota
retary, and Klin o Andersen , No rth Dakot a lied Hiver Valley
for one-year round reds 5 .00-5.25; Wisconsin
treasurer , nil
terms,
Mussels 6.25.
Church school officials for
1965 include Mrs , (ieot Re ear- CHICAGO (A P ) - Chicago
Mutter
M r s Mercantile lOxcluingo
lier , superintendent :
James Stearns , ussis lnn l Miper- .steady; wholesale buying prices
Intemlent, and Mrs. Calvin unchanged; !i;i score A A 62'„t;
1)2 A (>2 ' 4 , 1)0 B OP *; 89 C 60;
Kremlin^ , secretary.

Lima Rips Loretto
In Bi-State Play

Officers Named
By Presbyterians

WINONA MARKETS
Swift • Company

Suylno hours art Irom t a.m. fo *
p.m. Monday through Friday.
There) will b* no calf marketi during
the winter monthi on Frldayi,
Theso quota tlom apply ai fo noon
today.
All llvesloc* arriving amr closing
lima will ba pcoporly carad for, weighed
and priced tha following morning.
Hogs
Top butcher*, 190-JJO Ibi.. 14.35-14.73
13.35-12.75
Top sows
Cattle
The cattla market: Steers and helleri
25-50 cents lower; cows steady to weak.
22-25
High choice
1J M
Top beef cows
10.25«own
Cannen and cutters ..
Vail
The veal market is steady.
«.00
Top choice
9 00-17.00
Good and choice
Commercial and boneri ., t.OO-down

Froedtert Mall Corporation

Hours: 8 a.m . to 4 p.m.; closed Saturdays
Submit sample betora loading
(New crop barley)
H-H
No. t barley
. . - . . . '-" 5
No. 2 barley
95
No. 3 barley

•»

No. 4 barley

Winona Egg Market
These quotations apply it of
10:30 a.m. todayGrade A dumbo)
Grade A (large)
Grade A (medium)
Grade A (small)

Grade B

21
23
"
12

-JO

12

Grade C

Bay State Milling Company
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4
1
2

northern spring wheat . . ..
northern spring wheat . ...
northern spring wheat ....
northern spring wheat . . ..
hard winter wheat . . . . . . .
hard winter wheat

No. 3 hard winter wheal

No. 4 hard winter wheat

No. 1 rye
No. 2 rye

¦

1.69
J.67
1.63
1.59
1.59
1.57

1.53

1.49

1.12
1.10

L VESTOCK
SOUTH ST. PAUL
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. I/ P—IUSDA)
—Cattle 9,000; calves 2,500; few early
sale s slaughte r steers and heifers about
steady, later fully 25 cents lower ; cows
50 cents lower than Friday 's average;
bulls about steady; vealers and slaughter
calves slow, barely steady; feeders weak
to s cents lower; high choice and prime
1,122 lb slaughter steers 24.00; high
choice 1,0*5-1,250 lbs 23.50; mixed good
and choice 2175-22.25; high choice and
prime 1.000 lb hellers 22.75; most choice
850-1,050 lbs 21.00-22.25; mixed good and
choice 20.50-21.00; utility and commercial
cows tt.00-12.OO; utility and commercial
bulls I6.0O-17.0C; cutter 13.50-15.30; choice
veaters
23.0O-25.O0;
good
2O.OO-23.00;
choice vealers 23.O0-2S.00; good 20.0023.00; choice slaughter calves td.OO-18.00;
good 14.00-14.00; goo dand choice 600-850
lb feeder steers 16.00-21.00.
Hogs 11,000; moderately active; barrws and gilts steady to weak; sows
steady; leeder pigs weak to 50 cents lower; 1-2 190-230 lb barrows and gilts
15.25-15.50; mixed 13 190-240 lbs 14.7515.25; medium 1-2 160-190 lbs 14.00-15.25;
1-3 270-360 lb sows 12.50-13.00; 2-3 360-400
lbs 12.00-12.75; 400-500 lbs 11.50-12.50;
choice 120-160 lb feeder pigs 13.00-13.50.
Sheep 4,500; slaughter lambs moderately active, steady; slaughter ewes steady;
feeder lambs strong to 25 cents higher;
choice and prime 80-105 lb wooled slaughter lambs 20.00-21.00; good and choice
75-B5 lb 18.50-19.50; utility and good
slaughter ewes 5.00-6.00; choice and fancy 60-80 lb feeder lambs 19.50-20.50;
good and choice 50-60 lbs 16.00-19.00.
CHICAGO
CHICAGO I* -(USDA)- Hogs 9,500;
butchers weak to 25 cents lower; 1-2 190
220 lb 16.25-16.50; 35 head al 16.75; mixed
1-3 190-230 lbs 15.75-16.25; 230-250 lbs
15.0O-15J5; 2-3 250-270 lbs 14.50-15.25; 270285 lbs 14.00-14.75 ; 350-450 lb sows 12.2513.00; 450-500 lbs It.SO 12.50 ; 2-3 500-650
lbs U .00-11.50.
Cattle
15,500; calves 75; slaughter
steers 25-50 cents lower; around half a
dozen loads prime 1,225 1,300 lb 25.50;
high choice and prime 1,150-1,400 lbs
24.75-25.25; load high choice to mostly
prime 1.100 lbs 25.00; choice 1,000-1,400
lbs 23.75-24.50; good 21.00-23.00; good and
choice 23.25-23.50; high choice and prime
950-1,000 lb heifers 23.75; choice 800-1,050
lbs 22.75-23.25; good and choice 22.2522.50; good 20.50 22.00.
Sheep 1,300; wooled slaughter lambs
fully
steady; wooled. slaughter ewes
steady; over a double deck choice and
prime 89-93 fb wooled slaughter lambs
21.50; good and choice 60-105 lbs 20.0021.00; good 19.00-20.00.

cars 90 B 62; 89 C 61.
Eggs steadier; wholesale buying prices unchanged ; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
30; mixed 30; mediums 23% ;
standards 27; dirties unquoted ;
checks 22.
(First Pub. Monday, Oec. 7, 1964)
State ot Minnesota ) ss.
) In Probate Court
County of Winona
No. 15,944
In Re Ettati M
Leo J. Wunderllch, alio known ai
L. J. Wunderllch , Leo Wunderllch,

am) ai Leo Joseph Wunderllch,

Want Ads
Start Here
N OT I C E
Thli niwapaper will be responsible
for only one Incorrect Insertion of
pubany classified advertisement
lished In the Want Ad sectio n. ChecK
your ad and call 3321 If a eorraetion must be made.

BLIND ADS

UNCALLED

FOR-

E-15, 21. 38, 42, 41, 46.

Lo»t and Found

4

STRAYED from Robert Lettner pasture.
2 Holstoin hellers, around 700 lbs If
know whereabouts Tel, Centervllle 5393252.
LOST-ln vicinity of Cathedral, gray
atriped cat with while tace, undaralda
and leet, answers to name of Tommy.
I Reward, Tel. 1-2870.

Personals

7

ZIPPERS that require • master mechanic, will be fixed at our shop without any panic. W. Belsinger, Tailor.
SEE the PICTURETTE TWINS . . twice
as much tun to do as any other paintby-number plaque. The textured applique makes the difference.
PAINT
DEPOT, 167 Center St.
THERE are some things you can't buy In
a super markel. and one ol them Is Ihe
ease with which you can be served a
taste-tempting meal at RUTH' S RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd. All the work and
worrry is gone, all you do is relax and
en|oy yourself. Open 24 hours a day.
except Monday,
IT'S terrific th-1 way we 're soiling Blue
Lustre lor cleaning rugs and upholstery.
Rent electric shampooer , St. R. D.
Cone Co.
COME IN, browse around. Unusual gilts
tor everyone on your Christmas list.
Have a snack In our Coftee Shop while
selecting gilts. Free gift wrapping.
Musical dolls, Christmas bells, sewing
boxes, mechanical toys, wobbly dogs.
Moderafcly priced. Will mall gifts.
Use our lay-away plan. Open evenings.
Sundays.
Beautiful line ol Golden,
Silver Wedding Anniversary gilts. Twin
Bluffs Motel, Coffee & Gift Shop, between Winona and La Crescent.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? —
Man or woman your drinking create*
numerous problems. If you nead and
want help, contact Alcoholics Annonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona, Minn.
ONE, TWO, THREE little coaches
practicing with their group.
We 'll give one hint and this Is If,
It's not a hula hoop.
Ray Meyer , Innkeeper,
WILLIAMS HOTEL.

"

TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELT*
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

GOLTZ PHARMACY
274 E. 3rd

Tet, 2547

(First Pub. Monday, Dec. 7, 1944)
State of Minnesota ) ss.
County ol Winona
) in Probate Court
No. 15,942
In Re Eslata of
Hilda Caroline Husemann Dallkt,
Decedent
Order for Hearing on Petition
to Oetermlne Descent
Vera Meyers having filed in this Court
a petition
representing, among other
things, that said decedont died Intestate
more than five years prior to the filing
thereof, leaving certain
property Irs
Winona County, Minnesota, and that no
Will ol said decedent hds been proved,
nor administration ot her estate granted, In this State and praying that the
descent of said property be determined
and that It be assigned to the persona
entitled thereto;
IT IS ORDERED, That tha hearing)
thereof be had on January 6, 1965, at
tl o'clock A.M., belore this Court In
the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
notice hereol be given by 1he publication
of this order In the Winona Dally Newa
and by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated December 1, 1964 .
E. D. LIBERA,
Probata Judge.
(Probate Court Seal)
Sawyer, Sawyer & Darby,
Attorneys for Petitioner.
(First Pub.

Friday,

Dec. 4, 1964)

REQUESTS FOR BIDS
TO PURCHASE TYPEWRIT ERS
NOTICE
IS HEREBY GIVEN, That
sealed proposals will be received until
7:15 p.m. Tuesday, December 15, 1964 ,
at which time they will bo opened and
read publicly, to furnish typewrite rs for
a high school Business Education department . Quotations shall be for a minimum ot 30 and a maximum ot 40 machines, and shall be on a unit basis .
Machines quoted shnll be -standard olllca
typewriters, to comply wit h general specifications available from the Superirv
tendent' s office.
Each hid shall be accompanied by a ccrtllicd or cashler 'i
check or bid bond in the amount ol S ri
of the quotation for 40 machines, which
check or amount shall be forfeited as
liquidated damages In the event the
bid Is accepted by the Board and tha
bidder thereafter falls lo comply with
the terms Ihereol.
The Board reserves the right to reelect any And all bids, nnd to waive
any Informality or Irregularity In any
bid.
Board of Education
Independent District No. 300
I.a Crescent, Minnesota
I.. I. Harlos. Clnrk.

Decadent ,
Order lor Hearing on Petition for Probate
of Will , Limiting Time to File Claims
and lor Hearing Thereon.
Floronco Wunderllch having filed a petition tor the probnte ot Ihe Will ot said
decedent and for the appointment of
Florence Wunderllch and The First National Bank ol Winona as Executors,
which Will K on file In tbls Courl and
open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on December 30, 1964 ,
at 10-45 o'cloc k A.M., before this CourtIn the probate court room In the court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
oblectlons lo Ihe allowance ot said Will,
If any, bo filed before said time of
henrlng; that the time within which
crrdl »yrs ol
sold decedent may file
their claims be limited to lour months
from the (Mte hereol, and that the
(First Pub. Mond.iy, Nov . 30, I960
claims so fl Ind be heard on April 9.
1965, at 10:30 o'clock A M . , bctore Ibis State at Minnesota I
v*
Court In ll\e probnlr court room In Ihr Counly of Wlnonn
) In Probate Coi/rt
court house In Winona, Minnesota , and
No. 15,791
that notice hereof be given by publicallon
In Ra Ettafa of
of this order In the Winona Dally News
John F. Burmcitlcr, Decadent
nnd by mailed notice as provided byOrder for Hearing on Final Aceouitf
law
and Petition tor Distribution.
Dated December 3, 1964 .
The representative of Ihe above named
E. D L I B E R A ,
eitnte having filed his final account
Probate Judge.
and petition for settlement and allowance
(Prohale Courl Seall
thereof and tor distributio n to tha parMartin A B e a t t y ,
sons thereunto, entitled ;
Attorney lor Petitioner.
IT IS O R D E R E D , That the hearlnej
thereof be had on December 23, 1964, at
(First Pub. Monday, Dec , 7, 1M4)
11:10 o'clock A.M,, betora this Court
Mate ot Mlnnrinla I «.
In tha probate court room In tha court
County ot Winona
I In Prohale Court
house In Winona, Minnesota, and that
I
No, IJ.9H
notice tier»"nf he given by publication
In Ra Estate of
of this order In Ihe Wlnonn Dally News
Lillian M. Erpelding, Dtcedent ,
and by mailed notice as provided by
Order lor Hearing on Petition
law.
to Salt Real Batata
Dated November 27, 19*4 .
The representativ e ot said eitate having
E. r>. I IB E R A ,
tiled herein a petition to nell certain
Trohale Jt/dga .
real es tate described In said patltlon i
(Prohntf, Court Seal I
IT
IS OROER EO, Tbat the hearlno Slrenter fc Murphy,
Ihereol be had nn Decemher .TO. 1964. Attorneys fnr Petitioner .
at II .10 o'clock A.M., belore thli Court
In the probate court room In Ihe court
(Firs t Pub. Monday, Nov . 30, 1964 )
home In Winona, Minnesota, and that
Slale ol Mi nnesota ) aa
notice hereof be oiven by publication of
County of Wlnonn
I In Frohate Court
this order In the Wlnonn Dally Newn
No. I!, 936
and by mailed notice at provided byIn Re Eslata af
law
Andrtw J. Felcman , Decedent .
Dated Dtrr-mher 4. ll
i
l
Order fer Hearing on Petition lor Probata
C. R I I B E R A .
of will, Limiting Tlma lo File Claims
Probate Judoe .
and lor Hearing Tberaon ,
(Probate Courl Seal)
Rulli Anna I rlcman having filed a n»Dennis A Challren,
tllinn lor Ihr probata nf Ihe Will of
Attorney tor Petitioner .
said deredenl awl Inr ll>a appointment
ul Ruth Anna l-rlcnia n ns 1,' xerulrlx,
(F l n t Puh . Monday, Nov . 1], 19i4)
wln ih Will \; nn file In lli h Court and
Slfil*" ot Mlnniy .ola I »i.
open lo Impcrllnn,
County ot Wlnonn
I In Probata Court
IT 15 OHOl.UI.II, llml Hie hearing
No. I.V W
llieieol he IIMI on netemhiir 21, 1944, nl
In Na Eilala al
11:15 o'rlork A M ., Iintore this Courl In
Albtrl Plttich, Oacadant .
tha prnbnle rnurt room In the court
Ordir tar Hearing an Pahtlon
house In Wiiinnn. Mlnnenotn, and lh/»t
lo Salt Rail Batata.
oblecllons
In Ihe nllnw/tnre
nf inlri
Tha rapre^cntatlva nl ion) aitala hav
Will, II any, he lllrcl tirlore said lime
Inu Mlart htreln a petitio n 'o nail certain ol honrlno . It mt the linir within
wlilrti
real eitale dmcrlhcrl In talrt petition; C IW III OM ol said iiar .eiianl may file
U IS OR DERI;!), that the hearing their rlalms tie llnillod to four monlln
Ihereol hi had on December IMh, t»M . Irom tha itnlt hneot. nnd hint
Ilia
at 10 .10 o 'cloc k A M , betora ilila Cour t claims to Mini hr heard nn March
ll ,
In tha probnte court r oom In tha courl 1965, al in 1(1 0 'clcnk A M , tielnro II,n
home In Winona, Mlnneiota, and that Courl In the probate i aurl room
In
notice hereol tie (liven by publication ot the i ourt house In Wlnonn. Mlnno\ ntn,
thu order in 'he Winona Dolly New> anrt and thet
notlf o hereol lie oive n hy
by mailed notice ai provided hy law
publication "I llii-, nnlrr |n the Winona
Dated November 70th , \1U
Dally News and h y rn»llrd notice •)
E. D, l.lll l-RA,
piovideil i,y uw
Probate Judge .
Oatrd November If, IV64
(Prohale Court Saall
I! n I IIH RA
P. S Jobnw n,
ProliAl* Judge.
Attorney tor Petitioner,
IPinhate Court Seal)
W , W. 3rd Street ,
llarnlil J I Ihni a,
Winona, Mlnneiola .
Allniney for I'etillriiiar.

Builntu Servlcti

14 Builnan Opportunltlai

37 Article! for Sele

~
tt YOUH HOWE READY far 7he g»y FOR LEASE-new Mtall tervlcej atawhirl ef th* holidays? it your carpeting
tlon, in downtown Winone. Excellent
er floor coverings leave something to
epportunlly for embltloul man. Trainonlrti.
call
ui
new
about
our
tiff program, llntnclna, rtllnmim plan.
b*
lovtly Firth, Rox bury or Berven carpetCall or writ* tor confidential Interview.
ing ind Armstrong floor products. Our
Take advantage today ol Ihe man/
number It Xl t t. WINONA RUCj CLEANextra
eldi being offered on ttila
ING SERVICE, lit W. 3rd.
bualnan locution. J. R. Lynch, ci ll n
Service Oil Co., Box 119, Rochester,
or Ttl. Winona tu\.

Plumbing, Roofing

21

"
"
KEN-WAY •(•CfrlC SEWER CLEANING
JERRY'S PLUMBING

MT E. 4th.

Tet.

nu

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged ttwtri and drains
T«l| 9309 or MM
1 year querent**

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

MOB N't kitchen Dlalcat fiucet lett you
preselect the watar tempe-rature you
want, no fiddling with separate handles
. . . no wasting water.

Frank O'Laughlin

PLUMBINO & HEATINO
107 E. 3rd •
Tel. 3701

SANITARY

Monty te Lean

40

LOANS ITc?

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO—FURNITURE
170 E. 3rd
Tel. 3915
Hra. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m., Sat. » a.m. lo noon

Quick Money . ..
on any article ot value . . .
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE
121 E. Jnd St.
Tel , 1-5133

PLUMBING «¦ HEATI NO
168 E. 3rd St.
Member National Association
Plumber Contractors

Hold Winrtd—FemaL

COOO
SfiLBCTION
er
builneltfi.
Leundromett,
retteuranti, 9»i t\»tloni, moteli, lumber yardi and mliullaneoui.
CORNPORTH MALTY
La Crescent, Minn.
Tel. MS-JIM.

Dogs, Pate, Supplies
26

42

ST. BERNARD—reentered, male, children's pet, will hold until Chrlitmej .
Ed Bronk , Goodvlew Road. Tel. 1-3833.

CLEANING WOMAN-tor downtown oTREGISTERED
miniature
black
flea, 3 timet e week; once a week al AKC
poodles. Ready lor Christmas delivery.
West end home. Write E-<6 Daily News,
Ttl. Plainview 134-1333.
Part time, pleasant, easy work tor
persons JO or over. Car necessary,
but not experience. Show Tupperwar e,
PUREBRED
Poland China hoars and
top line ol plastic housewares, at
pills, meet type. Henry Holmen & Son,
home parties. You set tho houre. Fun ,
Lanesboro, Minn . Tal. 447-3387.
profitable, For Interview in privacy of
HEREFORD BULL-purabred, very genyour own home, call you r niarist
tle. Vincent Ashelln, Stockton HIM. Tel.
distributor:
Winona 9371.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

MR, M SALES
102 S, Wabash, St. Paul

GUERNSEY COWS-J; 1 due Dac. 24
with third calf, made 471 lbs. of fat
last year; 1 first calf heifer, milking
good. Adolph Schralber, Rt. 2, Winona.

Tel. 2 V- 7kn

KAIMBOW SALES
3506 Bloomlngton Ave,, Mp!>.
Tel. PA 1 2411

HOLSTEIN BULLS-for sal* or
ready tor hrtvy service . Pat
Lewiston, WUnn, Tel. *802.

FASHION
ADV ISORS!

NURSE-TEACHER
COORDINATO R
POSITION OPEN - Opportunity to help develop and
organize a new local and
state board approved pro*
gram in practical nursing
scheduled to begin operation
in September, 1965,
Candidate must meet Wisconsin certification requirements, including R. N. certification , with Bachelor Degree (Master 's preferred) ,
training to include studies
in professional and practical
nursing education , with experience in curriculum developement and/or teaching
In an accredited school of
professional or practical
nursing.
Salary favorable In relation
to training, experience , and
other qualifications
Call or Write: /
Board of Vocational ,
Technical and Adult
Education ,
A. F. Jordan , Director,
6th and Vine Streets
Telephone: 2-6238
LA CROSSE, WISCONSIN

COMPLETE HERD ol 13 Hclsteln cows,
close springers. Will sell lor cash or on
terms. Write P.O. Box 341, Winona,
Minn.
iPOTTSD POLAND China boars, blue
ribbon winners at State Fair . John
Dykatra, Calesvllli, Wis. Tel. 12-F-22.
FEEDER PIGS—200 head, 8 to U weeks
old; also 2 yearllno Poland China boars.
James EllMtad, Hwy. 43, 5 miles N. ot
Mabel, Minn.

New Tri-Ban

2 food flavors rats crave.)
Triples youf chances to
outwit rats and mlcel

Save 20%
TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health/ Center

Poultry, Eggs, Suppliea

44

DEKALB 30 week old pullets, fully vaccinated, Haft controlled, raised on Hat
floors. Available yaar around. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY, Rolllngstone, Minn.
Tel. 8689-2311.

Wanted—Livestock

HOLSTEIN SPRINGINcTcOWS arm hell•rt wantad, also open and bred heifers. E. E. Gramelsbaclv Inc., Lewiston,
Minn. Tel. <l»t.
LEWISTON SALES BARN
A real good auction market fnr vour
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day. Trucki
available. Salt Thuri. Tel. 2667 .
WANT TWO good-size orada Guernsey
heifers, du* to freshen In Dec. or early
Jan. State price and breeding in first
latter, /fina l be vaccinated. Write John
Antonson, Lewiston, Minn. 35952.

Perm Implements

48

CHAIN SAWS

FEITEN IMPL. CO .
113 Washington , Winona , Minn
27

Are You Prepared

FOR WINTER?

A N D D E L I V E R Y . 10 Mops per day. 1100
Married to
0*r weak whlla trnlninq
»0« 39. 5',J tiny waek. Write G-44 Dally
New i,

* Experienced
Turret Lathe
Operator
Preferably on saddle type
machines , henvy engine
lathes experience may be
satisfactory. See
Henry Przybylskl
Airport Plant
Warner & Swasey Co,
Badger Division
"An rqu n l nppnrliinilt/
rmploi jrr "
H«lp—Mile or F«maU

SNOWPLOWS!!

28

BEAUTICIAN
WANT ED-Mate
experience, ichool attended and relarencta
Write E-3S Dally Newi,

Situations Wantad—Fam. 29
GENERAL houaework, MvnoVy, ale, done
by lh« hour, » rlayi a w»« k, Tel. 9714,
¦Ik lor Pal.

Situation Wantad—Mala 30
ft-ur«. »t|ir'

WOULD L I K E lo dn rhorm on (arm ter
room and board and imali wage*, C. B.
Dalit, c . o Dwiald Welrh, Mahal , Minn
Tel. I-J tl,

34

According to the North
American Annual Snowfall
Map; In this area we are
expected to receive upwards
to 80" of snowfall. On hand
for Immediate delivery
srfowplows to fit numerous
models of tractors and
jeeps . We also can supply
you with a snowplow to fit
any vehicle .

F. A. KRAUSE CO
"BREEZY ACRES"

South on New Hwy. 14-61
REMINGTON CHAIN SAWS
See the PowerLlte , 12 lbs,,
17-inch roll nose bar. On
display now at
FEITEN IMPL. CO,
113 Washington , Winona , Minn.
Hey, Grain, Feed

SO

SOOO Y B A R O L O corn, *p(lrOK. 200 hi|,
Mlnnewta
CHy,
Gallagher ,
Vernon
Minn. Tel. 689 22// .

Article, for Sale

PLAIN OR TREATED sand foe illppsry
walks or automobile balast. ROBB
BROS STORE. 57« E. <th . Tel. 4007 .

THREE SLEDSi Lionel elnclrli Iraln set.
411 Johnson St., alter l . K p.rn.
NEW HANDMADE G I F T S for Chrlstme* .
Ooll buggy aets, pillows, aprons, pillow
rasas and misc. AI>o good used dresris
and reals, about sl/e 16. A taw dlihei,
•k. . Call al 562 t . Sarnia today nnd all
day lues.

GRADIIATB STUDENT, former teacher ,
will tutor students In Biology and Chamlalry. economical and convt nlei t. Tel.
W50 eyeplnga.

rUSt OIL TANK, IW gal.) inn" DueTherm oil heater. Call at V» G. flh.

Telephone Your Want Ads

OlRl 'S PIQURE ikaies, slia 4i
ner 'a, alio I). Tal, «7>2.

lo The Winona Dally News

ARTIFICIAL, (locked Christmas treat.
use yasr aattor year, 4* ,' hloh. 1CHNRIDBA JALCt, 3*W oth SI, C.dvw.

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker.

IVOMRN'S Clntti and tur wlnlar mail.
< > price. Ray 'a Trading , Post. 116 R.
F
3rd. Til. *M),

begin

HOMEMA.KCR'} tPECIALl
EAST location. Cozy J-bedroom hem*,
modern axcept heat tS.jM.
WEST
CiNTRAL, Modern J-btflreorn
home, large lot. 110,500.
CORNER LOT, Balmont addition. All Imorovemmts in Reasonable
MOMBMAKER'S EXCHANGE, C. Ihank,
5» E. 3rd.

WHEELCHAIR — aluminum frame, soft
cushions, ad|us.tabla back rest. Will sell
lor 560. Inquire Merchant's National
Bank, Trust Dept.
USED TVs, portables and conicliu
t,
t
also
used
refrigerators.
B
ELECTRIC CO., 15S E. ird.

Wantad—Real Eitata

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

62

Business Equipment

HORSESHOE COUNTER, 50 ft., with tormica top end It stooK 1175; long
shuttle board, good cond ition, S7S. Inquire Dew prop Inn, MonOovlj Wis.
Tel. 6-3t«7,

Coel , Wood, Other Fuel 63
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and en|oy the
comfort ol Automatic personal care.
Keep lull sarvlce — complete burner
care. Budget planned and guaranteed
price. Order loday Irom JOSWICK'S
EAST END COAL & OIL CO., Ml E.
ith. Tel. .3389.
SLAB WOOD
Good dry oak slabs.
BRUNKOWS SAW MILL
* LUMBER VARD
Tel. 514-Hlt
Trempealeau, Wis.

Furn., Rugs, Linoleum

64

Good Things to Eat

65

NUT MEATS—Black Walnut, Butternut
and Hickory. $1.25 qt. Tel. 5951.
BUY YOUR winter potatoes now while
the price Is right, full line of apples.
Winona Potato Market, 111 Market.
A-fPLES — MOntosh, Cortlanda, Heralsons, Delicious, Prairie Spy. At reasonable prices. F. A. Krausc Co., "Breezy
Acres ". S. on new Hwy . 14-61,

Household Article*

67

CLEAN rugs. Ilk* new, so easy to do with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer,
SI. H. Choate 8, Co.

. - 70

SPINET PIANO — like new. Teakwood
finish. Eaal Duncanson. Tal. Lewiston
4872.

We Service and Stock
Needles for All .
RECORD PLAYERS
Hardt 's Music Store

Wishing, . Ironing Mach. 79 Houses for Sele

FOUR-BFDROOM homes now available.
Call for a complete description and address. For a recorded message. Tel.
8-4366 after 5 p.m,

RCA WHIRLPOOL
Washers and Dryers
Sales and Service

FEITEN IMPL . CO.

Tel. 4832

113 Washington

Wearing Apparel, Furs

80

BEAUTIFUL full length, brown mink
sides coat, to settle estate . May be seen
at Purs by Francis
BROWN FUR |»Ck«t, siie 14 , excellent
condition; Boy Scout uniform, size 14,
like new . Tel. 9041.

Wanted to Buy
SLED5, TOBOGGANS
boys. Tal. 8-1394.

and

toys

for

Closed Saturdays

WANTED SCRAP IRON & METAL,
COW HIDES, WOOL, RAW FURS.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
M a, W IRON AND METAL CO.
307 W. 2nd, across Spur Gas Station
For your convenience
We Are Now Again Ope n on Sets.
HIGHEST PR ICES PAID
for scrap iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool!

INCORPORATED
1
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 5547

Rooms Without Meals

86

ROOM FOR 1 male student, with kitchen
privileges. Tal. 1-1319 for appointment.

Rooms for Housekeeping 87
Apartments, Flats

FIFTH W. J24—3 roomi and bath. Heat ,
lights, hot water furhlshed. Available
Jan. 1. Adults. Tal, 9147 for appointment.
FOUNTAIN CITY-llt floor apt., 4 rocms
and bath. Tal. Fountain City 8687-3502 .

Radios, Television

Apartments, Furnished

Houses for Rent
ONE-BEDROOM

91

HOME.

95
Tel.

M25.

EIGHTH E. 720 - 3 rooms Including 2
small bedrooms. Contact Henry Muras
or Tel. 1-4192 for appointment .
TWO-BEDROOM cabin, all utilities paid,
partly furnished, $40 month. Also sleeping rooms. Tel. BS19-21U.

Wanted to Rent

99

DAIRY FARM wantad to rent on half
basis, must have at i»ast 160 acres tillable, In Lewlston-Rushford area. Write
Barnard Mueller, Rt. 2, Box I2d, Plainview, Minn.

Bus. Property for Sale 97

Tel. 8-2921
Located Just west of
R. D. Cone 's

INVESTOR'S SPECIAL-cehtratly located, all modern, 3-unlt apt, building.
12.940 annual Irttomo , only SI3,5O0, Tel.
7776, »sk for Syd lohnstone.

71 Farms, Land for Sale

HAVE YOU SEEN the new 19aJ Phllco
TV »ets at Hraitona? II not, coma in
now for tha bast deal In town. No
money down, fake months fo peiy
FIRESTONE STORI, 300 W. 3rd,
2ENITH COLORED TV , many sets on
nur floor ready lor delivery now or at
Christmas time , come and aae them.
F R A N K L I L I A 4. SONS , 7*1 I. Ith
Open avanlnoa.

Transistor Radio

w« have 40 dlflerenl models on hand
at nur More, We service ell we sail.
Conin In nr call WINONA FIRE a,
POWf- R CO , )« E. 2nd. Tel. S0«5.
(An055 limv« Ilia new parking lot.)

73

FOR C H R I S T M A S a fine selection of
fine uteri atwln g machinal. 110 and
up. WINONA SEWING C O , 3)1 Hull
St . Tal. 9348.

74

LUND I' toboggan, J32.50 . tin cushion
free with purchase. BAAMENEK J, Tth
t Mankato.

75

FAMOUS ALADDIN blue llama kerosana
heaters. Nn imoka, n" smell, hums J^
hours on I oallon. Also rangse , gas nr
oil heaters Servlc* and parts. RANOE
OIL BURNER CO.. M7 E. 1th St. Tal.
Wt. Adolph MIchnlowiM .

77

TYPBwimeiM and edcllno machinal
for sale or rant. Reasonable rates,
fraa delivery. See us for all your offlee supplies, desks , flies or office
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co, Tel. S>2>,
TOUR ONE S TOP typewriter and Business Machlna Hindquarters Wa service
all types of anachlnes, stock ribbons for
any mek» and alia typewriter , WINONA
T Y P f t W N I T BR SERVICt, 141 B, Ird.
Tal, 13300.

RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J . Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Jerry Berthe . ." , 8-2377
Philip A. Baumann . . . 9540

601 Main St.
¦¦' '

¦

'

¦

CHEVROLET — 1954, 2-door, standard
transmission, (-cylinder, runs and handles well, body rusted, SI 75. Tel. 6-1463.

98

7 MILES from Winona, 120 acres, «0 tillable, 1-room house, furnace and running watar, pood barn with 28 stnnchIons, new drinking cups, granary, milk
house, machine shed, garage, chicken
coop, alio. ' , down, balance nn con
tract. Also other small farms for sale .
MINN. LAND & AUCTION SERV
UI Walnut. Tel. 6-3710. after hours 7814

Houses for Sale

HAVE BUYERS
For 3 and 4-badroom homes
in the $10 ,000 to $15 ,000
class. If you want your
home sold immediately, call
now !
REMEMBER: WE BUY . . .
SELL . . . OR TRADE . . .
GIVE US A CALL !
AFTER HOURS
Pat Heise . . , 5709
Gordon Welshorn . . . 4884
""
r
LINCO LN
AGENCY
19 W. 4th
Tel. W31

t

IS YOUR HOME
TOO BIG

OR TOO SMALL?
We will he Rind
to make
A Free Appraisal
nnd show you homes to
meet your present needs
without obligation.
AFTER HOURS CALL,:
W. L. (Wlb) Hcber B-2MI
Laura Flak 2110
Leo Koil 46fll
Bob Selover 7027

"" rW t*
Tel, 2840
W
Vitl Center St,

DEC. 13—Sal., 13 30 p.m. 7 miles N.E.
of Winona Bridge on Hwy. 35, 5 mile*
W. of Oodge, 1 mile S of flcfirl's Ve tfey
School. George Stuber, owner; Alvin
Kohner, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
DEC. U—Sat. 11:30 a.m. W mile W. of
Lund, Wis., on J. Carl H. Barnel, owner; Leon Schoeder, auctioneer; Chippewa Valley Fin. Co., clerk.

"Another THORP Sale"
QUARRY
EQU I PMENT

AUCTION

Property formerly owned by
Neuheisel Limestone Products Co., Neuheisel Lime
Works and Norbert Neuheisel. Repossessed and now
owned by Thorp Finance
Corp. The conaitions and
specifications of this eauipment is not . known and no
warranties are implied or
intended . From appearance,
much would be classified as
"fair to poor" although
there are some good items.
It has not been operating
for some time, but was
working and producing lime.
when litigation halted operations.
EVERYTHING WILL
BE SOLD

$2945
1 964 OLDSMOBILE

Wed., Dec. 16

' Dynamic 88
4-door, beige with whitewali
tires, power steering, power
brakes, o t h e r equipment,
8,700 miles.

Microbus Deluxe
New engine with 100%
warranty, gas heater,
deluxe radio.

Sale to start at 12:30
P.M. (CST )

LOCATION : From Mondovi,
Wis., South on Highway 37
about 4 miles — continue on
37 past where Highway 88
turns East, about Vi mile
to first road to the West
Follow Thorp arrows.
Cat. D-8 Tractor — Northwest Crane and Lorain
Shovel — Adams Grader —
Universal Jaw Crusher —
Cedar Rapids Pulverizer
— Scale (very good) — Conveyors — Drills — Welders
— Electric Motors — Engines — Many J u n k e r
Trucks and Parts — Miscellaneous Items and Equipment pertinent to Quarry
Operations — Quantities of
controls, b o x e s , conduit,
electric cable, etc.
WRITE FOR
DECRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
USUAL THORP ON-THESPOT CREDIT AVAILABLE
TO BUYERS
THORP FINANCE CORP.
P.O. Bo-x 409 Thorp Wis. 54771
Phone: NO 9-5551

$2495
1 963 OLDSMOBILE

$1298

Dynamic 88
4-door, seafoam green with
whitewalls , power steering,
Cr!EVItOLn»ycO. power brakes, loaded with
l*aiB^^
other equipment.
105 Johnson
Tel. 2396
$2395
Open Friday Night Until 9:00

1 962 OLDSMOBILE

98 Coupe
Air conditioned, black with
red interior , whitewali tires ,
27.000 miles, over $1,000 in
factory installed accessories.

WE DON'T AIM

To Have the Most Cars

JUST

THE SHARPEST

$2400

WALZ

'61 PLYMOUTH
4-door Sedan
V-8 , radio, heater, automatic transmission, snowball
white finish .

BUICK-OLDSMOBILE-CMC
Open Friday Nights

'63 RAMBLER
2-door
Real economy car, standard
transmission, white wall
tires , 6 cylinder , snowfight
white finish.

|

W INON A UTO_

;'! Located 7 miles northeast of Winona Bridge , on Highway i
?i 35, 5 miles west of Dodge, I mile south of Bohri's Valley |
j school. Watch for arrows.
|

RAMBLE fl /~\ DODGE

ft SALES £

Open Mon. A Frl, Eve .
Tel. a-HfiW
3rd & Mankato

I Saturday* December 12
Starting al 12:30 P.M.

. .']
Vi
i

1 964 PONTIAC Catalina 4-door ,
power steering, hydramatic, driven
4 , 800 miles , new car warranty.

>j
ii

V-8 ,
automatic
transmispower steering,
sion , driven only 1 ,600 miles , new car
warranty,

SAVE NOW!!

VENABLES

7S W. 2nd

V
1

_

hi

ONLY TWO OFFICIAL
CARS LEFT

196 4 TEMPEST 4 - door ,

GEORGE STUBER

|AUCTION

'<
:
j
'; ;.¦
'-. }
j
>ii

-

DEC. »-Wed . I p.m. 11 miles N.E. of
Winona, Minn., on Wis. Hwy. 35 to
County Trunk F near Acorn Ballroom,
then t mile N. On F. Douglas Lindberg, owner ; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Northern tnv. Co., clerk.

$2995
1 963 OLDSMOBILE

196 1 VOLKSWAGEN

,¦

Everett J. Kohner
1SI Walnut. Ttl. 8-3710 alter hourt 7814

Dynamic 88
4-door, dark turquoise finish, whitewali tires, power
steering, p o w e r brakes,
loaded with equipment, 5,850
miles.

REAL MONEY SAVERS

110 Mnln

Minnesota
Land & Auction Safes

4-door, astra blue finish,
• whitewali tires, power steering , lots of other equipment, 9,000 miles.
x

'—

.

1964 OLDSMOB I LE
Jersrar 88

FOR SPACE?
LOOK AT
THIS ONE!

WHY PAY RENT?
Own your own home. Imagine, only $1500 down and
$88.08 monthly! Call now.

AUCTIONS ! I'! Household, Livestock or
General. LYLE L BOBO, Rt. 3, Houston, Minn. Tel. Hokah 194-2101. Licensed fc Bonded .

$3095

. OVER PAYMENTS on 1940 Corwlj h no money down Ray 's TradPost, 216 E. 3rd. Tel. 6333.

99

GOOD INVESTMENT far ureter M. fKlfl,
5 unit apt. home l a r g e area ^ultahle
lor business or workshop. Tet . 1 3904,

C^.
-J

3-bedroom rambler, 3 years
old.
Ultra kitchen with Coppertone refrigerator, stove
with hood and fan.
Ooodles of closets.
All hardwood floors, plastered walls.
Tiled bath, colored fixtures.
Attached garage.
No upkeep, combination windows.
1 bedroom, % bath, amusement room in basement,
completely tiled.
Laundry room with colored
washer and dryer, plus
large upright freezer.

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER , City end slat* licensed
and bonded . 252 Liberty St. (Corrier
E. 5th and Liberty). Tel . WJO.

Le Sabre
4-door, coral and white ,
p o w e r steering, power
brakes, whitewali t i r e s ,
many other fine accessories,
6,900 miles.

PINCHED

Lincoln Agency, Inc.
Real Mate—Insurance

Auction Salat

1 964 BUICK
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FORD—1959 4-door, good condition Inside
and out, radio, power brakes . 157 W ,
4th, ask lor Richard.

' '

HUNTERS, VACATIONERS — Haired
pickup Campers and travel trellert ier
rent or sale. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City.
Tel. Cochrane 346-3532.

WITH NEW CAR
WARRANTIES

107

TRAILERS
Built . . . Repaired . . . Rebuilt
BERG'S, 3M0 W. 4th,
Tel. 4>33

Tel. 2849

RfeO TOP Hwy. 41 Mobile Horn* W1*s.
See us before you buy. We j ell quel¦ity ond prlce JO years af. trailer deal1nB».-\"rlwy. «t near Goodvlew Water
Tower. Tel. 8-3626.

CREAM OF THE
CROP

INTERNATIONAL-1951 2-ton truck , combination box end racK . Very good condition. Tel. St. Charles M2-31J7.

TAKE
vair
ing

Mobil* Homat, Trailan 111

NYSTROM' S

Trucks, Tract's, Traitors 108

Usad Cars

Chryiler - Plymouth
Open Friday Nlghli

DODGE 4-door hardtop
RAMBLER 4-door
OLDSMOBILE 4-doo r
FORD 4-door hardtop
OLDSMOBILE 4-door
hardtop
'57 BUICK 4-door
'56 CHEVROLET 4-door

TELL SANTA you would like • new windshield for your n'otorcyclt this, yearl
ROBB BROS. Motorcycle Shop, 573 E.
4th .

BUY OF THE WEEK
90 BE IN FOR CHRISTMAS.
'

DOWNTOWN targe furnished apt . Tel.
3738 or 4970. 74 W. 3rd .

HALlj^ARD

W. 5th k hi?. Tracks

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges. Tel. 4>59.

CENTRALLY LOCATED-modern furnished apt.. Immediate possession, Tel. 7776.
ask for Syd Johnstone.

Ask About Our
Trial Rental Plan.
Sales & Service
To Winona and All ,
Area Schools .

We will either list it for sale
or purchase it outright.

Sam Weisman & Sons

SPACIOUS 3-room apt., centrally located,
ample closets, nicely decorated. Tel.
4324 for appointment.

WE STOCK
THE FINEST

CALL US
FOR
FR EE APPRAISAL
& CONSULTATIONS
on the sale
of your home.

OLD DISHES, dolls, wooden trunks, picture Irames, clocks, lamps, vases, anything old or antique. Write to Oliver
Oredson , «921 Abbott So., Mpls., 55*10.
WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices lor scrap
iron, metals, hides, wool and raw fur.
J22 W. 2nd.

SHOP NOW AT

Motorcycles, Bicycles

NYSTROM'S

Chrysler - Pl ymouth
Open Friday Nlgtitj

Old "Wagon Works " Bldg.

CrtORD ORGAN—in good condition. Tel,
I-397S Sun. belore 6 p.m., weekdays
after I p.m.

THREB ROOM APT., partly furnished .
Available by Jan. 1. Tel. 1-2164.

Buy Your Child
That New
Musical Instrument
He 's Been Wanting

THREE- OR POUR-bedroon house, cork
and carpeted, bullt-lns, new furnace,
gas water heater, central air conditioning, 2-cnr garage, screened patio. 1
lot for sale. Tel. 6M9.

5

Say

With Music

-ft Truck Tires
¦& Tractor Tires

81

THREE-BEDROOM spacious lower apt.,
centrally located, garage Included. Tel.
4324 for appointment.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

IF YOU WANT to buy, sell or trade
be sure to see Shank, HOMEMAKER'S
EXCHANGE, 552 E. 3rd.

$1195

'57
58
'56
'58
56

GREA T BUYS ON:

¦sir Passenger Tires

Super 88

4-pttitngtr ttttion wagon, completely
•quipped,
pnwer
iteorlng,
power
brakat , factory atr-condl1lonlng. Look*
like new both Intlde and out. Your
enanca to own a real bargain.

Beautiful .
Transportation

Bargain Center

INCOME P R O P E R T Y - f-room. 2-apf.
home, In good W. Broadway, location.
Being sold lo settle estate. Tel. 4980 for
appointment,

"^OLDSMOBILrT""

BUT

Nelson Tire's

99

100

0Lt>SM08ll.B~) W "M" 4-door, power
ileei'ing and brekiu 1961 Plymouth
Fury i-door htrdtop, itlck, V-fc with t
4-berreli. Muit ltd. May be ie*n ml
37) Liberty. Tel. 7337,

LOW PRICED

"There 'll never be another like you in the organizatio n, Accejliorlei, Tirei, Parts 104
Fidley — management will see to that!"

111 E. 3rd St.

Typewriter*

102

(Winona 's Only Real Estate Buyer)
Tel. e3$8 end 70*3
P.O. Box 345

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS

Stoves, rurneces , Perti

40 Years in Winona
Llncoln-Mercury-Falcom
Comet-Falrlane
Open Friday Evenings v
and Saturday p.m.

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

and other llama.
Tel. 1-3701.

Sewing Machinal

(gEM^s)

WILL PAY HI0HEST CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

273 E. 3rd St.
We Buy
We Sell
furnllurai-Antiques—Tool!

57 Specials et the Store

TEBN-AOF plrls ' Indoor roller akaln,
alia ll snow lull, Iftj ladles ' conl , 44;
clothing i nrw aprnm,
mlacallanaojs
nice tar gltlM 9xU n,g Call alternoons Ihls week , IIH W. oth.

OWNER TRANSRBRRED - 3-b«droom
rambler, 4 yean old, kitchen has builtin stove and oven, baj ement his large
recreation room with bar, atwlnq and
laundry room, large garage, full lot
completely fenced In. (40 47th Ave.,
Goodvlew, Slier 5, or Sun.

FOR THAT ARTIST on your Chrlllmil
Gltt List ctioot* Qrumbactilr 'a Painting
Supplies, brushes, colors, papers and
books, easels, palettes, pans, sketching
pencils, pelrtu and painting knlvii.
PAINT DEPOT , U7 Centar St.

46 Mutleef Merchandise

"53 FORD V-8
Station "Wagon
New engine exchange recently, sheet metal rusting
out.
Special at $05
See this and many other
low priced cars at our used
car lot.
_, Aa Aovartue Our Prim
^^

THREE-BEDROOM home, with new heating system, new itwage disposal syaf«m, ] acres ol land on Hwy. 31, between Winona and Galesville. School
bus stops tt front ooor. Tal. Centervlll*
S»-2141.

MEN'S AND LADIES' -Ftfiura skelM.
U.li at BAMBENEK'I, tth 1. Mankato.

109 1 Usad Cart

Uiad Car*

PSICEO
3 bedroom
MODERATELY
hem*, only I years old, city location,
with suburban atmosphere. 1U9 Olenvlew Road. Ttl. 4017.

CHRISTMAS TRElS-femlly fun, cut
your own trie. Shiarad Norway!, 1' lo
I', your choice. SI.35. Dec. Jth to 14th.
10 a.m. to dusk. Lemke's Tree Farm,
Trempealeau, wis .

Burke's, 3rd & Franklin

New Model MAC 15 Lightweight 17-inch bar. $124.85.

SERVICE

ICE SKATE txthangt, naw ant una.
Skates
sharpened. KOLTER
llcycle
Shop, SOI Mankato. Tel. 5415.

BURKE 'S FURNITURE

REDEEM VALUABLE COUPONS
Oct. Farm Journal
(Inside back cover.)

••

f i vg HO0M5, 3 bedrooms, tile floors,
hot water heater, furnac* and garage.
T«l7 :Fo«nt»ln-Clty I4I7-J3M after 3 or
Suriday

SNOW BLOWER-used 1 sieson. Tel.
23/3. Mrs. Ed Gaulke, 10* N. Baker.

WALNUT COCKTAIL tables, S4.«; 3pc.
table group. Including 2 step tables and
matchinq cocktail table. S19.?5 k.d.
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
302
PUREBRED Duroc boars, also Landrace
Mankato Ave. Open evenings.
boars. Clifford Holt, Lanseboro, Minn.,
(Pilot Mound I.
Thrifty Gifts at
HOLSTEIN BULLS - purebred, service
able igt, dam records up lo t>94 lbs.,
Triple plate-d chrome coat hanger
herd .average SSa Alfred Johnson ' 1
pole — 2 adlustuble racks — S9.95
Sons, Peterson, Minn. Tel. 175-37,11 or
875-5J43

M CCULLOCH

ROUTE SALES

Privata Instruction

PUREBRED Spotted Poland China bears.
These boars, will weigh from 275 lbs. to
37] Ibt. Tops In bloodlines. Contact
Gary Smlkrud, Galesville, Wis. or Tel.
7-F-12.

See the new 12 lb model XL 12.
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd t, Johnson
Tel S4!S

SINGLE MAM wanted lor liahl choral,
no milking, up to tat of April. Henry
Rremer, Mondovi, Wis, Tel. Arcadia
.n-F.j .

PART-TIME WORK -wanted
noon and Sals. Trl. »- MV.

lease,
Daley,

REGISTERED Holsltln bulls, J, serviceable; also Surge seamleas milker bucket. Robert & Bernard Schmldtknecht ,
Cochrane, Wis. Tel. M6-2500.

Unequalled opportun i t i e s
now with the Fashion Wagon
ol Minnesota Wooten Co.
PARTY PLAN or appointment sales, full or part
time. No experience necessary. Tremendous nationally advertised complete
line of clothing for all seasons, all members of the
family, Save customers 20%
to 40%. Start earning cash
today, the Fashion Wagon
way! For details write Minnesota Woolen Co,, Duluth ,
Minnesota. Include y o u r
phone number .

Help Want«d—Male

43

i HOUMI for tale
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Lunch will be served.

25 CATTLE - 3 Holsteln cows , springing; 3 Holstcin
rows , fresh and open; 5 Holslein cows , milking good
nnd clue in spring; 2 Guernsey cows , milking pood and
due in .spring; '2 Hnlstcin heifers , 15 months old nnd
open ; 10 A.ngua Holstcin cross steers and heifers , yearlings.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Sunset 210 gallon bulk tank ;
2 Surge seamed pails ; Surge 2 unit milker pump; pipe
lino for 20 cows; double stainless steel wnsh tank; Surge
hot water heater .
FEND - 1 , 200 bales hay ; 200 bales straw; 200 bushel*
corn; 200 bushels oats ; 20 feet silage In 14 ft. silo.
MACHINERY — 1952 Case DC tractor with live
power hydraulic , Eagle hitch in real good condition ;
194B Allis Chnlmcrs "WC tractor in good condition on good
rubber; Oliver 60 tractor and cultivator In Rood condition; New Paulson manure loador; Case li ft, double disc
grain drill with grass need attachment on rubber; New
Holland fit* hay baler; 104ft Ford pick-up; McD. 4-whee l
manure spreader on rubber; Allis Chalmers 2-bottom 14inch plow on rubber; fi-ft . tandem disc; 3-sectlon stee l
drag; McD , side rako; McD . corn binder; McD. hammermill ; band corn she Her; platform scale ; air •comprossor
and miscellaneous .
TERMS; Under $10 .00 cash; over that amount ennh
or '.« down nnd balance In monthly payments. w« added
to balance for fi months. Your credit is always good with
the Northern Investment Co.
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
Northorn Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clork
Rep. by Eldont W . Borg, Arcadia, Wlscwniiln
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*V *>Y Cr.n .

BUZZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY

By ClW«r Gould

^

By Mort W. lk.r

BEETLE BAILEY

By- Hanna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES

DAN FLAGG

\

By Don Sherwood

By Chic Young

BLONDIE

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

BY Al Ca PP

LI'L ABNER

_T#

89" Luxurious Kroehler Sofa in dork
black , brown ny lon tweed. Allows
82" of soft foam seating space. 3cushion style with 3 big reversible
back cushions. 4 legs are set on £ OAA
AA
pretty Shepherd casters
w.t. ^__ "f«r .
wU
,

ti

Small smart modern Sofa in perform_ QA AA
ance tested ny lon cover in gold. . . w.t. ^eiJivv

Kroehler Sofa Bed, "The Sofa With a
Secret ," in dark brown ny lon fabric.
Big Shepherd casters and innerspring tfO^Q
mattress
w.t. e^feie/ej IiVV
——————______________________

AA

91" extra long 3-cushion Sofa by
Kroehler. Ny lon fabric ,zippered cushions in beige , brown and charbrown &4
color. Your choice
vi..
l ^JLOe/t.VV

Kroehler 3-pc. Sectional , wide sloping
p illow arm sty le in heavy brown tf^CA
wt
n y |on freil
^-«05J MUU

QA AA

Danish walnut

Bedroom

Set ,

dou D e dresser , chest and open back

''
panel bed.

£ 1f_ A AA
w.t. $JLO«f-UU

Plastic top

AA

-

°

Smart slim line high back Lounge Chair
b y Kroehler or Vale ntine Seaver. Choice t f* A A
of color
w.t. «P«F«J-VU

Our best Kroehler 2-pc , Living Room
Suite , foa m tufted back , gracefull y
c urve d arms , in brown boige or green
^*_f *_pA
frcize
w.t. «P*I_ IJ«J -U U

Valentine Seavar "Presidential Sofa"
features curved f ront in deep, rich
brown ny lon matelasse. Snap-down
cushions with covered deck.
Six
small casters for ease in moving t tOOA

Irct lian Provincial Bedroom Group in
distressed fruitwood finish by Kroehler. large 56" double dresser with
vortical framed mirror. 37" 5-drawer £*)AA
AA
c llost - Q u*-'en si
*° pa ne ' bed. . w.t. *P_-«f«f

AA

AA

•
f i
r . .
SANTA rrrn.i
SPEC AL— n
Pair of bcaufifu doc'
'
-, . . .
orat.ve Table Lamp,, traditional sty .lo,
•ilk shades marble platforms , many tf*
AA
| | |/
sty les and color, to choose from.
. Pr. 4>*tU_UU
CAMTA

90" 3-cushion Kroehler Cape Cod
Earl y American Sofa with solid maple
trim, T-cushion style with arm caps
in rich black , brown tweed. . . w.t. ?_!
b
9
:
»
U
U

COCA AA

______

Kroehler PARTY CHAIRS —• Small decorative armless
chain in beautiful (_ 0A
bright colors
Pair w.t. <PO«faUU

AA

' ¦"""

"

"

"

«J

"

¦'

" '

r-eg

1 Innstmas ^|

BLANKET SALE ESS!,
GENUINE 100% WOOL

Solid oak and oak venee red 3-pc.
w
ii
n i
r
i desert
J
.
Kroehler
Bedroom
Group
in
satu| finish, double dresse r , mirror ,
S -drawor

chesl

and footless

c a s f l |}ot)

book- <f <)7A AA
w , J^/ jf _(|JJ

,. .
.
. .
Englander famous tension-ease Matfirm foam latex d*| f-Q QA
'T °"
T , ^^9,
*«"'«*>l° •"» 20-yr. guara ntee, w.t. ^i97iVV

,,

B'9- comfortable Recliner, in ny lon and
Plas "c c o m b i n a t i o n . Orange or d?Of)

AA
w.t. ^OO iUv

b>«iflo

AT EAST THIRD AND FRANKLIN
"

. .^

' _^PH__fc^

Na 0na ly F °U
" E P T" '

.UU

OUT OF THE HIGH RENT DISTRICT _ OPEN 8 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY
Friendl y Low Te rms

1
biff
rftl
11111 rui

AA

T> J J T) 17 T? 9 C Furniture
JJ U JA.X V.JIL/ O Mart

Better
Bny s ai

P
4>

AA

3-pc.

im

| Give a Warm y
and Comfortable %

6-pc. walnut Dining Room Ensemble ,
42" square round table with plastic
,op 4 sicJe cna rs > 36 glass enclosed tf 0"fO
'
'
china cabinet
w.t. tayami *f iVV

Beautiful French Provincia l Sofa by
Krothler in light champagne beige. £ 1A A
AA
Matelasse with fru ilwood trim.
w.t. $JL «# %F-Ww

lAf

"">

Frae Cuitomar
¦
¦

-

Parking i n Rear

.11 -

!¦ ¦!

——

^LgW

THERMO-INSULATED

BLANKETS

90% Acry lic
10% Nylon

^^mw

Seamed
__

¦
_¦
^ $£88
¦

¦
va ,u«

THEY tnoo
* - _, Mflflfc.
.

LA ST"
LAST

-

—
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OPEN MONDAY, WEDNESDAY AND FRIDAY TIL 9 P.M.

